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.20,000Negroes Behind Council's Effort To
Meet With Armour And Stop Police Brutality

IES
Domeolare"
United
of So.
n 'Th•
mount.

Did Police Kill Neal
In 'Self Defense'

Letter Fails;
Seek Conference

But his story differs with the one fingers. Mrs. Nichols said she did
By BURLEIGH HIN.ES, JR.
Did police kill Thomas Neal Sat- reported by neighbors who were not know anything about Neal try
eye witnesses to the bloody inci- ing to fire the gun and he didn't
urday M self defense?
hear any officer tell him to drop
claim. (Staff photo by Hardin) dent.
More than 20,000 Negroes moved into action to stop
Conflicting reports were gather- Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Nichols, the gun prior to the shooting.
police
brutality Sunday v4hen the Bluff City and Shelby
said
the
jr.,
police
1242
Marble,
Defender
from
Mr.
Tri-State
Cash, who brought Mrs. Nee
ed by the
lipwitnesses to the bloody death cars had hardly stopped rolling and her neighbor, Mrs. Bozic- ColCounty Council of Civic Clubs voIed to file an in -person
eal who died in a fusilage before the officers opened fire lins from the store in his cab
complaint with police Commissioner Claude Armour some.
is
llets on the steps of his home on Neal, slumped on his front said that when Mr. Neal met them
time this week.
at the door he seemed to be in a
at 1245 Marble. Neal had shot his steps.
good mood. "She spoke to him, call
wife. Florence, just as she re- MAN SLUMPED
Not at all satisfied with Ar- sioner Armour came shortly altar
turned home with a neighbor "That man was slumped on his ing him 'big daddy' or something
mour's answer to its letter asking a ringing denunciation of
from a shopping trip.
steps as if he was hurt," said the and he spoke back.
for relief from beatings Negroes attitudes by labor leader Jinnes
Albert Cash, Little John taxi cab Nicholses. 'The officers came Cash said as he put the groceries
have received from local police, Walker.
on
the
dining table Mr. Neal went
driver, who narrowly missed death bursting around the corner and sec•
the Council decided that a face' "What they've done to ihesa
into
the
bedroom
and
came
back.
as he carried Mrs. Neal's grocer- rods later they were pumping bulto • face - meeting with Armour groes, they wouldn't dare do in a
ies into the Neal home said the lets into that man." As for the He (Neal) asked Mrs. Neal how
white neighborhood," Walker deshould be the next approach.
she
was
feeling,
gun
in
Neal's
hand,
Mr.
Nichols
Mrs.
Neal
anthe
killing
police were "justified in
The Reverend Alexander Glad- clared. "The policeman is a servsaid tt was tist dangling from his swered, "All right," Cash said.
said
council,
noun "
of the public and was nutter
the
ant
of
president
I„AROR LEADER James T.
of Civic Clubs Sunday in the
tempt to work out steps to pre. ney,
Mr. Neal said, "You won't
would be accompanied to the designed to be a tormentor.
Walker speaks out against poAbe Scharff Branch Y. Group
reports of police he
sent
further
be," and then shot his wife.
police commissioner's office by FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
lice brutality at meeting of
decided to ask for a fare-to'
brutality. Reverend Alexander
Cash said Neal then asked him
Howard Jackson, president of the "If we can't get action from our
Bluff City and Shelby County
fare meeting with Police ComCladney
presided
over
the
who he was and told him that
Klondike civic club; Matthew Da- local authorities, then we will just
missioner Armour in an atmeeting.
he'd "better get the hell out of
vis, president of the New Chicago have to appeal to the federal gov•
civic club; Ally. Russell B. Sugar- ernment for protection," Walker
there."
Ill'I)It lllllllIlllltlll)Ill Ill)ttltlltlll)11111111 tlllllllllllt110111 mon, jr., and Atty. S. A. Wilhun,
HEARD GUN
said,
Reverend Gladney said he hop- Walker said that members of the
Cash said he ran out the back
Thursup
for
meeting
set
the
ed
to
door. He heard the gun click becouncil would intervene if they
day or Friday. He said the council saw Negroes interfering with as
hind him just as he stumbled and
Negroes.
speaks
for
20,000
fell in a ditch behind the house.
officer who was attempting to de
RETAIN SUGARMON
Then he said, he heard a bullet
Sugarmon
has
been
Attorney
resing over his head. Gaining speed
same time." he said, "II
bis Atthe
duty."
Negroes are still being forced
after his fall. Cash said he scaled
to use the "Colored Only" waft. tained by the council to record we see any policeman misusing a
the wall running parallel to ChelMg room of Continental Trail. sworn statements from persona Negro, then we are honor bound
sea, and went to call the police.
ways bus station but 0. 7. Evers who have charged that they have to try to do something about it."
John
H.
Johnson,
president
of among 20 businessmen who were president of
"I met the police on Evergreen
the BingbamPtoe been unnecessarily beaten by po- Walker urged Memphis Negroes
Johnson
Publishing
Company
in
invited by President Eisenhower Civic league. reports
and Chelsea," said Cash. We went
that "It lice. The council committee will be not to show anger, "Hold your
Chicago,
has
accepted
memberto
a
stag
dinner
at the White Won't be long before these signs armed with these statements when head high but if a policeman misto Neal's house and he was sitship
on
the
Fisk
University
Board
House,
lie
was
also
a
member
of come down just like they did at they talk with Armour.
ting on the steps slumped over
treats you, tell the truth so the
the press group which accom- Greyhound."
Armour complained in his let- public will know exactly what hapuh a sack of shells between his of Trustees. •
Publisher of Ebony, Tan, Jet panied Vice-President Nixon on a
ter
to
the
council
that
no
specific
As we drove up Neal raised
Evers received a letter from
pened."
and Hue magazines, Johnson WaS goodwill trip to Africa in the
the U. S. Department of Justice cases of alleged brutality had
Reverend Cladney said the alm
pistol and clicked it at the chosen in
1951 as one of the out- spring of 1957.
last week which prompted him been presented. The sworn state- of the council is to ,keep peace
o,ficers, the taxi chiver reported.
standing young men of the year
Johnson is a member of the to make this prediction. Signed ments will offset this contention. in the community,
"Officer P. T. Brandon, whose by the United
States Junior
Incidents of police brutality have
ed his wife, Florence. Front car I was in told Neal to put
FINGER OF FATE pointed
Since we are urging our peothe Chamber of Commerce. He was Chicago Association of Commerce by John L. Murphy, chief of
been reported from the area ple to cooperate with the police,
window of Neal's house caught gun down," Cash
at Thomas Neal Saturday as
said. Several oth- the first Negro businessman se- and Industry. He is a director of the general litigation section,
stray bullet. Conflicting re- er officers told him
Supreme Liberty Life Insurance Murphy told Evers that the served by Mr. Jackson's club there is no reason why Commis.
he died from a volley of po•
to drop the lected for this honor.
ports have raised the question
lice bullets in front of his
pistol, he said. Neal just kept click. Johnson was recently elected to Company, Adult Education Coun- League's complaint had been re• and from the area served by Mn, stoner Armour shouldn't talk to
cil
of Greater Chicago, National ferred to the Interstate Com- Davis' club.
whether
as
to
police
killed
the police about avoiding force
home at 1245 Marble minutes
the trustee board of the Nation- Conference of
The vote to meet with Commis- whenever possible," he said.
in self defense as they claim.
Christians and Jews merce Commission.
after he had shot and woundal Urban League and LeMoyne and is A trustee
of Tuskegee inStaff photo by Hardin.
college in Memphis.
/11111111011(111111Illat111111111T1110111f11111111111111111111111111
stitute.
The success of Johnson publications is one of the most spectacular success stories in the publisle
ing field. Only 13 years old
Ebony, with issues of 150 • 201
pages, boasts a circulation well
over 550,000. His pocket-sized Jet a news and picture magazine-sells
over 6000,000 copies per week.
Tart, a women's magazine, has
a circulation of 200,000.
On April 21, 1955, Johnson was
in medicine, from a reputable
COST TO CURE
The color bars are down at the pleasure with the arcial barrier
nedical education is one of' school, he has done some studyUniversity of Tennessee Evening and asking relief.
the most expensive on the books. ing . . some real studying. And
School in Memphis.
Mr. Arnold answered that the
Anybody who has had to pay the some deserved passing.
Jesse Turner, vice president and matter had been turned over to
00
Not only does the school see to
bill for the education of a doctor
cashier of the Tri-State Bank en. the university administration for
will add a fervent "amen" to that that, but state examining boards
ALBERT CASH
rolled Monday night in an ender. action. Shortly afterwards Mr.
The
NAACP
student
chapter
at
the
beyond
Over
and
observation.
and other agencies work constantgraduate course "Federal Income Turner received a call from T. L.
money that has to be spent for ly to see that the doctor's prepara- ing his gun and the officers opened Lemoyne College has completed Tax Seminar"
climaxing an ex- Weber, director of UT's evening
its fall membership campaign
elementary. high school, and col- tion is tops before he picks up fire.
Cash said that after the officers and enrolled approximately 35, tended attempt to open the doors school here advising him that his
lege expenses, the fellow seeking his stethoscope and thumps someof
the
local
UT
branch to all per. application had been accepted.
according
to
E. McCray Young,
investigated Neal's lifeless body
medical education, finds that his body's chest.
they went into the house and found president. The organization meets sons desiring to do undergraduate
This was a direct face for UT.
money spending has "really" be- PAY HEAVILV
work there,
twice each month.
Just three weeks ago R. F. Thomwhen he enters medical school. All that's said by way of ac- Mrs. Neal slumped in a chair. At
Josephine B. Isabel of 582 Lip- or senior college level scholasticalOther
officers
Mr.
press
are
Turner
time
Clifton
had
she
was
in
recently
fair
been ason, dean of admissions at the
condiThen after four years of that knowledging that from the standDarke, vice president: Bernice turned down flatly on the basis of University of Tennessee at Knox. ford st., and Rufus Sanders of ly.
tion in John Gaston hospital.
comes the equally expensive pro- point of money spent, time given,
Mrs. Collins, the neighbor, said Hightower, recording secretary; race. However, he vowed to con- ville, told the Tri-State Defender 4200 Beacon Hill rd., both juniors LeMoyne grades students on the
position of setting up and equip- sacrificial effort made, the doctor,
she didn't even hear the first shot. Pearlie Owens, corresponding sec- tinue his efforts to study at UT that "Negroes are not admitted at LeMoyne college, have been 3.00 system, and a student must
ping an office, and getting es- Negro and white, in the United
Shortly after she and Mrs. Neal retary; Josephine Isabel, chap- Evening School and wrote J. E. for undergraduate study at UT cited by Kappa Beta chapter of the have a 2.30 average to he recogtablished in practice.
States has paid much for his edunational honor society, Alpha Kap- nized by the national honor society.
lain, and Elmer Moore, parlia- Arnold, dean of the university ex- or at the evening
school at MemAnd while this is going on, the cation. Most doctors don't have
(See NEAL Page 2)
Mr. Sanders has a 2.30 average
mentarian,
pa Mu.
tension school expressing his dis- phis.
budding doctor has to maintain time for "really living" in the acThe organization gives public and Miss Isabel owns a 2.76 aver.
appearances. fie has to look the cepted American sense of t he
recognition twice each
year to age.
part, even while a student. He term, until comparatively late in
students of distinction. They must Both have been members of Lehas to have the proper clothes, life.
have demonstrated high scholar- Moyne•s Honor Society for two
maintain a certain standard of liv•
ship ability, shown good moral years and are active in student orSuch human urges for marriage,
When he begins practice he social life, extended recreation, a
and attained the junior ganizations.
character
to surround himself with a lot of the time a man normally
Is
look of comparative well-being. figures he owes to himself, the
"Your Newspaper • Freedom's er newsmen will serve as "faculgram in the Manassas High school noon, Oct. 17.
People don't want their doctors doctor can't too much indulge.
Textbook" will be the theme of by" for the news-writing phase of
to look hungry and down in the People place a high valuation on
auditorium. Music for this pro- ONLY SCHOOL
week-long
activities
in
Mawhich
the
Journalism
Clinic "classes" to
as mps. And to live up to what is their lives. They demand that mediAlbert Thompson, president of
nassas higk school will celebrate be held in the library between 11 gram will be furnished by the
expected the doctor and the doe- cine don't expect their doctors to
Manassas mixed chorus and band the Louis B. Hobson chapter of the
National
Newspaper
Week,
from
a.
m.
and
1:30
p.
m.
money.
spend
tor in process has to
Quill and Scroll; Benjamin Labe too "human." In fact, ever Oct. 15 - 21.
Serving as consultants for other under the direction of Mrs. Bobbie
RIG SACRIFICE
since the days of the witch-doctor
L. B. Hobson. Manassas princi- clinic sessions will be representa- Blakely Jones and Emerson Able. nier, editor-in-chief of the Mariae-'
sas Newsette, and Rev, William
On top of that, the doctor has and medicine man, most groups pal, said the school agenda
honor- tives of the Memphis Pres•Seimi- JUDGE CONTEST
L. Bell, the sponsor and director
to mgke a big sacrifice otherwise of men have gown up in the more ing the nation's fee press
will be tar; Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor George Sister, promotions editor
education.
He
has
to
of this program will take part in
dig or less subconscious idea that heal. climaxed on Wednesday,
to get his
Oct. 21 of the Memphis World: L. F. Pal- of the Commercial Appeal, and I,t.
this interview.
real hard to meet the high and era have a sort of mystic attach- with several outstanding
features mer, editor of the TN-Stele Be. George Lee — associated with othexacting standards of scholas- ment to the supernatural . . . a including a
Manassas High school is the
Journalism
ers
—
will
Clinic
serve
as
judge
for
for
the
fender
and
Robert M. Ratcliffe,
only Negro school in the tri-state
Or Performance required in the sort of spiritual communication ' members of high school publica"Miss
Manassas
Newsette"
conformer
newspaperman
and
now
a
area to have a chapter of the
medical college. Professors w h o with the higher sources of life tion staffs and their
faculty ad- member of the LeMoyne college test to be held in the Manassas
Quill and Scroll International honteach doctors, and they have to be i itself.
visors.
auditorium
at
7:30
p.
on.
Wednesstaff.
good teachers, demand, and right.l The medicine man has long been
School newspaper staffs from oth• Mr. Edwin C. Rust, of the day. There will be a talent show orary society for high school jourlearn'
nalists on ita campus.
ly. that would-be doctors
aligned with the man of religion er Memphis High schools a n d Memphis Academy of Arts
and preceding the judging of this cone r
Manassas' Quill and Scroll sothittr subjects thoroughly.
. with most folk. Both are same. from several schools in the neigh- Sciences, associated
test. Roland "Flunks, Dory" Porwith
mempeo-,
care
of
that
view
is
point of
how believed to have superior or boring stale of Arkansas have been bers of the journalist clinic, will ter of the NALOK radio staff will be ciety and the Newsette are sponleave
doesn't
health
sored
by the school's English deand
lives
plea
more nearly constant contact with I invited to participate, Mr. Hob- serve as judge for the poster con- the "MC" for the talent show.
partment headed by Mrs. Ethel
seem for guys who would hope to the vague World of the spiritual and son said
test.
The finalists in the "Miss Ma- Perkins. Rev, William L. Bell of
e a medical degree through the mystical powers of the Great NEWSMEN TO SERVE
Edward J. Meemen, editor of the nassas Newsette" contest will be the English
and Spanish departgillt:
' courses and getting by.
Malcolm Adams, city editor of Memphis Press-Scimitar, will ad interviewed over radio station ment is advisor and director for
(see SHADOWS Page 2)
a person receives a degree i
0110010•
The Commercial Anneal. and nth. dross s 2 n
Innoni.1 'Alone; t,”11, WT.OK at
1 D. tn. Saturday after- both organizations.
I
JOSLPILINE ISABEL
RUFUS SANDERS _
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Ebony Publisher
On FiskS Board

OAIRK

Federal Official
Says Trailways To
'Be Taken Care Of'

UT Night School
Color Bars Down

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

Enroll 35 In
LeMoyne NAACP

1

•

NEXT WEEK

Full Page Of Pictures
Douglas High School
Coronation Ball

WATCH FOR IT!

onor Society tites
Two LeMoyne Students

Manassas High Sets Journalism Clinic

war
•

ROBERT
wood, True
that they a
lied as othe
divine gut

,fie
' TWENTY • FOUR high school
students are spending their
Satarday mornings learning
how to be "monitors" for
citHdren burdened by handi•
caps. Sponsored by the United
eiWbral Palsy association of
Miimphis and Shelby county in
1 cooperation
with
Crippled

Children's hospital, the pro.
gram is designed to help students who are interested in
learning more about the medical and theraputic team approach in helping handicapped
children. According to Elven:
Garber, executive director of
the United Cerebral Palsy as.

sociation, "Cerebral
palsy
monitors are high school stu•
dents who are planning on
medicine, the therapies and al.
lied fields for careers. They
are intelligent young people
who have a goal in life—and
who also have healthy, whole.
some fun. They are taught by

orthopedists, muses, there.
pists, social workers and psychologists with cerebral palsied children, illustrative of
the individual lectures present
in the classes to demonstrate
the themes. Because cerebral
palaey encompasses all handi•
caps, these young people will

be qualified to monitor any
physically handicapped child."
C,raduates of the course, Gar.
ber added, are in constant de'mand to baby sit with handi•
capped children. In photo at
left, Ruby Brown, 17, of Booker T. Washington high school,
kneeling, assists little Robert

NAW-- NOESODset.1.. BE
FOQA1A1.1 LOOK AT
THE SUIT I'M
Weihettsr
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A
weekly news magazine's survey
shows that Vice President Richard
M. Nixon has a clear-cut lead for
the 1960 Republian Presidential
nomination.
With only nine months to go be,
fore next year's Presidential nom
mating conventions, U. S. News &
World Report magazine polled 125
governors and state party chairmen on the outlook.
It said in a copyrighted article
Monday that the results showed
Nixon running far ahead of New
York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
Nixon was pictured as already con.
AWARD WINNER — Phillip E. trolling 638 convention votes with
Brooks, Jr., lass sny high school 668 needed to win the nomination.
hour graduate has received the On the Democratic side, the
Gabriel Scholarship at Fisk uni- magazine said "all is confusion."
wersity. This award Is given to It called Sen. John F. Kennedy
the sophomore student who has (Maui the front runner with about
earned Illei4sighest marks in his 541 convention votes. However, it
freshman year at Fisk. Phillip was not a "solid figure." It
would
Jr. is the son of Rev. and Mtn. take 758 convention votes to
win
Phillip E. Brooks. Sr. of 384 Edith. the Democratic nomination,
The scholarship was given to the
Fisk sophomore at the first school
convocation.
I DIEW YORK — (UPI) — Bruce
Heiscock, a pole vault and high
jump star at Boston University in
the early 1950's, has been named
retch of the Columbia University
freahntan cross-country and track
and field teams. Hescock set a
service high jump record of six
feel, seven inches while in the
Force.

Aie

Fisk Nudges Aside
Alabama A and M, 6-0

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Henry
William Felt, former president of NASHVILLE — Coach Eugene
J P Felt & C
eieetrotypers, Stevenston, Fisk University's new
died Sunday at a residential hotel' football mentor, gave the hometown folks a thrill when he directhero. He was U years old.
Felt was the son of Joseph Pol- ed the Bulldogs to a 8-0 victory
lard Felt, founder of the electro- , over Alabama A&M.
type company. The felt plant was Smarting from a loss to Tuskebelieved to have made the first gee the week before, Fisk made
the home debut something to talk
mats for comic strips
about.
Wasting no time, Fisk touched
pay dirt in the first quarter when
eIcpaGsosrlroonmBqa
hmaIf
yba
ard
grabbed
erback
j
:
0
quarterback
Lewis
Banks went three yards to score
= Lewis felled to make the conversion. Fisk plays DWard here
=,Saturday.

Go By Busininiffilionga
•

=

.a.

It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

-E- 140 TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
a.

.

MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
ni1111111in11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111111111MIMIII
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=,
-2- Finds Bone Pile
4
- 2 In Berry Bushes

41 Emil Gruell was shaken so badlY
si that he called police when
found a pile of bones in his raspheberry bushes.
Gruel rested a bit easier after
Milwaukee
Medical examiners
told him the bones were from a
roast of beef.

The one gin that tastes great
mixedi gehased..1 or sttaight.i
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink!
.Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and siteifoio,
the taste is great straight.. That's why
it's the great favorite,
around the varlet-

an

The

gin

in
served
the world!

distilled

15 countries and
around

si‘
'
1=81LRET'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY OW 80 PROOF 100% 6 IIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS w. I 4,
oe., CINCINNATI. OHM OISTRIOUTIO NY 1111101thl DISTILLERS PRODUCTS Cl.

LOCAL 52, National Association of Post Office Mail Han.
dies, AFL-CIO, Sunday contributed to the fund established
by the Bineharnpton Civic
League to help its president,
0. Z. Evers keep his job at
the local post office. Evers has
received word that he may be
dismissed because he campaigned for office in the last

election, though at the last
minute he did not qualify.
Shown pith Evers are officials
of the local checking a letter
authorizing Evers to enter the
political campaign. Left to
right are Turner Gilmer e,
ir., secretary;
rs,
ns
E. Lewis, president and
W.
Betts, Jr., reporter.

NAACP T
•

NiananAnderson
NEW YORK — Miss Mirian An-1 selling campaign.
derson will be guest of honor at
Heading the general dinner comthe third annual NAACP Free- mittee are;
dom Fund dinner in the Hotel
Dr. George D. Cannon and CorCommodore here. Sunday, Dec. 6. nelius McDougald, New York atAnnouncement of the celebrated , torney. Co-chairman of the comsinger's participation in the gala' mittee include Kivie Kaplan, Duke
$100-per- couple dinner was made, Ellington, Mrs.
Effie Gordon,
by Jackie Robinson, co-chairman! George Gregory, Oscar Hammerwith Mrs. Marguerite Belafonte, stein, II, Miss Rose Morgan, Dr,
of the Association's 1950 Freedom Alf E. Thomas. Jr.. Dr. Harry J.
Fund campaign.
Greene, and Dr. Cecil Marquez.
Meanwhile, more than 100 memThe committee has set a goal of
bers of the dinner sponsoring com- 1,500 dinner guests for the occasmittee launched an active ticket- ion.

Are You So Nun-Down You Con's Give Your Husband and Family
Real Companionship? Then DIscover The Wonderful
Blood-Strengthening Action of This Special Iron Tonic for Women!
How tragic when a woman feels Thu quickly help build rich, red
so tired, so weak and run-down blood. to restore strength and
she Can't be a real companion! energy so you feel fine again matt
Luckily, It's often due to "IronPin
s unique formula can
Hungry Blood" (*simple Iron de- also bring blessed relief from
ficiency anemia) Then it's need- functionally-caused monthly
less for those women to suffer cramps and "Hot Flashes" of
such awful weariness
change-of-lifel No wonder so
Now, a wonderful iron tonic many women use Pinkham's
Tablete alt through their noes!
can help relieve this condition.
thus renew your vitality! It's
If "Iron-Hungry Blood" hu
Lydia E. Pinichtun's Tablets, only left you weak and run-down —
Iron tonic made especially for only "half" a woman—get Pinkwoment Rich in iron, Pinkham's ham's Tablets from druggists.
Tablets start to strengthen Then see 11 you don't soon feel
"Iron-Hungry Blood"in one day/ "all" woman again!
FOR FEMALE AILMENTS! Doctors' teats prove famous LYrits E.
Plnkhasn's Vegetable Compound (liquid) also Wags qulak NUM
srova swasenterts at sionugy sun and Ohaseas-cii-litIL

Smith, son of Mrs. Robert
Smith, in learning to push carriage. Looking on is Bobbie
Terrell, 18, of Douglas high,
McDowell,
hight; Barbara
center, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Sylvester McDowell of
1642 Burton, and Joe Lee Allen, grandson of Mrs. Joe Em•

ma Allen of Laconia, Tenn. In
center photo, Stephenie Johnson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lucan Johnson, 3010 Tillman
Cove, rides tricycle with aid
of Betty Kimbel, 18, and
I,oistine Walker, 17 of Booker
T. In photo at right, Lester
high students, Clifford
C.

Townsend IV, 16, center and
Frank lgess, 17, learn to put
leg braces on Joe Kearney
under the supervision of Miss
Elizabeth Spelt:, director of
physical therapy. Joe is the
son of William Kearney of
Bolviar, Tenn. Staff photos by
Hardin.

Preaidept
wouireed t
will be one
patine in
7.000 schol
Candidates
high schoo
out the tin'
gin Islands
Le Moyne
ministering

(Continued From Page I)
Beyond. Their's is to deal with
the fires of life here and hereafter. As a result the doctor and.
MIAMI — Owners of a restaurPreviously they had agree
the preacher occuppY a Preferred
ant in Byrons-Jackson's Depart- serve everyone in negotiations
and respected position in sooiment store in Downtown Miami CORE representatives. When they
ety ... something awesofe to most
have closed it rather than serve went back on their word, Miami
folk.
Negroes. The restaurant has been CORE began to demonstrate hi
EXPECT MORE
closed since Monday, Sept. 28, the restaurant. Members occupi
And that's why more folk expect when members of Miami CORE ed every available seat and "waitmore of their doctors and preach. (Committee of Racial Equality) ed for service."
ers. That's why they express deep protested against the discriminaIn the course of CORE's CAM•
1 concern and even distress when tory policy.
paign to end discrimination in rea:
these two important functionaries On that day two members of taurants, Dr. Brown was threaten.
of society, stray from, or even CO R E, Ishmell Howell (Negro), cd by an ex-convict and
Gordon
seem to stray from the traditional and Charles Siegel (white), were Carry, national field secretary,
expectations of their positions. attacked and beaten by George was beaten in the wash
room of
Folk want- to see their preachers Victor, a white electrician. The Byrons-Jackson's.
"right now" in times of spiritual CORE members were peacefully
in a related development Florior emotional unrest. They want to sitting at the lunch counter "wait- da Attorney General
Richard' Er.
see their doctors "right now" in tug for service."
yin has ruled that a restaurant
times of physical or mental un- Dr. John 0. Brown, CORE pro- may choose its
customers. Actin,*
rest.
ject director and prominent Miami Miami Police Chief Paul M. Des.
No matter how justifiable or eye surgeon, said that, "Our
peo- ham ha said hat he will enforce
even "human"
a doctor's or ple did not raise one finger. a similar city ordinance if requestpreacher's excuse may be for not That's part of CORE discipline. ed to do so by rstaurant
owners.
being on tap when called, still We do not believe in violence. We
A spokesman for W. T. Grants,
folk find it hard to forgive when believe in direct action
but by which continues to discriminate,
they can't locate said functionary peaceful means."
said, ''If it becomes necessary we
when desired and needed.
During the past week the restaur- will follow the procedure outlined
RAISE EYE BROWS
ant has ben closed and the fix- by the Attorney General."
People just naturally raise quiz- tures are now being removed.
zical eyebrows when their doctors The owners, Jack Reichenbach and
and preachers seem to be playing Mr. Schwartz, have refused to corn.
too much . . . when they seem to ment publicly.
be too cool and hard boiled about
ailments or suspected ailments.
Capt. Wilkinson also said Ant
One of the doctor's and preach- his office
has four percussion caps
er's greatest assets and benefacthey took from the gun Neal had.
tions to humanity is the attitude "That
pistol he had was an old
of "deep concern" he is tradiclunker," the Captain said.
tionally expected to show in the
Mrs. Nichols said that after the
face of real and even imaginary shooting
was over one of the ofcomplaints and distresses.
ficers came over to her home and
Nothing burns a patient up more used
the phone to report in.
than to get the impression that
"A nigger man just shot his nighis doctor doesn't give a kitty ger
girl over here. We just shot
about what is happening to him, the
nigger man," she said were
or what he might think is hapthe words the officer used.
pening.
Maybe Negro doctors in Mem- MEN,
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had entered their separate apartments, Mrs. Neal staggered to her
(Mrs. Collins') door and said "Sister, help me . . . help me, Neal
has shot me." Mrs. Collins said
Mrs. Neal then turned and went
back to her own apartment as she
went out the back door to call the
I ambulance.
I SAW NEAL
I Mrs. Coning said she saw Mr.
1Neal out back walking around,
seemingly favoring his left side,
as if it was hurting him. She said
she went back into the house after
calling the ambulance and locked
her doors. She said shortly after
she came back the police arrived
and the shooting started.
No one seems to know why Mr.
Neal shot his wife but Captain W.
W. Wilkinson of homicide, said
his men found a gin bottle and
glass 'with a small portion of gin
in it lying on the table in the
Neal apartment. He said the man
had no police record.

FOR THOSE
WHO THINK
THEY'VE SEEN
EVERY1HING"
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Here's a piquant new lisle, just in time to tempt hot-weather
appetites—creamy Forest Hill Cottage Cheese, accented by
the lively flavor of blended olive and pimento. Makes a re—
freshing salad—tastes wonderful by itself as a dip, snack or
sidedish that's different ... distinctive ... delicious.
You'll like III
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THE PEOPLE SPEAK - Should Ministers Lead In The Fight For Freedom?

ROBERT BRIGGS, 137 W. Nor- MRS. KATIE WILLIS. 274 Marywood, Truck Driver. -Yes, I feel land, laundry worker. -Yes, bethat they are just as much gush. cause the y are our leaders and I
fied as other men because of their think they should participate in
divine guidance."
the light."

W. D. McKISSACK, Nashville,
Tenn.. Architect. "Yes. Any one
who has leadership ability should
use their ability in such a forward
cause."
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MRS. MINNIE MANN, 106 Ingle, unemployed: "Yes, it's
time. They are in the public
and travel in other cities where
we all don't go. God directs
them."

WILLIE ADAIR, 1473 Ball rd.,
American Oil Co. Warehouse. "S'es
they should. A minister can get
that over to his members better
than anybody else. The people
has more respect for him than
for an ordinary politician."

MRS. OLLIE LEE THOMPSON, LAMAR MITCHELL. Nashvaij
374 G S. Wellington, housewife: Tenn., Real Estate broker. "Iest
.
"Aes. They have a better under- If the know the facts in the sitar
standing of how to talk and what &thin and are qualified to leant:
iii talk about. We need Christian
I don't think that just becaW:,,
people to lead us on the way. God they are ministers they shoeM-,
comes first in everything."
take the lead. They are not in pia
sitiun to be intimidated. No AS
prisals con be made against thetelE.
because of their unique position
clergy,"

'Take Padlock Off Highlander
School!' Shouts Rights Group

MOSCOW — (UPI) — A twinengined ski-equipped Soviet Transport plane landed at the Australian • Antarctic base of Mawson
President Hollis F. Price an- collegiate Examination between
nounced that LeNloyne college Nov. 30 and Dec. 12. The exami- will be sent to each candidate who Monday, it was disclosed TuesOct. 17, 1959
will be one of 30 colleges partici- nation will be given in some 330 has filed application and 'paid an day.
MONTEAGEE Tenn. The South- "these attacks are apparently at ready lost one job and suTfered.Saf.,
pating in the testing of 6,000 to test centers across the nation dur- examination fee of $2 30
The flight established the first ern Christian Leadership Confer- the bottom inspired by the pro- much humiliation because of her
7.000 scholarship and admission ing this period.
Late registrants insist pay a fee air link between the Russian Mi- ence and the Alabama Christian gram for integration carried on ci oun
agwi•oitis.. stanhd .for freedon. sh, W
ro
the
candidates from more than 900 The
tong airassed and in
Cooperative Intercollegiate Of $3. Application and fee must rny base and the 1.azrev coastal Movement for Human Rights have at the School." President of
high schools distributed throughLeadership s.
Christian
Examination Program is an edu- be mailed before Oct. 31, 1959 to station on Princess Astrid land, joined the rising protest against Southern
by those who seek to
timidated
out the United States and the Vir- cational
2,100 miles away, Toss reported. the padlocking of Highlander Folk Conference is Dr. Martin Luther
service of the United Ne- Office
- For years I ...arched for •
22, -of the Director,
gin Islands.
Jr., of Montgomery, Ala. tie America's future to the evils
King.
school.
gro College Fund. The examinaI
CIEP•
cleansinir, refreshing douche..
LelMoyne will cooperate in adThe Alabama Christian move- of yesterday.
tion is opened to qualified high E. 54th St., New York 22, N. Y.
Delegates to t h e southwide
w•• s•fe to sae awl
ministering the Cooperative Inter- school seniors and to a limited
headed by the Rev. Fred "As we understand it, High- sine that
meeting of the Southern Christian mem,
would not burn or desensit ige. '
mass
a
at
acted
Shuttlesworth,
L.
more
nothing
lander is guilty of
Conference in Colum: Then I found lertane Powder.- .
number of high school juniors and
By lidut Harvey FotriPay, Ph.D. Leadership
meeting of the organization in
are ever," writo•
mores of exceptional ability
sophomores
bia, South Carolina, called upon
than believing fully in integra• new my worres
It declared,
Mrs. la. R., o Les Angeles, it alif.
and promise.
Tennessee Governor Buford El- Birmingham.
For amag
lion and providing training work
chances!
Don't take
HURTING TOUT ' President Price has appointed
lington and other state officials vious persecution of the School shops and forums for persons who hygienic protection get Cert
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"The
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this
end
"to take steps to
are striving to make democracs Douche Powder at your drug '
istoodiatil ' Dr. Marvin L. Head, dean of 1.e1141 SAME NUT FOR. TWO
and of Mrs. Septima Clark, its Clark of this School is shameful real for all Americans irrespi•c
Moyne, to direct the test adminiRelied I
• tow Moe* of 0 GRO
and deserves condemnation by live of race, creed or color.
educational director."
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Automo30 Rooker T. Washington lIt g h sign up for
Freeport. New Tort
liberty loving people, white and
school, Jonesboro, Ark., 8:30 a.m.; tive Tune-Up as the Booker T.
colored, to stand together, for
MAIDS 1160t NEEDED AT ONO,
Jobs. 830-130 we•k11.
Nov. 30, Branch High. New tort, Washington evening school.
this is one fight. We must pray Ougrantoed
ed,
Same.. glamorous town, tickets ady
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y
day nigh!. students will lie ac
Long Island, N. 1,
a.m.: Dec. 2, Eliza Miller High,
whose understanding is so limitiepted if they appear Thursday
receiving post cards' criticism, we would like to know
begin
will
inword
the
WANTED
Helena, Ark., 9 a.m.; Dec. 4, Fra- night,-00. 13. 'Flu' course is held
them. Comtnents like these help ed as to understand
Canvassers. Doorknoacts.
zier High, Covington, Tenn., 8:30 each Tuesday and Thursday night The popular belief that birds re- from the telephone company in the us give customers the kind of serv- tegration to mean communism." Company
:
.
..
s
men at anyone capable tit nie=
coinfor
asking
days,
few
next
For the first time science ha. found a.m.: Dec 5, LeMostne college
the public To make appointments log .• 'Ay.. •
to the same nest year after
until Oct. 29, from 7-10 o'clock. turn
their tele- ice they want."
on
• new healing substance with the as- (Bruce
criticising
and
men.
merits
the
if
is
good
year
in
nest
CON.
instill
are
drivers
Chicago—Women
Hall), Memphis, Tenn., 9 Included in the course outline
TOP EARNINGS
tonishing ability to shrink hemordition, s quite erroneous, according phone service and the company Similar post card canvasses are volved in only 12 percent of U.S.
Apply at 235 r. Mtlematt front towneam.,
rhoid. and to relieve pain - without a.m.
are sessions in starter circuit, to leading ornithologist.' who have that provides it, according to C planned for many other areas auto accidents.
9AM,m,SPM,amsegman
surgery. In tams after case, while
examiApplication forms for the
studied birds extensively. The
k--4111Milaw
where Southern Bell operates. The
compression manifolds, spark lows and a few other birds areswalgently relieving pain, actual reducthe R. Wood, division Commercia
custion (shrinliage) took place. Most nation may be obtained from the. plugs and high tension cables, ig- only exceptions Neither
Manager for Southern Bell Tele- purpose is to find out which
do you.
amazing of all - results were as thor- high school mentioned here. Appli
tomers have complaints so that
birds that have just left the nest phone Company here.
ough that suitrrrrr made astonishing cation forms also may he obtain- nition coil, primary circuit, dis- learn
to fir, return to the nests at
can try to remove the
statements like "Piles have ceased to
tributor and ignition timing, the night or at any other time. They
Wood calls the project a post the company
particithe
of
one
to
writing
by
ed
new
a
he a problem!" The secret is
causes Of these complaints.
healing substance (Bio-Dyne)i-dis- pating colleges or by writing to charging circuit, the fuel system, bid farewell forever when they atm* card canvass. "First in making
the canvass, our three District
f • world-famous research Office of the Director. C1EP, 22, manifold heat control, cooling sys- out on their wines.
instaute.This substance is now availmanagers will mail a double post
and safety checks.
able in suppealtary or ointment form E. 54th st., New York 22, N. Y.1 tem, service
card to each customer. Not all
called Preparation If). At all drug
Admission to the eiamination III For further information, call
Memphis telephone customers will
SIORIStams — meetly bank guarantee.
by ticket only. Admission tickets! JA 7-7721.
receive cards at the same time.
We plan to send only a fraction of
•47- •
•• 1
'--771'•
the total cards involved each
month, Some cards will he mailed
"I caddy!Idea Re skatefor 71-4i rtelek
c .
The. la will mew sosistirr!kin Ivrea
next Monday, so people will start
Nowt's,. haggesays D. Ward 0/1-4.
them about Tuesday or
receiving
Here.biased re;ief froe foremen of region!
,
Wednesday. We hope everyone
Itch, rectal itch, chains, rub and ammo
lonwoh
with an messing new mimetic
UNDERSEA EXPLORER
will take a minute to fill out the
called LANACANIL This raw-mina, nein.
Inn riled toted cr.rne kill. harmful bacteria
return half of the card and mail
LEE J. PRETTYMAN, JR.
genus while at moth.% raw, irritated sod
it to us.''
intoned skin Perm. Scope scretclung—sal
mow*,
boiling. Don't suffer smother
One of the nation's top
"We're not seeking compliANACANE godly el ell dreg amen
experts on SCUBA. A.
ments," the manager points out.
aquatic director of the
Hartford,Conn., Giltmen
Club, Mr. Prettyman
has taught SCUBA (SelfContained Underwater
Breathing Apparatus)
diving and underoes exploring to hundreds of
man and women. Me.
Prettyman's cigarette —
VICEROY.
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WAI.TER T. FRANKLIN, 374 S
Wellington, laborer. "Yes, because
they reach more of the people. God
does want his people free."
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Gotta Gripe? Phone Co.
Aims To Find Solution

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery
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Stops Itch—Relieves Pain

Woman Nearly
Itches To Death
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The Man Who Minks kr HimselfKnows
ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!
Undersea Explorer Lee J. Prettyman, Jr., is a man who thinks
for himself—in everything he
does. He trusts his own judgment."'picked VICEROY,"says
Mr. Prettyman, "because I

know the VICEROY filter has
had more thought and reeeerch
put into it than any other. A
thinking man's filter. And •
smoking man's taste."

Keep your
nts
.with the latest developme
% in the Mid-South. Send a subscription to the TRI-STATE
DEFENDER — A thoughtful
gift that never stops giving!
Call JA. 6-8397
One Year $6.00— Six Months $3.50
Place Your Order—We'll Bill You

uog

Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M,--- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M.--- 3:30 P.M.

HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M. --- 830 A.M.
11:00 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.

YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:30 P.M.

DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M.--- 5:30 P.M.

DRIVE SAFELY

Put A Dixie-Built Motor In Your Car
SEE DIXIE AUTO PARTS
8-7667
1199 S. 3rd • Phone WH.

I..,•

We're proud to present

* LeSABRE

BUICK'S All-Time BEST
THE TURBINE DRIVE BUICK 60
See It Today at Joe Schaeffer's

4*
•

739 UNION

OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M.

* INVICTA
hi-performance Buick

* ELECTRA
finest of all

Register at Joe Schaeffer's
Bluff City Buick and win an
all-expense paid vacation to
Miami, Fla., sin airline. Go

BLUFF CITY BUICK
Call CHARLES FIELDS
Full-Time Salesman

the economy Buick

in and register today!

JA. 5-5371

lteMoyne College Pastor Explains Goodwill Homes
What It Mews To Believe In God Library Drive

4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Oct. 17, 1959
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Underway Here

of the big dangers in an acaThe 'I Believe' series got under- the nature of God, Chriit and the "One
community in any discuschurch.
college
demic
LeMoyne
at
week
last
way
with the Rev. Lionel A. Arnold, "To believe in God is not to sion about God is the tendency to
college pastor and professor of say one believes in • body of dog- make God nothing more than an On July 11, an organization
by HAT TIE HOUS F
religion and philosophy, delivering mas about God," the college minintellectual conception. Thinkers was formed of the Negro librari- "When I was a chid I snake as pygmies — people who in spite
the opening talk on 'I Believe in ister said. "Rather, it is a way
of saying that one believes in life demand that propositions be logi- ans of Memphis with the aid of as child, I understood as a child, of their advanced years have failGod.'
th
W
W.
Mahe
Mrs.
Sunday,
be
will
churches,
er
grow up. Experiences day
Inside our
The purpose of the series, Rev, and the reality that actually sus- cal and meaningful and often Mrs. Fred Dreifus, Miss M. C. I thought as a child but when ed to
will speak at
hidden behind
Oct. 16, as is customary every field. Mrs. Whitfield
when they have finished with God, McCulloch and Mrs. Mildred T. I became a man I put away by day tell me that
Mr. Arnold said, is to try to face tains and guides it"
to
enlightment
m.
p.
3:30
spiritual
actions of many people is one
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the
things."
childish
said:
more
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Mr.
nothing
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about
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doubt
of
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honest
Heard, excutive director of Goodco-chaireven.''
give one added strength and zest Mrs. Geneva Wells Is
than a concept, coldly intellectual will Homes for Children, Inc. to A few days ago two of my chil- great desire — "to get
is the pasit is that so
to meet tomorrow's challenges man. Rev. E. E. Green
at that."
dren were engaged in a bitter ar- How unfortunate
tor.
build a library collection at the gument. When the argument had many people live for just this one
will be foremost.
"But God is a dynamic, living
The Laymen of our city will try NEW TYLER AME
recently established G od w i II gone quite a distance the older girl thing — "to get even." This tragic
LeMoyne
the
reality,"
declared
Tyler
New
the
when
at
Day
Women's
condition tells me that far too
to meet these needs Sunday
professor. "Whenever and where- Homes, an orphanage for Negro said to them, "When you grow up many of us — although advanced
to
Protestant churches will observe AME church, Sunday, promises
you will be sisters!" How true this
ever men encounter God, they children of this community.
hischurch's
the
in
Day,
biggest
the
Laymen's
be
in years have failed to grow up to
Laymen's Day.
bear witness to the truth of this The first meeting of this volun- will be in all of our dealings with
unturnthe point that we are brothers and
celebrated annually on the third tory. No stone is being left
points
Everything
fellowmen!
our
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in
depth
the
the
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teer organization was held on the to just that. The day when all of sisters.
Sunday in Oct., is an occasion ed as lathes strive to reach
richness of the daily life they live
when the laymen of the churches goal of $1,000.
campus of Lemoyne college with us grow up we will be brothers These young girls are both blood
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are invited to the pulpit to witness Evangelist Martha
sisters but they still are fit to
Mrs. M. I. Fitzgerald, librarian and sisters.
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In conclusion, he said:
better acquaint members
prejudices and jealousies we must bitter argument as far as chilamount of reason can prove who chairman. This group hopes the
problems of the pulpit so that a. m.
Price
Virn- or what God is. He mysteriously people of Memphis will aid them face fact and say these things dren's arguments are concernd.
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But daily there are older people
will be conference season and is having er Smith and Miss Jimmie Thomp- reveals himself to the individual in this project by sending con- point to one thing — we have not
lationship of the pulpit and the of Bellevue Baptist church
grown up. What these daughters of who are engaged in arguments fo
the speaker. The New Tyler Wom- to travel quite a bit, so if yoy son were regular attendants.
in the concrete situations of daily tribution — large or small — to mine were doing is what a lot of which there is no forgivenes
pew may be realized.
direction of haven't phoned in your news, you The C. Y. F. of the Dyer CME living. To some, these are just Mr. William E. Jones, Librarian,
Of interest to us, also, are the en Chorus under the
their elders do. We go through the forget in many instances thillP7
furn- might see it.
church is planning a church carni- happenings, but to the man who Owen College, Memphis 2, Tenalways newsy bits about the meet- Mrs. Harvey Mae Wherry will
process of constantly bickering, are kin. We lay down or thro
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to
music.
And,
the
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searches for meaning, these are nessee. All contributions will be which tells us that we have failed aside the spiritual ties which
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justly so . . . since
to grow up. But the words of the should make us rise above such
The need for a library at Good- older daughter throws light on not pettiness.
provide workshops, fellowship and eral chairman. The co-chairman Prof. and Mrs. E. L. Wynne, home meets in Dyersburg. Rev. W. C. way of proving which is correct
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program. before taking off for Europe where Sunday and he and Mrs. Rogers in the Ultimate lives a richer and age boys and girls on hand and only the high hopes of my younger Toda7 we need men and women
for continual growth and the vital Ware is chairman of the
daughters but also on us.
who have grown beyond the realm
AVERY CHAPEL AME
she is joining her husband. While were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. fuller life because he feels him- another 7 to be added in the neari The high hopes of our world to- of pettiness and are able to argue
role of our sanctuaries.
The Avery Chapel AME church here, Mrs. Rice was entertained Hollis Wilkins.
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METHODIST
CENTENARY
day are not a matter of people and forget. The world is what it
will hold its popular and beauti- with a brunch by Mrs. Hollis Jor- TRAVELS
ed at 4590 Lakeview Rd.
God."
The featured speaker for Laygrowing up physically but growing is today because down through hisful Big Treasure Hunt Tea, Sun- dan with a few guests and old
Speaking of traveling, your
men's Day at the Centenary Methup throughout. I know that what tory we have had men who are
day, in the dining hall of Clayodist church, Sunday, is Robert born Temple church of 294 Her- Rosenwald classmates of M r s. scribe sits in Memphis as she prethese small children were doing big enough to disagree and still
Rice.
pares this column for you as the
Ratcliff. Mr. Ratcliffe is active
was only a temporary thing but be friends. Our sole hope for surnando st. It begins at 3 p. m. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Penn. wife of guest of Mrs. Ella Belle Raines
I also know that such bickering vival is resting upon the big men
In the Methodist Men auxiliary
p. m.
8
at
culminate
will
Rosenwald
Centenof
of
coach
Countians
Prof. Penn,
Many former Gibson
and the church school
among older people is not a tem- and women of our day who are
The public is invited to make high, surprised her husband with
came back to the county for the
ary. The speaker, who is directporary condition. Many times we big enough and grown enough to
contributions at the Tea table an elaborate birthday party in the
LeMoyne
at
closed
which
relations
Fair
County
public
Gibson
or of
have our petty arguments and they let bygones be bygones. Only when
where delicious refreshments will
home of Prof. and Mrs. Wallace Saturday night with a large atcollege, will address the membergo on for months and years. We these men come on the scene will
be served and possible lucky key Burnette. Among those present
tendance record.
ship at 11 a. m.
never grow up to the point that our world be a better world.
to the treasure chest will be given.
we are able to forgive and forget. Years ago a man looking back
Otha L. Brandon is church lay Contents of the chest include tele- were Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Bol- Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Barnett and
This, in its greatest sense, rells over his life said, "When I was a
leader at the house of worship. visions, jewelry, watches, electric den, Mr. and Mrs. Carmack Smith Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Powell and
me that we have not grown up. child I spake as a child, I underFourth-coming at Centenary is appliance and other valuables. jr., Mrs. Alma Rice and Mrs. Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Seat. Mr, and
Centenary Methodist church, Mis- goal of 95,000 for this day, half
Men's Day on Sunday. Oct. 25. Mrs. Ida Adams is chairman. Hollis Jordan.
Mrs. Cherry Ellson of Toledo sissippi and Alston, will be held to be used for payment of con- FILLED WITH PYGMIES
stood as a child, I thought as a
inweek
this
Other social news
Today our world is filled with child but when I became a ma
Ohio spent a week with his mothAnother product the church will Mrs. Hattie Harrison is program
ference claim and the other half
Sunday, Oct. 25, at 3:30 p. m.
clude the Neighborhood club that er. Mrs. Con Ellison.
once again claim the spotlight as chairman.
I put away childish things! Ails
to
repaires
needed
for
earmarked
Felton J. Earls, assistant distrimet with Mrs. A. Jamison last
principal speaker. He is Felton
Rev. Loyce Patrick is pastor.
in short, is the solution to inn
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Maxwell o bution officer for the Memphis the church.
arrived
of
When
guests
the
week.
member
a
is
Earls
Earls. Mr.
PILGRIM BAPTIST
our problems today. Only We
Battle Creek, Mich., were recent regional office Dillard university. The program is under sponsorthe Methodist Men auxiliary of the The North Memphis Christian they were served a delicious spa- visitors of Mrs. Maxwell's moththose men and women of responsiNew Orleans, and has done gradu- ship of the Methodist Men. On
church, president of the civic club club is sponsoring a birthday pro- ghetti plate with french bread, er, Mrs. Frankie Mays of Humbility become men and women of
ate work at Atlanta University. Sunday, Oct. 18, the Methodist
of Walker Home and a postal em- gram in honor of its president, peach salad, potato chips, pickles boldt and Mrs. Cherry Jordan of
who
self-made
maturity will our mainfold probNo man Is
He is president of of Walter Homes Men will present their Laymen's
ployee. His message promises to Mrs. Gertrude Johnson Clark at and olives. Home made ice cream Trenton. They will also visit Mr.
others.
Illertakes
lem be solved. Growth in all the
Civic Club and a former mem- Day program. Robert M. Ratcliffe
—(156ephen Yorke)
be a thought-provoking one.
the Pilgrim Baptist church, Sun- and cake was the dessert. Games Maxwell's brother, an instruct- ber of Peck Methodist Church in of Lemoyne college will be the
areas of our activity will finally
of day, Oct.
chairman
general
The
19 at p. m. Many out- were enjoyed and the winners or at Fisk university in Nashville. New Orleans.
bring about a lasting peace. Noth11 o'clock speaker.
the even is H. C. Ray. Rev. D. M. standing guest will be present. were Mmes. Carrie Seat and Joing else will ever do.
'
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Ferguson The men have set a 'financial
Grisham is the pastor.
Mrs. F. D. Adams is chair- sephine Barnett.
and Misses Nettie, Irene, and Inez
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
man. Rev. W. H. Brewster is the RELIGIOUS NEWS
Brown, all of Newbern, were rethe
attended
well-known
Russell
Nancy
Springer.
Mrs.
pastor.
Prof. J. D.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. TiUnion
in
association
and
religious
River
Obion
educational
CONFAB
AME
in the
dos Green. Mrs. Burnie Brown of
civic activities of the city, will A group of AME Ministers left City last week along with Mrs. Maury City and Mrs. Eunice Grifspeak when Metropolitan Baptist Tuesday, a week ago, to visit the
fin of St. Louis were week end
church hold its Laymen's Day, Kentucky Annual Conference at St.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Neal
Sunday. Prof. Springer will be Paul AME church, presided over
Pierce.
heard at the morning worship hous by Bishop E. L. Hickman of DeMrs. Hollis Jordan drove Mrs.
at 11 a. m. O. T. Westbrook, vice- troit. Mich. The host pastor. Rev.
Alma Rice home to Indianapolis
Protective
Life
C.
T. Buchanan. The highlight of
5
president of Union
and she motored on to Chicago
Insurance, will give a special mu- this conference will be to elect
where she is visiting with her fathsical selection during the hour. three ministerial delegates to
er, Mr. Grover Skinner and wife.
The Brotherhood of Metropolitan the general conference that will
MISCELLANEOUS
Is steeeing, the program for Lay- convene may 3, MO in Los AngelMr. and Mrs. Robert Knight are
rner4 Dar The energetic mem- esthe proud parents of a bouncing
Memphis ministers
bers are now pelting plans to
attending
baby girl.
send a delegation to the Tennessee were Revs. E. M. Alcorn, of St. The October Meeting of Porter
Randy Wynne, son of Mr. and
Baptist Convention in Chattanoo- James; E. Ralph Jackson, St. An- PTA executive committee was held
Mrs. Hollis, underwent surgery at
drew; Loyee Patrick, Avery Wednesday, Oct. 7, with the presiga, Oct. 19.
St.
Mary's hopsital Monday. He
T. R. McLemore is president of Chapel: Rev. Starke of Clayborn dent. Mrs. Christine D. Hill preis doing nicely.
the Brotherhood. Rev. S. A. Owen Temple: and Presiding Elder W. siding. Several new executive
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Dennis had
L. Powell of Jefferson of Galli- members were welcomed to the
is the pastor.
as their dinner guests Sunday, his
lumps do no harm.
JACK SPRAT PANCAKES
Yes Madame,
lee AME.
CLAYBORN TEMPLE AME
well attended meeting.
pastor and wife, Rev. and Mrs.
Instead of Laymen's Day at the M AND E MEET
Important on the agenda was T. L. Mabins, Slmes, Ethel HoHeat griddle or frying pan.
1,i
enrich.
Sprat
Jack
of
cups
Tempters are a must these
Clayborn Temple AME church of The Tennessee Baptist M and the appointment of the chairman
Many griddles do not require
ed flour
garty,
Lillie
Mae
Bradford,
the
and
Dad
Pearlmornings.
cool
congregation
the
E
will
Hernando,
convene
in Chattanooga, and co-chairmen of the Standing
294
greasing
but
if necessary,
ie Bradford. Pearlie Lawrence all
3 tlbs. sugar
small-fry will not have to be
will be host to the Last Quartely Tenn., Oct. 19-23. This confab, Commitees for 1959-60.
grease with a bit of bacon.
of Gibson Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Altsp,
2
baking
powder
Conference of the church Sunday. which will promote Owen college
budgetawakened the second time if
Other business included
Drop batter by spoonfuls or
len Dennis of Humboldt, and Mr.
3-4 tsp. salt
Dr. W. L. Powell, the Presiding El- will have as its main object, mis- ing funds for needs of several depour from pitcher. When full
you have the aroma of pander of the North Memphis District, sions and education. This is the partments and activities of both and Mrs. Marvin Nolan.
until
light
beaten
egg,
1
of bubbles, lift with spatule to
Rev. and Mrs. Mabins are from
cakes and bacon through the
will be the speaker. He will speak 87th session of the group, over
elementary
and
see if under surface is brown.
the junior high
3 tlbs. melted butter
Lauderdale county and is pastor
house. Jack Sprat pancakes are
during the morning worship hour which Rev. S. A. Owen, president, schools.
ed; turn brown on other side..
3-4 cup milk or more
will preside. It will be held at the Plans were made for theob- of Oak Grove Baptist church.
at 11 a. m.
tempter to the most fastidous
Serve at once with bacon or
Mrs. Laverne Radford is visiting
A business session will be held New Monumental Baptist church servance of American Education
room
energy
at
temperasuplies
milk
also
Have
It
appetite.
sausage, butter and syrup.
that following Monday night.
pastored by Rev. John Cooper, jr. Week, Nov. 8-14, with the theme in Nashville.
egg.
to
butter
with
ture
add
and
and warmth needed to face
Mrs. L. B. Rhinehardi is the
Metnphis ministers who will at Praise and Appraise Our Schools. With this we leave you until
Real good eating with hot coftosifted
ingredients
dry
Add
next week.
these cool almost wintery days.
secretary and Miss Susie Ander- tend the meet are Revs. FL C.
open- house program will be
ether and stir-vigorously, add- fee, tea or milk.
Nabrit, W. E. Ragsdale, R. W. An highlight of the week.
son is the assistant secretary.
the
Slake a batch of pancake bat- ing more milk, if necessary to
Plans are in the making for the Norsworthy, W. L. Varnado, E.
Bye for now,
A "Get Acquainted Program"
ter today. It keeps nicely in the make a batter just thin enough
church' role as host to another W. Williamson, A. Terrell, Roy
Porter
first
the
at
be featured
not over-heat;
to pour. Do
Jana Porter.
refrigerator.
outstanding event. It is the 83rd Love, A. B. Williams, Frank Bris- will
PTA meeting of the year, ThursJANA PORTER
Session of the Memphis Annual A. coe, Brady Johnson, A. McEwen
.
P.
15. at .
Oct.
day,
M. E. Conference. The conference Williams, E. L. Slay, J. W. West
cafeteria. New Parschool
the
H. H. Harper. L. S. Biles, 0. C.
will be held Nov. 17 - 22.
ents and all teachers will be inA unique program of welcome Crivens, C. Holmes and A. L.
troduced. The annual membership
will be given on Nov. 17. Mayor- McCargo
drive will be launched.
elect, Henry Loeb will extend UNION BAPTIST
Mrs. A. W. Turner, guidance
Ronald M. Cunningham. son of
greetings from the city. Bishop E. The Union Baptist Sunday schodl
emphasize "Attend- Rev. and Mrs. D. S. Cunningham,
L. Hickman, Presiding Bishop of at 208 Turley sponsored an inspira- chairman will
points
to
676 Washington Ave, is attending
and Scholarship"
13th Episcopal District will be in tional program featuring two of ance
report of the Na- The American university, washtheir oldest deacons in the per- the parents. A
charge.
of Colored Parents ington. D. C., as a participant in
Congress
tional
sons of Brother .1. W. Johnson and
B.T MARKS BAITPST
Convention at Bet- the Washington Semester ProThe St. Marks Baptist church Brother Lee Smith last Sunday. and Teachers
huwe-Cookman College this sum- gram. A social science major,
Day Sunday, Oct. 18. Guest speak- The junior choir rendered the song
mer will be given by Mrs. B. A. Ronald will return to LeMoyne
service and a special address
Callaway, who was a delegate, college next term.
was given by the Superintendent, E.
This week the students attended
Mrs. 0. 5 Shannon, Porter etcH. A. Young.
mentary principal. and A. B. Ow- a seminar conducted by Senator
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Mississippi Blvd. Christian ens, new principal of Porter Jun- Hartke of Indiana. There are 96
church which is loctated at 974-978 tor high, can he assured of an in- students presently enrolled in the
Ail Colon ...des*
Cemlfinehofd
Mississippi blvd., invites all to wor- creasing interest in the school's Washington Semester Program.
0.5.... end
hip with them Oct. 18 at 11 a In programs and wholehearted coop- COOPERATIVE
als•Sor
service. They are celebrating their eration of the Porter Parent-Teach- The Washington Semester is a
cooperative arrangement between
Clefts Feilllitt 1111.
er association,
seventh anniversary
heir
/WS,Pm!,Com ?NW
The American University and ap- i
conditioned sanctuary.
lowest Prise. •rerlal•
The sermon will he delivered by service has been planned for you oroximatelv 50 i-olletes and uni-'
UMW Fill C/Tflel
their own beloved pastor the Elder therefore they urge your presence versities throughout the United
Blair T. Hunt. Elder hunt was the to help them in this great cele• States, Honor students from these,
schools spend a semester of their
former principal of the Booker T. bration.
7.1 II St , N.I 7? alakom IL, S.W.
Swale
5,
*15.555
2,11.1.
Ilanalaitsa
The General Committee, Miss junior year in Washington studyWashington High School. A gala
--- Mary H. Eqelle, Mr. H. T. Chand-ling A merican national government
ler, Mr. U. R. Phillip.
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Come as a gift through the mail from BIG STAR.
THIS week bring us Coupon No.3 - Good for 100 Free Stamps—
Excellent opportunity to speed You toward many lovely Xmas
items. Free with Quality Stamps
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SPINNER FASIION INIFIINS

Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
or 93,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.

Green Teas Sunday Will
Benefit Mahan Center

The second annual Green Teas Klondike Community club, 14th
Pisgah
(green for money) will be car- Ward Community club. Mt.
Sunday. Oct. 18. from 4 CME church, Collins Chapel CME
out
ried
Community.
It costs you nothing to find out - call day or night including
to 7 p.m. in Ellis auditorium. church, Douglass
Methodist church. Mt.'
Sunday. Phone JA. 6-5385 or mail a card with your name, t Contributions received from the Centenary
Progressive 3eateas will he presented to the Jes- Olive Cathedral,
address and nearest phone number to
LeMoyne
association,
sie Mahan Day ('are center. 928 uticians
College alumni in connection with
Delmar at.
Baptist
Chairman of the affair is Mrs the college, St. Paul
Mahan Day Care
R. 9. Venson and serving as co- church. Jesse
Congregational
chairman is Mrs A. Mem Wal- center. Second
Baptist.
Moriah
church, Mt.
ker
church,
Sororities and church, civic and t church. East Trigg Baptist
sorority. Delta
sty i I -loops have ettreed to spon-I Alpha Kappa Alpha
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating corn.
Sigma Theta sorority, Sigma Gamtea
the
at
tables
nor
Insurance
Counselor
Life
Adkins,
A
W
America
panics in
and Zeta Phi
the Jessie Manan Center pro- ma Rho sorority
with 21 years experience
vides excellent care and training Beta sorority.
are urged to atfor more than 30 children. Mrs. All ,Memphians
support the
Port Time Agent, Needed — Good Pay.
H. H Jones is in charge of the tend this affair and

No Medical Examination Is Required

The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee

center
Groups sponsoring tables are;

day care center.

SPPEARING ON A RECENT program sponsored by the Big Star
Food Stores of Memphis and the Mid-South, the boys and girls
pictured above gave a good account of themselves. Each Saturday
morning the Big Star Talent Show goes on the air at 11:30 a. m.
over the powerful WOO watts WDIA. If you base any talent that
can he presented on radio, you are invited to contact WDIA for
an audition tryout. Rig Star Food Stores are glad to give boys

and girls of the Mid-South this opportunity to show what they
can do. The Stars of tomorrow may very well result from the
encouragement given to youth of today. Above, front row, left
to right are Vira Edwards, Shirley Jones, Joyce Gates, Tommie
Bradford, !Andra Thomas. Back row, left to right are Percy Wiggins, Robert Honeysucker, Verdell Jackson, Spencer Wiggins and
Ed Williams.
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right are Woodrow Miller, Sam.
A.
John
uei Eubanks, jr..
Hooks, Otis J. Parker, Robert
L. Williamson, jr., Charles

*

1,FMOVNITE SEERS Ph.D. —
Julia M. Harden of AG Belt
Line, who received the bachelor of science degree in 1957
from LeMoyne College, has
been awarded a tuitim, scholar.
ship and a research assistant'
ship to Brandeis University,
Waltham, Mass., where she is
stud)ing tor the Ph. D. degree

*

Adair. Earl James, jr., Edgar
Young, Mr. Brdiuch and James
Meathei s.

In zoolog). Miss Harden (left),
received the masters degree in
science last June from Howard Unisersit). She is shown
here with Rose M. Ward, a
senior and biology major at
LeMoyne. Photo was made
when Miss Harden visited the
LeMoyne campus before leaving for Brandeis.

*
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EARNING HELPS LEARNING

is

JEWEL IN THE SUN — Lit.
tie Yvette White, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Marion C. White
of 3204 Winslow Road, soaks
in the sun and presents the

*

picture of a sparkling jewel.
The little miss wins our nomination for the title of -Beauty of the Week." Staff Photo
by Billy Duncan.

*

NAPOLEON B. WILLIAMS. jr.
has won the distinction of be.
coming the first Negro stu•
dent in the Tri-State area to
qualify for the semi-finals of
the National Merit Scholarship Corporation. By topping

hundreds of thousands of other high schoolers across the
country, Napoleon moves one
step closer toward winning one
of the valuable Merit Scholar•
ships to be awarded shortly.
The son of Napoleon B. Wil•

llama, sr., and Mrs. Annie
Long Williams, he is shown
with Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon
Williams at their home, 2240
Clayton. Staff photo by Billy
Duncan.

PLANNING FOR SHOW — In
conference to map out the details of their upcoming hair
show.
fashion
and
styles
these members of the TennesBeautisee State Progressive
cians association, Inc., are
working diligently to present

to Memphis one of the top
events of the year. Scheduled for Nov. 2, at Club Ebony,
the show will feature unusual
hair and clothing styles. In the
planning group above are,
seated left to right, Mmes.
Rubye L. Bankhead, Violet

*

Beckwith. Anna Davis, Mary
Kerkins, Margaret Pembroke.
president; Essie Castle and
Willie Mae Herron. Standing
left to right are Mmes. Pinkie
Hale, Alma E. Davis and Alberta Brown.

*

what the
from the
row, left
, Tommie
erey Mig
ggins and

FUNNY FACE — Paul Phillips, 11, son of Mrs. Catherine
Phillip of 14411 Davis. is fascinated by what the magic mir•
tore are doing to his likeness

at the Tr -State Fair. Having
just as much fun Is Laura Sue
Sanders, also 11. daughter of
Mrs. Marlene Sanders of 241111
Dexter.

COTTON CANDY — the wisps'
delight of children everywhere
— gladens the hearts of Vickie
Marshall, 7, left, of 714 Tate,
and her cousin, Donna .I. Abernath of the same address. Vic-

kie is the daughter of Mr and
Mrs. Thomas Marshall and
Donna's parents are Mr. and
Mrs. loss Abernathy. Both
girls are second grade students
at Alonzo Locke school.
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Dear Mme:Chante: I would like '1st church. Will send photo in fir t
ir ate,
hE•tWL.l.•
leler. Ruby Lee Wilson, Rou e
and 25. Not over.5 ft. 5 inches tall
Box 334, Picayune, Miss.
130
than
heavier
Looks
lbs.
color
or
not mitter, but . •
or race 1
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am
must be ileat, elem, and
comonnion.:. 1, as do. She at ti I 1.oking for a good husband bealso want security, a home and tween the ages of 50 and 60 and
happiness and be willing to Ivork looking for a good wife. I am wilialong with me to obtain it in the ng to do a wife's part. I am
near futuie. Curiosity seeker s, ta, light complexioned, black hair,
please doe't write. for I am very 149 lbs., 5 feet, 3 and a member
serious aro want to meet a per- :II the Baptist faith. I am willing
AFIER Au. -NESE qtARS
ft n who is hist a serious. I arn to help my husband get ahead.
WM.\ gou
80, 5 ft. 5 inches tall, weigh 135 lbs. ‘tii if not interesteo in a wile, don't
wokIL.1)I WANT
ligh. complexion. Jimmie 'other to write. Miss F. H. JohnIlloOK A1
Fox, caa Brown, 5727 S. Indiana s( n, 6640 S. Michigan ave., Chi*OMAN
cago 37, Ill.
ave., Chicago, Ill.
•• •
•••
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I see
origin
Dear Mine,.Ghante: I am look.
WWI Pets
ing for a husband between 40 and where you have helped so many
iitlfirll ill
50,'with brown akin, weighing 170 others I am sure you can help
liTITP11,5
lbs., 5 feet, 7 inches tall and must ine. I would like to meet a nice
senile I
be 'religious. I am 5 feet, 7 inches young lady between 25 and 30. She
neat — color doesn't
tall, weigh 160 lbs., brownskin, must h
2_10irpati'
very religious and active in matter. I am 35, brownskin, good
job,
easy
to
get alon,g with. Will
church, 011ie,. 4332 S. Ellis ave.,
answer all mail. Please send phoChicago 53, III. AT. 5-7904.
to in first letter and also tele•
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I ani phone number. Jos Nelson, 5914
writing to have my name entered S. State It., Chicago 37,
in the lovelorn column in' order
that I might receive mail from
gentlemen. I Would like to hear
from men between the age of fin
and 70 and looking for a good
companion. I am 60, 5 feet 4 in.
tall, hrownskin, a widow and vet,
lonesome. My children are all
grown and married and live in
A blood type so rare probably Wax Paper Company,
different parts of tbe country. I
and L. V. ing studied at the Mount Sinai
am a seamstress and a member only eight !mites in the world are Hensen of 8101 W. 79th St., em• Blood tenter. A specimen of blood
of the Baptist faith. I was born known to have it was discovered pioyed at the Sunbeam company. from the elder Wesley Hensen will
in Indiana. Mrs. Bessie Green, 950 last week at Mount Sinai Hospital SISTER ARRIVES
be mailed to the blood center for
of Chicago in six members of an
A sister, Mrs. Dwight Fuller,
Cedar ct., Louisville 3, Ky.
study also.
Alabama family.
arrived at the hospital Saturday
Before members of the family
NEW YORK — Despite "spotty "4. Transfer staff in oiar- r to
Rushed to Chicago in a near morning after an all night ride left town Dr. Kurt Stern, director
90 per cent or More of the children a Commission on Integration, cont- DEAR MME. CHANTE: I'd
from Comstock, Mich, Hillard Henend slow•
' implementation, New provide more experienced and were Negro
and Puerto Rican: In posed of Civic and education lead- love to find a good man between hopeless search for blood suitable
of the Mount Sinai Blood center,
York City's school integration pro competent teachers to those
'0 ant' 39. I am 31. light tan, 115 for transfusion for a sister facing sen, another brother, flew in from
schools 342 of the city's 704 schools.
called them together to answer
90 era, which prepared a serierof re- lbs., 5 feet. 2, considered
gram offers a blue print for major where they are most needed.
nice caeserian surgery, five family Charleston, S. C., where he is a questions on problems which might
per cent or more of the children
flight
engineer
cities throughout the North to fol. -5. Campaign
looking.
in
the
A
ports
very good cook and members joined four brothers alon teacher assignment and
air force, arise in regard to their own future
more vigorously were white.
arriving Sunday morning.
low in eliminating "de facto- for more
personnel; zoning: guidance. edu- houitekeeper, neat dresser, love ready in the city at Mount Sinai
funds, for more school SEGREGATION FACTORS
blood needs.
Fred
Hensen,
school segregation, the American constructio
sports
a
and
music.
steamfitter,
weekend
I
subHospital
the
on
to
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and
of two
n and for support of a The study pointed out :hat rest, rational stimulation and placeJohn Hensen, farmer, drove from FAMILY ADVISED
Jewish Congress said recently.
ladies
you
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samples
astonthe
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To
mit
find
companmore extensive program of psychi- dential segregation is not the only ment: phys cal plant an ma n %The family Was told that they
Mount Hope, Ala., arriving Sun/
4 S. ishment of blood specialists here,
In a ST•Page analysis of the uric help, guidance and social factor that promotes and perpetu. ance; educational standards an ions. Mrs. E. Martin, 7331
would have to be blood donors fen
day afternoon. Both were fotind
icoot
St,
Board of Education's Inteeration service assistance
South
it
found
brothers
Bad,
was
that
four
Ind.
and
to
each other. They were advised not
in the achools. ates "de facto" segregation in the curriculum; and community rel.• ••
effeet, the Al Congress reported
a sister had the blood required, have their sister's rare blood type. to donate blood for people with
,.6. Build new
schools in genu- schools of major Northern cities. Gong and information. These re. DEAR MME. CHANT!:
The brother Paul gave the blood
thatNew York Is the only cite
known as Tja negative.
I
ate
a
other blood types but to reserve
ports
Other
causes listed were gerryin* fringe areas.
contained a list of ree0mmen profesiional
in the nation that has accepted
woman, 34 years of The search for the blood type for the transfusion which was giv- it for the emergency blood needs
..
__ttt slandering of school district lines dation' for achieving racial inteage. pleasing in appearance, kind began when Mrs. Farris Larri- en during surgery at West Sub- of
sod
the goal el eliminating school . 7' Seek personnel
,those with their own rare blood
Able
to exclude non-white pupils from gration in the city's schools. They
segregation "as an integral part sag to implement the principles ter
and understanding. I would appre- more of 8101 W, 79th St., Chicago, urban Hospital Sunday at 2 a. m.
type.
certain
schools;
- permissive form the basis for the Board of
of 'the theory and practice of which it is committed.ciate hearing from Christian gen- entered West Suburban Hospital BLOOD DRAWN
Dr. Stern assured the Hermits
public education," and developThe study einphasized the neees- areas" in which residents may F.ducation program.
tlemen between the ages of 35 and for emergency treatment of a
Blood was drawn from Fred family that their cooperation in
ed a plan to create racially sity for public support of the in- choose the school their children PROGRAM ANALYZED
complicatio
arising
n
in
her
40.
Must
eighth
also
be
sincere
despatched
and
and
to the West making their blood available for
dependtegranon program, noting that the will attend ; poor enforcement of It is in the implementation of able. Will answer letters prompt- month of pregnancy.
heterogeneous achools.
Suburban Hospital, and held for study is the only way in which
school zoning regulations; loose these recommend.ations, however,
ly. Bessie Scott, Box 830, Alham- OFFSET IOW
Rut the study said the program problem will be solved "only if the transfer
emergency use. Jerry, a govern- more research on this rare blood
policies; and the locating that the Board of Education has
, citizens of New York become aware
A caeserian operation was sched- ment worker from Augusta, Ga., type can he carried nut,
/A being put into effect too slowly.
bra, Calif.
•••
of the critical issues involved in of new schools in all-white or all. -seriously limited" the effective with result that the number
uled, and to offset the blond loss was found to have blood incompa- On leaving, Paul liensen said,
of
Negro areas. This latter practice ness of the desegregation effort. sesegregated schools in the ri,s, is discriminat
accompanyi
ng this type of surg- tible with that of his sister. The "I'll he glad to fly anywhere in
ion in education and
DEAR MU!. ClfANTE! I am
was descrihed as -the most im. cording to the American Jewish
actually on the rise. As of June place their financial support and
interested in getting married. T ery the physicians in attendance other members of the family with the world to give blood, for my
portant means of preserving or ere- Congress study.
Mrs.
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Larrimore
the full strength of public opinion atihig
nf this year the Board of
planned to compatible blood were., placed on own family or for others who may
would like to correspond with
Educa•
, . .
segregated schools."
have blood at hand during the a standby basis to donate blood if need it."
tion listed n.1 "special service'' behind
"a genuine integra•mn pfoThe major recommendation of
The report noted that New York's the
a
5
5 inches surgery in rase transfusions would needed.
report on teacher assignments and 55. 1 ,
schools—elementary and junior gram- The report adde I
feet,
The team of doctors in charge
school integration program is based WAS that teachers
high schools with an unusually "We believe
Mrs. Wesley Hensen, mother of of Mrs. Larrimore's care at "%Vest
be compulsorily tall with a brown complexion, 30 he necessary'
that the citizens of on a Board of Education resolution
high percentage of
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teach
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schools
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belong
New
to
where
family,
Hospital report that their
York,
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when
BapNegro
they understand of December 23, 1954,
hailing the they are most needed. This recommore's blood, the doctors turned from Mount Hope, Ala.. by train. patient is making excellent progPuerto Rican pupils. This is
an the facts, will accept this challenge miprerne
desegrelati
Court
on
for
assistance to Mount Sinai Hos- A sample of her blood is now be- rem
de- mendation, according to the study, help
increase if eight from last year and tire to New York
and smaller classes."
City the chs- cision and pledging its
resources to has not been implemented. Instead,
pital's blood center, which is one
and 134 since 1950.51, it was
noted. tinction of being the first Northern the attainment
Substantial progress hail been of twelve blood reference
of
"racially
intelaborathe report noted, " the Board has
Moreover, out of sixteen new city to, eliminate de
attained along procedural lines in tones in the United States,
facto segre• grated schools."
attempted to remedy inequality In
elementary schools built in The 'tattoo in its schools and to provide
implementi
ng the report on zoning, In work involving a great many
Following a study by the Public the tsaching staff of the seoregated
Bronx, Brooklyn and Manhattan equal education for all its
which urged that school disirict tests with numerous blood speci.
chil- Education Association indicating
schools by working on the less confrom 1954 through 1958, seven
can
lines
drawn
be
Urea.to encourage into- mena arid rare serums, the staff
the causes and extent of "de facto" troversial aspects
be considered segregated. with EXTENT
of the report and
OF SEGREGATION
gration, the study said. However, of the Mount Sinai blood center unenrollments of Negro and Puerto The study noted that resistance racial segregation in the city's providing fringe benefits, such as
school system, the Board created more parking space, more clerical it added, little progress has been der the direction of Miss Shirley
Rican pupils ranging from
901 to desegregation by Southern
made in actually reducing racial Busch, supervisor, WAS able to
per cent to 97.5 per cent,
states
has
obscured
the dirnen•
the
and ethnic concentration ia the pinpoint Mrs. Larrimore's blood
study showed.
lions of segregated education in
city's schools.
as one of the rarest types in the
the great metropolitan centers
'FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE'
The AJCongress report praised world.
the North, where the sum "Both in its achievements and in
t,_ , w
as"an important beginning" the CERTAINTY CORROBORATED
shortcomings, the New York ex- '''',„
r o' Negroes and other eel'
Board of Education experiment of
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perience is a crucial pilot project et.'"
rnintst
"gren9s is oft"
Permissive transfers under which WAS corroborated by tests made
that should he studied carefully by larger than
in Southern cities.
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the boards of education of other In July 1957. it was reported. a •,,,
o.
Bedford-Stuyvesant
cre blood. by Dr. T. J. Greenwalt, disection
metropolitan centers confronted total of 256.768 Negro and Puerto tt.;
Brooklyn are now attending schools rector of the Milwaukee Blood
by similar problems." Isaac Touh- Rican children attended public
renter.
in Queens.
in. executive director of the Amen• schools n New York City. rapreSome progress has been mauls The first person in the world
can Jewish Congress, declared
35.5
per
cent of the total
in venting
the selection of sites for the hhild- known to' have the Tja negative
a foreword to the study. He called public school population. le
Man ing of new schools, according to type blood was described by Dr.
the• city's integration
batten
alone,
there were 94.68e •
experiment
Philip 1.evine of the Ortho Rethe study. "While the Board re- P
"an historic attempt that
may Negro and Puerto Rican children
search Foundation in Raritan, N.
ports indicate thA more Pan
well serve as a guide to other )71 the public
„
schools, or 68.9 per
.
new schools have been built or are J,. iii1951. The patient was a
Northern cities."
cent of the total number of pu- .
being constructed in so-called woman who needed blood during
Entitled "From Color Blind to pits enrolled.
'fringe areas,' however, an exam - surgery. In seeking blood for a
Color Conscious.- the study
point. These statistics and similar fig,
ination of the ethnic composition of transfusion for the patient, it was
ed out that in formulating
its in- urea for other major cities in the
the completed schools indicates found that only she and her sis.tegration program, the Board
of North, according to the study, rethat many are in fact segregated," her had matching blood. Since then,
Education undertook to make
some 14 other people have been
a fleet not only the migration of
the report stated.
"fundamental chanoe in education- large numbers of Negroes
and
Only a meager beginning has found to have this rare blood type.
al theory." According to
Puerto
Ricans but also the segrethe rebeen made in implementing the Now they are joined by Mrs. Larport, the city's approach
to inte• gated housing patterns that eriat
other reports, largely because of rimore rand her four brothers and
gration "overturned the classic
le- M
of these areas' resulting in
budgetary limitations,.the Amen- a -as'e. in having
gal concept, that government must themost
what is still
creation and expansion
of Neran Jewish Congress report slated. the rearest blood type in the world.
bo. 'color blind' and announced
Four of Mrs larrimore's broin- gro ghettos or -black hells."
-"The analysis was prepared by
stead that so far as public educe- "Because of this
there came to the blood center at
residential setCOW HAS TWINS—Si \ \
Mrs. Naomi Levine and Will Mas- Mount
spring. a female calf on Italy
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is concerned, government regation," the American Jewish
Sinai hospital last Friday
WEEKS APART! A Tennessee
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must become 'color conscious'" Congres• study reported.
made the Voice of America low of the AJCongress staff. There evening, These were Paul Hen.
"schools BROADCASTS TO MALAYA—
State university Jersey cow
is an introduction by Isaac Toubin sen,
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Reuben I.. Sitters. left. 4.H'er
a press helper at the Central
The 'AJCongrese study pointed in most Northern cities are segre.
broadcast for all of the 2,234,gave birth to twin calves. ..
different intervals explained
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coil, however, that
of Montgomery. W. Va., is
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Our Opinion
Both Parties Frigid To Civil Rights
There is little else to test the sincerity
of Republicans and Democrats alike than
*their commitment on the flaming issue of
civil rights. We return once more to this
theme in order to make sure that the question is kept alive in the untroubled conscience of the politicians; and that it is
equally sustained in the mind of a public
that seems apathetic to the final disposition
of this all-important matter.
Since both major political parties are
wooing the South hoping to tip the scales
In one or the other's favor in next year's
Presidential election, the cause of civil
rights is bound to suffer despite grandiose
promises of party chieftains to the Negro
voter.
Two events in recent weeks have dramatized the thorny path that the Negro must
yet trudge before he can reach his objective.
One was the report of the Civil Rights
04
/1
Commission accusing the Justice Department "f studied indifference and inaction
In its failure to bring to justice unabashed
violators of the right to vote the most
substantial provision of the 1957 Civil
Rights Act. This is the heart of that legislation; without it the Act is meaningless.
The other was the unwillingness of Congress to enact into law before its hasty adjournment some of the civil rights proposals
that were reluctantly reported out of the
Congressional committees packed to the
rafters with Dixiecrats.
As a result, when Congress convenes in
January 1960, it will face the prospect of
having to deal with this serious problem In
the Arab bazaar atmosphere of a Presidential election year.

Sensitive to the strategic importance of
the Negro vote in Northern industrial centers, both parties usually stuff their platform pledges with attractive rhetoric which
they are at pain to remember the morning
after election day. It seems as though they
enter into a backyard conspiracy to push
the issue around.
Now the politicians have begun to chant
that there is no widespread demand for a
new civil rights act, and that interest in it
is flagging even among Negro leaders. This
means that the ground is being made ready
either for a milk-and-water bill or perhaps
no bill at all. All the factors are in proper
alignment for a political carnival.
Civil rights is an academic issue to a
number of Democrats and Republicans. To
either of them nothing is more important
than the Presidential election. And neither
of them will risk a chance for victory by
jingling bells for civil rights. Democrats,
especially, would rather compromise the is(The Carolina Times)
are good enough to fight and die
sue than face a split in the party.
Every Negro member of the for lheir country, the same as othOf course, Republicans would not pass American Legion with an ounce ers, they are good enough to parup a chance of campaigning against a Dem- of respectability left in his soul ticipate and enjoy the full beneand body should follow the lead fits of any of its organizations the Just as the War for Independence From their college classes at War, which was to accomplish
ocratic Congress that produced no bill at of
Congressman Charles C. Diggs, same as others.
that freed America from English Oberlin had come young Lewis what Brown's objectives began.
all, or only a sop. But what the high coun- jr., of Michigan and State Senator Congressman Diggs and State domination actually commenced Sheridan Leary and John Arm- John Brown's name is one of the
history
cil of both parties fails to reckon with is James L. Watson of New York Senator Watson have set a shin- with the death of the Negro, Cris- strong Anderson. And Osborn Per- great martyr names of allwith
him
and the men who fought
ing example for other Negro Le- pus Attacks in 1770, and the Bosand quit the organization.
that the Negro vote today is far more po- Since World War I the American gionaires to follow. It is the hope ton Tea Party in 1773, so the ry Anderson, a printer, had come rank high on the scrolls of free.
men
Pennsylvania.
These
from
dom. Even today, the old Civil
tent than ever before; and that however Legion, which from all intents and of this newspaper that all of them Civil War that freed the slaves
knew that they might never see
weak may be present Negro leadership, purposes should set an example be- will let it be known by withdraw- really began with John Brown's their families! again. And they War song repeats, "John Brown's
Body Iles a-mouldering in the
fore the American people and the
their membership that they do
did not tell their loved ones where grave, but his soul goes marchthe Negro masses are so politically oriented people of the world of absolute de- ing
At that point, however, there
not intend to continue to support Raid
left
going when they
ing on." When Brown was captur,
today that they will vote according to the mocracy, has continued its nefar- an organization that is to un- was yet no formal declaration of they were
to ed, he said, "You may Wipe.*
the home, or what they intended
dictates of their enlightened conscience. ious policy of discrimination to. American as to operate under a war between the states. Butfirst
willing
to
die
were
do.
But
they
of me very easily .,. but this ques,
policy of discrimniation on ac- first shot had been fired, the
ward Negro veterans.
And they will have enough allies on the
tion is still to be settled — this
blood shed, and both whites and for freedom.
We had hoped after World War count of race.
Oct.
18,
Sunday,
Negro question, I mean — th4e
other side of the fence to spoil the dream II and the Korean War that the
Negroes died on the banks of the , On the night of
Potomac for the sake of freedom. 1859, John Brown;his sons, and his end of that Is, not .yet,':
of those who are playing the old-fashioned organization would catch the spirit
sucmen
little
band
of
dedicated
Frederick Douglas., if
Ralph Waldo Emerson called
of democracy, for which Amerishell game with civil rights.
Tubman, Sojourner Truth and cessfully attacked and captured him a "new saint who will make
can soldiers of all races fought to

many other brave black men and the arsenal full of arms at Harp- the gallows glorious like t h e
preserve, and abolish its damnwomen had already escaped from ers Ferry. But the massed might cross." And when he died, the
able policy Instead it continues to
slavery into the North, but many of the federal government was great Negro leader, Douglase, said
cling to it, as was demonstrated
thousands still remained in bond- called out against them. At Wash- of Brown, "To his own soul he
in its recent annual meeting
ington President Buchanan order- was right, and neither 'principall.
age.
when it again voted to continue NORMAL, Ill. —
of strength on the part of Belgian authori- barring
(UPI) — An It occurred to old John Brown, ed the marines and the cavalry ties nor powers, life nor death,
Negro veterans from the
into action.
who
had
already
freeIllinois State Normal university
fought for
things present nor things to come,'
ties is an attempt to intimidate the Ccari- Legion 40 and 8 Society.
professor is $131.41 richer because dom in Kansas, that armed revolt Hundreds of troups under the could shake his dauntless spirit
That
Negroes
have
tolerated
golese and prepare the ground for new polita conscience • stricken youth who might be precipitated in one place leadership of no less a personage or move him from his ground."
such insults and abuses for over
ical proposals to the native population.
stole some money front her purse and from there spread throughout than Col. Robert E. Lee, moved This month marks one hundred
40 years is typical of their patience
and a half years age told the slave population of the South, into action against Brown's little years since John Brown struck his
The weak point in the Belgian policy of In such matters. We think, how- four
her by phone that he was "in With this thought in m i n d, band. Brown was, of course, de- blow for freedom. On Oct. 15, 111,
ever,
that
there
comes
a
time,
as
"the carrot and the stick" it that it will
Brown gathered together a secret feated, taken prisoner, and hang- 17, and 18 the town of Harpers
better circumstances" now.
the case of the 40 and 8, when
Dr. Ellen D. Kelly, head of the band of 21 faithful followers, Ne- ed on the gallows, as were John Ferry, West Virginia, is commemcoat a great deal and that the Belgian tax- in
patience ceases to be a virtue
gro and white, and planned to Copeland and Shields Green, Of
payer is being called upon to foot the bill. and it is more noble to take a physical education department for seize by force the federal arsenal the other men of color, Sheridan orating John Brown's Raid with
women
at
the
university,
a
of the storming of
said
she
The Belgian Congo Administration is run- stand for that which is right than first learned of the intended "re- at Harpers Ferry, and then rally Leary and Dangerfield Newby were there-enactment
arsenal, with a pageant, "The
to be counted on the side of those
to
his
cause
of
the
slaves
Virginia
slain
in
the
early
fighting.
But
ning up an increasing deficit believed to who are willing to crawl on their payment" through a phone call
Prophet," and an exhibition inand surrounding states.
Osborn Anderson escaped, to fight
amount to $6,000,000 monthly. The total def- bellies just to be identified with an Wednesday from Tampa, Fla, The In John Brown's party there again later in the Civil War. cluding the photographs of the
Youth
told
her
that
he
21
men who followed Brown.
was returnwere five Negroes. Dangerfield Brown's two sons were killed, and I hope that a great many Afroicit of the Congo's public budget is expect- organization.
ins her MOO plus interest.
Here in North Carolina the LeNewby,
a
freed slave, wanted to he himself Wounded.
Americans will attend this corned to run up more than $70,000,000 by the gion has followed the disgraceful Two hours later the money came
free his wife tied seven children But he lived to march erect up memoration. Those of us who canpractice of holding its state an- by telegraph'
end of the year.
still held in bondage. Shields the steps of the gallows on which not attend will remember with revnual conventions in two sections, Miss Kelly said she was attend.
Green had learned of freedom the government had sentenced him erence this white man, John
Meanwhile, the Congo Roman Catholic one for
white and one for Ne- lag a ceevention in St. Peters- from Frederick
Douglass and left In die on Dec. 2, 1859, a little less Brown, who laid down his life that
Church has thrown the weight of its con- hgurolles. and
In spite
bomse( the fact that tbhuerfet, Fla, at the time ef the
Douglass to join John Brown.
than two years before the Civil his brothers might be free.
eta
in
the
ti
siderable influence and prestige behind a
war, are no respecter of persons, She quoted the boy, whose name
policy of reform. In a pastoral letter, read the Legion
clings to the ancient she refused to divulge, as
from all the pulpits of Roman Catholic and ill-conceived custom of din. int "I was desperate then, saybut
churches in the colony, the vicars of this crimination on account of race. now I am in better circumatancWe feel that if Negro soldiers es."
faith said:

From Old Debt

hail Congo Leaders
The Belgian government instead of relaxing -its colonial rule in the Congo is actually invoking its old harsh laws so as to
discourage and suppress any agitation for
African self-government.
More than 100 persons were jailed by
Belgian security forces a week ago, because
they followed a strike call issued by the
Congolese National Movement. Among the
people arrested were many of the leaders
of the National Movement which has a
tremendous following.
Two additional battalions of Belgian
paratroopers have been sent to the Congo.
They have taken up their garrison near the
most important urban cent er s. The
Public Force, a military police of native
soldiers, led by European commissioned
and non-commissioned officers, has been
equipped with modern weapons an d has
held conspicuous maneuvers at Camp Leopold near the capital of Leopoldville.
For the first time in the history of the
Congo, Belgian naval units, such as the
troop transporter Kamina and the frigate
De Brouwer, accompanied by smaller vessels have arrived at the new naval base of
Banana.
There Is reason to believe that this show

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Local dai- for NegrJes to hold executive po,
lies, in covering the joint appear- sitions it government, not only in
ance of gubernatorial candidates Louisville but in State and County
Bert Combs ana John Robsion overn ments.
at Centrt. college, made headlines What Negro voters want from
of the fact that "Desegregation" both Combs an., Robsion is a
ta not an issue in their campaign. firm promise to hire state workers
Frankly this was not news be- on merit. Judge Combs has list.
cause the race issue has not fig- ed State Civil Service as an obured in an recent political cam- jective. Congressman Robsion has
paign in Kentucky for a consider- reiterateo virtually the same.
But each needs to spell out
able .ime.
Practically every candidate now more convincingly just how civil
knows that he need not hedge on service will eliminate segregation
the subject — rather he can speak in state employment. The one that
out as forthrightly as his convic- makes the best approach to the
tion dictates without fear of dam- basic problem will attract the
agin. reprisal from white voters. most support.
This is not to say that there are With most of his legal fights over
no 'white supremacy" voters in in Kentucky, the Negro now naturKentucky. There are many as the ally wants to move up the econpublic accomm,alations barriers omic ladder to not only become
testify. But Kentuckians generally more self-sufficient, and to enjoy
have respect for law as has been the best things in life, but to as
shown by voluntary compliance sume his full share if community
with all desegregation decisions. responsibility.
Except tor desvgregating private
With more money he can be.
enterprises that refuse to serve come A greater contributor to
Negroes. the Civil Rights legal bat- worthwhile cause s, institutions
Rnd charities, and thus make himtle is over in Kentucky.
The most fundamental issue for self more acceptable as s
Negr es now is desegregation of fledged citizen.
jobs — full economic opportunity. In addition, he will achieve a
Negro voters want to hear candi- new dignitj, a new sense of selfdates pledge themselves to distri• respect and become a fuU part.
buting political jobs indiscrim- ner in community affairs rather
inately. Frankly, this will be the than the greatest beneficiary of
most appealing promise any can- most of its welfare programs.
didate can make.
Obviously, the state and corn
All too few white collar Negroes munity will benefit in direct proare part of state and county gov- portion tc the extent to which the
ernment, It is time for US to he Kentucky Negro's economic opporemploye° on the basis of qualifi- tunity I,. enhanced. By the removcations and not race. It is time al of employment hiss.

"The church greets with hope and prayers the announcement of future independence for the Congo and Ruanda-Urundi.
We pay high tribute to the Belgian achieve.
ments in Africa and we trust that the two
countries will establish a policy of collaboration which will make their peoples both
happy and prosperous."

torious crimes.
is concrete evidence thet a FedSpeeker of the House, Sant Ray- eral Anti-Lynels 1111 is the only
' Dear Editor: Pearl River Coun- burn, on "Capital Cloak Room", hope for prosecution of those who
hands
ty. Poplarville, Mississippi, has Thursday night, September 17th, take the law into their sem
C. R. Darden
added an additional page to the stated that he is disturbed after
President, NAACP Braach
abominable and deplorable history giving away billions in Fordi
Jackson, Miss,
gn
known
The
state
is
Mississippi.
of
Aid, and today we have made
all over the world as the lynch
state, having the highest number such few friends. The intelligence
of Negroes lynched since it was of people of the world has been
admitted to the Union in 1817. This underestimaed by the United Stat- Dear Editor: Negro leadership
is a continuation of lynchings, es. They appreciae what we give must assert itself far more vigmurders and ambushing of Ne- them but judge us by our moral
hes dime so far
groes by whites without any prose- and political behavior. We will orously than it
never gain the respect of peo- on these great issues that affect
cution of the criminals.
ple of the world at long as there the basic interests of our people.
Mississippi's hands are still red
typical Mississippi in Ameri- I am for calling a convention of
with the blood of 14 year old Em- is a
ca.
all Negro organizations and leadma'Till in the so called "Wolf
Whistle Case; Negro blood is still The whitewash treatment given ers to discuss z.z. actin program.
dripping from the trigger happy the Mack Parker brutal kidnap. It is utter futility for the Negro
fingers of the murderer or mur- lynching is another typical case of people to continue to depend on
derers of the Rev. G. W. Lee of Mississippi justice for Negroes. Negro politicians to advance the
Belzoni. Miss., and the ambushing Other southern states have their Negro cause. All that they are
themselves
of Gus Courts of that same city. faults. However bad they may be, doing hi to entrench
their two posiThe permanent stain of Meted will you can always expect the worst more solidly in
forever be a mark on the court- in Mississippi. The ruling of lo- tion. We cannot depend on them
house lawn of Brookhaven. Miss. cal District Attorney Vernon for action that favors our interest.
where Lamar Smith was shot Broome that the FBI gathered They are nothing but tools of the "I ogre* th.t ts a dress for after
down In cold blood, yet there has evidence is "hearsay" opens the whit. folk.
any younger you couldn't weer it!"
James F. Priest
bees no convictions for these ne- eyes of the rest of the world, and

More Vigorous Leaders

surrender political control and the
LAGOS, Nigeria — Last night I completely with the Russians.
tuned in on Radio Ghana to hear As Special Adviser on African independence movement, which
the tributes that were paid to the Affairs to Dr. Nkrumah, Padmore will reach a climax next year with
late George Padmore, the Trini- has been credited with most of the the freedom of Nigeria, cannot
dad born African nationalist, who planning for the various Afri- now be stopped."
can nationalist conferences in the There is no solution in sight,
died in a London hospital.
Fifty-five-year-old Padmore be- last two years. He and Dr: Nkru- however, ,• the problems of Kencame a legendary figure of tre- mah had long experience in such ya, the Rhodesias and the Unmenduous influence in African af- conferences, for back in 1945 they ion of South Africa. Dr. Hastings
fairs after a quarter of century served as joint secretaries on Banda of Uganda is still in jail,
of lonely crusading against Brit- African affairs elected by a Pan Tom Mboya is under heavy presish colonialism. His power and in- African Conference in England. sure in Kenya, and the head of
fluence came late in his career The death of George Padmore the South African Congress in the
and he owed most of it to his may be a blow to African nation- Union has been put under wraps.
Intimate friend Dr. Kwame Nkru- alism because the ranks of ex- British policy in East and Central
perienced leaders In African af- Africa is confused and the anti.
mah.
The Ghanaian prime minister fairs are comparatively thin, New Negro moves of the Union of
invited Padmore to become his faces are coming to the front, but South Africa continue apace.
special adviser on African Affairs they lack the background and long Dr. Nkrumah and others who
in 1937 shortly after Ghana's inde- acquired skills which made Pad- have preached "Africa for Afripendence. Theirs was a long and more so important to Dr. Nkru- cans" and dreamed of a united
intimate association which mah and others. Then too the col- and free continent sow have their
try hands full in dealing with immedbegan in London after the war onial powers are desperately
new leaders iate emergency issues of their
when Dr. Nkrumar was studying ing to fence in the
consider
dangerous
own. Padmore was useful to
law. Padmore had already achiev whom they
threat to the status quo. them in that he could devote his
ed a wide reputation for his jour- and a
in
energies to the broad African
nalistic assaults upon African co- This fact was acknowledged
lonialism. He had, unquestionably, the tribute Dr. Nkrumah paid his front and map plans and programs
message
In
the
friend.
a continent-wide basis.
departed
on
a profound influence upon Dr.
read over Radio Ghana, the The recent statesmanship disNkrumah.
prime minister said Padmore
President Tubman of
For years Padmore was regard made a unique contribution to Gha- played by
Liberia in his conferences with
ed as a Communist and his relana and Africa and re was irre- Dr. Nkrumah and President Tour*
tionship with Soviet officials was
import-nt Afri- of Guinea may be a straw in the
well known. He received support placeable. Other
paid similar wind. Perhaps from Liberia and,
from Communists for some of his can leaders have
Nigeria, will
next year from
literary projects. according to his tributes.
leadership which in coopfriends. A crisis developed in his As far as most of British West emerge
Ghana and other Afrirelationship with the Russians at Africa is concerned, the life-long eration with
the loss of a
ihe time of Nazi Soviet pact during ambitions of Padmore and his fel- can states may make
like Padmore only
"brain-truster"
were World War two. Some of his friends low-nationalists are nearing frui.
Insist that Padmore finally broke tion. The British have agreed to a temporary setback.

Hair Styles That Will Take Milady Anywhere This Season
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HAIR, MANY beauty authorities say, is a woman's crowning glory
aid some of the Windy City's leading beauticians and beauty schools de.ided to prove this old adage true recently at the Chicago Daily Defend'T's silver anniversary Home Service Exposition held in the Internation1 Amphitheatre. Commentator, who is an authority on the latest coifurea for milady, was Mme. Marjorie Stewart Joyner, national supervisor
•.f the Mme. C. J. Walker Beauty colleges.

Holdin

THIS FALL AND Winter the smartly dressed femme can choose
..om such chic hair styles as "Fall Fantasy," "Peaches and Cream,"
'Business Girl Coif," "Have Style, Will Travel" and "Atomic Whizz."
lthough fashion conscious women will be letting their locks grow some,
da season, short hair is still in the spotlight. Regardless of the shape
the face, there is a hair style that is especially for you, the stylists
,inted out when the models appeared before the hundreds of spectators
. the home show.
- THE HAIR STYLISTS, who represented various beauty colleges in
4enderland, represented years of study and training to serve their cusmers better. Operators who had models represented in the coiffure
OW were Ethel Wilks, Edwin Perkins, Nellie Avant, Adel! Linebager,
ident; Betty Patton, Katherine Frazier, Marshall Flenoy, Dorothy PowEva Mae Jackson, C. Martha NVhitaker, Louise Banks, Mardnice Mcurin, Ella Bailey, Delores Owens, Carrie Jackson, Maxine Summers,
leen L. Thrower, Essie Beatty and Delphine Kelley Allen.
WITH PRIDE, these hair stylists who have made names for them:yes or are in the process, point to their alma maters—Sadye's Beauty
,lege, Scientific School of Beauty Culture, Lydia's Beauty college, Mme.
J. Walker Beauty college, Apex College of Beauty Culture, Poro,
ligue Beauty school and Mary Mice Beauty school. Some of those
eating outstanding coiffures are still students but are looking forward
• the day when they will enter the beauty world as licensed beauticians.
so represented in this parade of hair fashions were Ultra Sheen of
hnson Products co., with Patrick Johnson introducing the lovely modWinning the approval of the audience with her hair styles was Lo..aza Brown Prater of Personality Spot, Argo, Illinois.

•
• IN THE BUSY work and social world today, it is often necessary to
leave the office, make a quick change and go out to a social or civic affair. It is impossible to spend a lot of time in front of the mirror arranging complicated coiffures. With this thought in mind, beauty colleges
represented at the Chicago Daily Defender 25th Home Service Exposition
recently proved that their graduates have the know-how of creating
beautiful and elaborate hair styles that require a minimum of care.
• A GLIMPSE OF what will be favorite coiffures this Fall and Winter
was given when a bevy of lovely models paraded before the hundreds of
spectators at the home show. Each model represented a beauty college,
beauty product company or beauty shop.
• GLAMOUROUS MANNEQUINS and who they represented were
Cortella Elmore and Jerry Fuller, Ultra Sheen of Johnson Products company; Gladys Mitchell, Sadye's Beauty college, 725 E. 79th St.; Lee Ethel
Weathington, Scientific School of Beauty Culture; Christine Mallory,
Scientific; Mickey Haynes, Sylvia Colbert and Erma Curry, Personality
Spot; Ruby Ousley, Lydia's Beauty college; Thomasine Porter, Lydia's;
Louise Banks, Mme. C. J. Walker Beauty college, 64th and Cottage Grove;
Ruth C. Henderson, Sadye's; Selma Johnson, Poro; Nettie Flenoy, Unique
Beauty school, 4713 Cottage Grove; Mary Johnson, Poro; Mardnice McLaurin, Walker; Elma Moore Rodgers, Apex College of Beauty Culture;
Bethola Patton, Walker; Elois Thomas, Walker; Callie Carter, Walker;
Doreatha Powe, Walker; Ruby Sims, Mary Alice Beauty School, 7630 Cottage Grove; Susy Buckley, Poro; Queen L. Thrower, Unique; Elnora Williams, Unique; Gwendolyn Smith, Sadye's and Betty Fowler, Unique,
4713 Cottage Grove. (Photos by Rhoden and Pulley).,,

1,000 CME's Hold
Confab At Mt. Pisgah

SIGNING UP FOR The Christian Index, a CME publica•
lion, are, left to right, Vesuvie Mitchell, Mrs. Mitchell,

JACKSON • MEMPHIS • TENNESSEE conference of the
CME church, held in Memphis
October 6-11 brought some
1,000 ministers and church
workers to Mt. Pisgah CME
church for the annual meet.
Included among the delegates
were pastors, presiding elders,
lay leaders and missionaries.
Holding meetings concurrently

with the conference were the
Laymen's Council, Women's
Missionary Society, the Sunday School Department and
Episcopal District Directors of
Christian Education Supervis.
ing. Host Pastor D. W. Brown.
ing, left, pastor of Mt. Pis•
gab, talks over progress of
meeting with Host Presiding
Elder N. T. Walker.

IMPORTANT COGS in the
wheels of the conference,
these three ladies of Jackson
get together on a report after

lunch. Left to right are Mrs.
Georgia Kelly, district presidisdent, Jackson-Oakland
trict; Mrs. Marie Penn, vice.

RELIGIOUS LITERATURE of
various types was on display
during the meeting and drew
the interested attention of
many of the hundreds of delegates. Viewing some of the

the Rev. John Glenn and C.
N. Bagwell, all of Nashville,
Mt. Pisgah CME church was
headquarters for the confer

ence with the Rev, D. W.
Browning acting as host pa
-,r
Presiding Elder N. T.
Walker shared host's duties

literature are, left to right, CI.
A. Spears and Mrs. Spears of
Memphis and the Res. J. IL
Hutson of Jackson, Re‘erend
Hutson is agent for the CME
publishing department.

president, annual missionary
conference; and Mrs. U. ZMcKinnon, secretary of Spiritual Life, a church publication.
YOUNG
MINISTERS from
Lane college. Jackson, are
pictured at the CME banquet,

They are, left to right, Edward Brown, president; Miss
Pauline Murray, pianist; Wit-

T.Smith, William Graves,
Eddie Burt, Lawrence Craig
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BISHOP B. JULIAN SMITH
left, of Chicago was honored
at a banquet Thursday night
at the Hippodrome. Funds
raised from the banquet mill
he used to build and repair

CMF BANQUET, held Thursday night at the Hippodrome,
was held in honor of Bishop

R. Julian Smith. In the audi
race are CME minister, presiding elders, lay leaders and

missionaries from Memphis,
Jackson and other Tennessee
areas.

churches in this area. alai.'
ling with Bishop Smith is At,
homey Donald L. Hollowell
of Atlanta who was the guest
speaker at the banquet.
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Slick Ebony Fashion Fair To
Take Memphis Bow November 12

wear scenes as the eight Istututtful models literally transform her

into the queen of the night. In addition two professional male models will bring to the men (and the
women) the very latest in dress
for the man who cares, for the
enthusiastic
over
her
pursportsman and the perfect escort.
The Memphis Alumnae Chapter morethan 200 of the latest in is moat
Proceeds from the Memphis
of the Delta Sigma Theta Sorority ;women's and men's wear from chases.
EB-'
present
the
of Memphis will
around the world. The show, pro- The fashion conscious woman EBONY Fashion Fair showing will
aucti.
at
Ellis
Fair
Fashion
ONY
EBONY magazine, is on. will see the extreme and the prac- go to Scholarship and Family
torium on Thursday, Nov. 12 at duced by
Service. Mrs. A. L. Willis, chairder the, direction of Mrs. Freda tical in dresses, coats, lounging man of the Fashion
8 p. m.
Fair can be
This active organization is bring- DeKrught, Fashion Editor for Eb- and formal wear. She will see reached at JA. 8-2693 for informaing to the people of Memphis the ony magazine. Mrs. DeKnight has styles that will take her from tion.
the famed fashion and style show spent the past three months in morning until night with a stop
that will tour 51 cities in 31 states Europe buying the latest styles over for an afternoon at the beach
in the benefit of local charities. from the shops of top designers or lounging at home. Her busy
The two hour show will feature in London, Paris and Rome. She day will be crowned with night

Zemo—Liquid or oi000e0t-1i doctor's anti/optic, promptly roller's
itching, stops watching and so
helps heal and clear surface skin
manes. Buy ger
Strength Zamo for
GU
— MO
stubborn c•ses!

ens, Landers Shelton, Mrs. JuaCARIBBEAN VACATION
Dr. and Mrs. Vasco Smith are nita J. Anderson, Robert Br,
WASHINGTON, D. C. —Delta The national total includes also Anniston, Ala., an institutional
gradually descending from their ley, George Jones, Mrs. Evelyne
Sigma Theta sorority announced two $250 scholarships awarded an- management major at Tuskegee
own niche on 'Cloud 9' following Edwards, Robert Arnold and Mrs.
last week that it was awarded nually to women of India to study Institute.
their fabulous trip to San Juan, Rachelle McNeal.
Puerto Rico which was won by MEDICAL AUXILIARY
more than $13,268 in scholarships advanced social work at the Delhi Delta's five national grants
Mrs. Smith on her appearance on Mrs. W. 0. Speight, sr., and Mrs.
and grants for the current school School of Social Work in Delhi, were awarded to Natalia T. Cain,
N. C., of Detroit, to study pediatshow
Thomas
H. Watkins were coIndia.
the "Top Dollar" television
year.
in New York last Summer. Wait- hostesses at the meeting of t h e
Of this total, $5,000 was award- The remaining 83,500 was award- rics and art for emotionally dising until Autumn when Dr. Smith Bluff City Medical auxiliary at
ed to 10 recipients by the Na- ed for study in the United States turbed children at the Detroit,
planned his vacation, they went Mrs. Speight's home at 1393 S.
tional sorority and $8,288 to 84 re- to 10 women, five receiving schol- Mich., Art School of the Society
of Arts and Crafts; Hilda 0. Fur.
from Memphis to Cleveland, Ohio, Parkway East last week . . .
cipients by various Delta chap- arships and five grants.
tune of New York City, matriculatRECIPIENTS
ters.
and then on to New York City, where plans were made to hold
where they stopped at the Statler their annual Bridge Tournament
the 1 a;gest sums Receiving the Sorority's scholar- ing at the New York university
in January, which raises funds to
hotel.
were Delta chapters in Berkeley, ships were Helen S. Sneed of Gar- Center for Human Relations.
support the organization's scholarCalif., and Tampa, Fla., each of ner, North Carolina, majoring in Other recipients of national
Then by air they went to Puerto ship
fund.
The
group
prerecently
whom granted $1,000. The next chemistry at the University of grants are Gwendolyn 1.. Storrs of I,
Rico, where their first five days
sented a scholarship to a student
largest, $900, was awarded by Del- North Carolina; Shirley E. Barnes Tuskegee Institute, Ala., who is
was spent at luxurious El Barran. nurse in the
E. H. Crump hosof New York City, an advertis- studying speech rehabilitation all
ta's Los Angelcs.chapter.
qintas Mountain Resort hotel . . pital's School of
Nursing.
A breakdown of the $5,000 award- ing major at Boston university. Columbia University's Peachera
located 25 miles outside sari Juan.
ed by the Sorority reveals that Others receiving scholarships college; Carolyn W. 'rhomson of
There swimming, tennis, golfing, DEVOUE CLUB
$1,000 went to the Referral and were Yvonne 0. Hooks of Savan- Orangeburg, S. C., pursuing stubadminton, horseback riding, etc. Mrs. Jesse (Allegra) Turner was
Supplementary Scholarship Service nah, Ga., an English major at dies in pediatrics at Howard Uni. . . filled the hours of the day — a bountiful hostess when she en
and Fund for Negro students, an New York university; Wilma H versity's College of Medicine; and
with time out for siesta — of,tertained Devoue Bridge club at
organization which selects and sub- Ray of Asheville, N. C., an Eng Celestine Tillman of Los Angeles.
course . . . then in the star-filled the lovely Gill Avenue home a fortsidizes students for training at in- bah major at the University of candidate for a doctorate of
nights, there was the choice of night ago. Devoue members Mesterracial colleges and universities. California; and Alma .1. Blake of chemistry at Penn State univerEuropean, Spanish or American ,dames Sallie Bartholomew MartiCanteen pure. imported Oliva 00
na McCullough, Liz Simon, Grace
and genuine Oil of 8trasmott
cuisine.
• Perfect as a pressing, too!
, Ultra modern decor featured Young, Leoda Gammon, Laura Ow- EBONY FASHION Fair model
INVEST IN EDUCATION
wearing. The piece is embrold.
• Rasps the "love Look" ie mut
rooms with one wall entirely of ens, Orpheha Byes, Edith Thorn- Rochelle Rolle does things for
Delta, with a membership of
cred in smoke.grey stones by
hair!
Leola
Gilliam,
Ida
10n,
leadJamison
glass and sliding panel doors
25,000 college women, thus conMingolini-Gugenheim of Italy.
and Victoria Hancock . . . along this ice-blue ball gown she is
ing to terraces where guests
tinues its tradition of maintaining
are able to look down on the with guests Mesdames Rubye Gad'
a high standard of community servclouds — so high in the mountain mon, Louise Ward, Addie Jones,
ice and scholarship among women,
retreat. There too, at dinner were Rachel Carter, Sue Ishe, Maria
a tradition dating back to the sot
,
native bands serenading guests— Pinkston, Maydella Reeves, Cathority's inception in 1913.
and the Smiths—well known for erine Johnson and Helen Hayes all
This year's awards boost DelNEW YORK — Now that you've
their adeptness in dancing, are attest to a delightful buffet dinner
ta's total scholarship grants to
up-dated your Fall wardrobe, take Dear Carlotta:
now well-versed in all the Latin and bridge when followed—brightmore than "500,000.
the
around
plants
the
look
at
a
dances.
ened too, with lovely prizes to the
How can I train my little girl The scholarship program, began
of
out
as
may
be
They
house.
The remaining time of the two- lucky few.
to be more persistent? She starts in 1922, has produced many outstyle as a chemise.
standing persons in various caweek vacation was spent down on FASHION FAIR
an in- a dozen things, but finishes none. reers.
McDonal,
Joseph
says
So
stopping
at
San Juan's gold coast,
Graduate Deltas are again sponlandscape designer and She is eight and she will get up Among them is
terior
on
located
hotel
Candado
Beach
the
Dorothy Maynor,
Boring the fabulous Ebony Fashion
florist.
to clean the birdcage, get as far who received $1,000 for study
the Atlantic ocean ....here they Fair, which is slated for Ellis AuThe "in" plants this year are,
abroad
in
1939.
awoke to the rhythmic pounding ditorium's Music Hall on Thurs- Homecoming is in the air at Ilacedonie Baptist church, Miss
Gwendolyn Benputand
out
bird
the
taking
"architectural looking," Mc. as
nett, prominent New York art inof the surf on the beach below day, Nov. 12, at 8 p. m. Tickets both Lane college a n d Merry Lucy Campbell, no ed personality more
ting the dish on the sink. Then she
Donal
said.
structor, received $1,000 in 1924
their room which overlooked the are $3.00 which includes a year's High school with young ladies as- and well known laptist leader,
lie listed palm trees, podocar- will see her brother sweeping and
ocean. Here . . against the old subscription to Ebony, or a subpiring to become queens of each was ihe guest sreaker for the pus, a type of evergreen of the her interest immediately turns to'for art study. The dramatic soloist,
Helen Phillips, received four years
world background of this magnifi- scription renewal. Mrs. Ann Wil- of these institutions. I haven't afternoon session Miss Campbell
yew family, lingusstrum a small cleaning the porch. If I get after ago $500
for graduate study and
cent isle — with its contrasting td- us is the general chairman .
been able to get a run down- on is from Memphis. The pastor, Rev.
her about finishing a job, she
tea modern buildings ... varied- and everyone who saw last year's the "Miss Dragonette" contestants Page, who have the 11. s. m. mes- irregular - shaped tree, jade trees. gets very "tired." I don't know has enjoyed popularity as a pertype clubs and restaurants . . . show are destined to be present but the the young Miss and her sage also keyed it toward the de- orange tree—with real oranges— what to do. Mother.
former in Europe.
and dracena, a cactus - line plant
Delta's award to its undergradthey enjoyed Swiss cuisine at a for the new extravaganza of lash- court will make their appearance velopment a fine eomanhood. The
ranging in size from four feet to Dear Mother:
uate chapter with the highest
quaint Swiss Chalet restaurant •
ions from leading European fash- on Nov. 7 when lane meets Fisk c.ay proved to be a very successful
ceiling
height.
at another. Argentine cuts of beef ion houses, as well as American university f r o in Nashville for one.
ener- scholastic average for the year
In the flower line, there is a The child scatters her
went to Delta Pi Chapter at Jackroasted over charcoals before their designers.
On the same afternoon at Beach swing back to simple garden ve- gies about and around too thin
homecoming.
son State college, Jackson, Miss.
eyes for their individual tastes ... There will be wonderful door
Spring Baptist churca, Women's rities like garnet rose bushes, to get any satisfaction Out of anyin
the
Council
l
e
Student
The
The
chapter'. average was 2.304.
much Imbibing of native runt prizes ... and with
renowned midst of plans to make this the Day was the celebratii ii where the geraniums, small ivy and bego- thing. That made her feel tired, The
Sorority's annual May Week Home4tyle douches can't do
drinks .. . and more Latin (lane- Freda DeKnight as
mentally tired. That will be the
commentator greatest homecoming ever with theme was "Christian Women in nias.
. .. time ram out.
effect on anybody, young or old, celebration, observed for almost the job that "Lysol" can—can's
an.4 some of America's loveliest
Then?"
World
—
What
r
Changing
"Things
almost
too
common 10
Lawrence Craig heading the group.
who starts and stops before he 40 years under the slogan "Invest
i Following gas flight beck to New mosiels showing tilt gorgeous Cr.High, homecoming is Mrs. Daiay Shaw of Macedonia years ago now are considered
In Education," Is the forerunner keep you sure of your daintiness'
apent several days ationa -- the event is a social At
Baptist church was the guest fashionable, particularly whimsi- completes the job. It is a bad habMerry
Green
Oct.
31,
when
the
slated
for
of Delta's various public serv- the way you want to be)
help
form.
To
there taking in shows. clubs and "must."
anybody
to
it
for
Hornets meet Cairo. Young Misses speaker for the aternron service cal and amusing plants," McDon- the child, lay out the chores that ice activities.
enjoying fine restaurants. 0 n a GOINGS ON
at 2:30 In additMn to having a al said.
are
Jimmie
aspiring
Sue
for
queen
But "Lysor;doest -"Lysol"(
are to be done. For this eighthighlight on the theatre circuit was Mrs. Louise
R. Prothro, Pet Edmonds, .Toanne Merry and Hen. v..ry profitable (Lir, the member- Out of date are chrysanthekills the very germs that cams
attention
whose
child,
year-old
the opportunity to see "Raisin in milk company
ship
exnressed
their
happiness over mums, cut • leaf philodendron and
home economist, rietta Wright, all seniors, M i s $
span seems so short, select just
the Sun" . . . while their club who was
embarrassing odor!
featured at this year's Edmonds is the daughter of Mr. having their pastor back with the regular florist - shop type of
if possible,
tour took them to the Village Van. outstanding
;hem,
The
Rev.
litte-et
Herring. He roses. Huge built-in planters also one chore, one she likes
Tri-State Fair, was the and Mrs. M. D. Edmonds of Jack.
help,
encourage
stand
by
to
and
guardwhere Dinah Washington guest of Dr.
Every time you douche wit%
and Mrs. Stanley sun. Miss Merry is the daughter Pad re:rent!), undeegone in opera- are behind -times, the designer
and stimulate by praise . . . if
was featured . . . and of course, Ishe at their
said.
"Lysol" you can be confident)
South Parkway home, of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Merry, also tion.
possible to do so honestly, until
Birdland.
coming from her home at St. Al- of this city, and Miss Wright is LOOKING FORWARD
Elsa PAINS OF HEADACHE, NEURALshe finishes it. Then send her off
Try It and see."Lysol" brand
Before returning to Memphis, bans, N. Y.
the dauehter ef Mr. and Mrs. American Education Week will
GIA, NEURITIS with STANBACK
to play with a clear conscience.
Maxine and Dr. Smith spent a On hand at the
disinfectant is mild. Won't hurt
TABLETS
or POWDERS STARRACK
fair too, was Wright of Jackson and Nashville. be celebrated nationally Nov. 8-14.
Break a large job into small porday and night in Chicago ... and Bud Ward of
combines several medically proven peen
the Moss Kendricks In line for the first attendant You are asked to visit your schools D
you!
tions. Polish four forks, dust two
relievers
.
The
with their wonderful memories of Public
added
ethictiveness
Relations Firm of Washing- class are: Geraldine Cox, Betty during this week especially. Watch i
shelves . . . adjusting the task so
ot these MULTIPLE ingredients brings
OW/
the momentous trip and the visual ton, D. C.,
For
free booklet
as was Trezevant An- Curry and Nell Marie Smith. An- for an anniuncement of the anit
is
possible
for
the
child
to
comfaster, more complete relief, easing
evidences brought back home — derson,
on how to douche,
anxiety and tension usually accomPittsburgh Courier's rov- gelyn Craft, Elizabeth Hearn, nual education pr-,am sponsored
plete it will make her more eonthey are already looking forward ing reporter.
write: "[Jim]."
panying pain.
Blends Kindrick, and Earline Stew- by the city schools under the di.
istent. Play slowly merges into
to a return trip to the beautiful
Bloomfield, New
inst
work if we guide it that way.
Receiving handsome invitations arid are up for second attendant rection el' he prJerorn committee
By POPPY CANNON
tropical island.
STAN BAC K
Jersey, Dept. D259.
from
the sophomore class with of the Jackson City Teachers' Assofrom the American Council on Hu•gronst any
FETE MRS. HOWELL
prispara?ton
Castle Curry, Hattie Harrison, ciation. The Sunday following the . Wonderfully good, easy and dra- LAFF OF THE WEEK
man Rights to -1,eno h.s
you've
ever
matic to serve on a cool Fall aftMrs. Gerald (Vera) Howell was
used
ship Workshop Dinner at the Wil- Gwendolyn Long and Joyce Smith American Education Week, the ernoon is flaming
I Girl's father:- So you want to be
tea bowl.
given a lovely shower at her home
teacher of the year will be named
lard hotel in Washington, D. C from the freshman class.
To a quart of good hot tea add my son-in-law, eh?
at 1547 Hanauer for her expected on
The
by
the V. F. W. Ballote will ap-1 1 lemon thinly
Oct. 17, where John H. John.Student Council is conductsliced and 4 tea. Suitor: Not exactly. I just want to
new arrival rec7•ntiv. Toe
:lessson,
of Johnson Publics- mg the campaign which ends On pear in the local paper.
1 spoons honey, Stir well.
marry your daughter,
es were Mrs. Earline M. Somer., lions president
itt Chicago will be the dinner October DS, by popular vote with High school senior young ladies, At serving
time, bring the hot
ville and Miss Julia M. Scott who speaker .
. . were Mrs. Alma R. 1.0115 set up in the rear of the' do you have talent? It may pay tea to the table in a
bowl or casinvited the Kansas School Facul- Booth and
Robert Waller.
library. Miss Mary Ann Gilstrap, off in your participation in the over a candle warmer or on an
ty, of which Mrs. Howell was a
Dr. Stanley Ishe, jr., attended president of the Council will make! MISS BRONZE WEST TENNES- serole which can be
kept hot
member.
the meeting of the American col- the announcement during the as-,SEE PAGEANT. Deadline for ap- electric hot tray.
A baby doll in a toy scale em- lege of Surgeons at Atlantic
plications to be in is Oct. 30, 1959.i Warm separately 1 cup cognac.
City, setnbly on the same date.
phasized the occasion on the din- N. J. recently.
The senior class Is sponsoring The affair is being sponsored bsn Set the cognac ablaze with a
ing table, from which was served
•••
the homecoming game and the Jackson Alumnae chapter of Del- match, pour into the hot tea and
a delicious repast, brightened too
Sigma Sorority. Check else- ladle into the cups. Provide cinNews of Memphians pursuing souvenir program will carry us
with a centerpiece of Fall flowers.
higher realm educatides
for applies- namon sticks to be used as sti
onincl
photograph of the lovely young ,:weere in this paper urGuests chatted and played severMiss Geneva "Tippv" Evans, the I miss who is chosen "Miss Green tl°n•
rers. Makes six or eight servings.
al shower games, including "Baby
e daughter of Mrs. Roland Evans Hornet." Make your plans now to
Fun" and "Maternity Mix-ups,'
.
. ... Powell, a June graduate of Spel- be on hand October 31.
over a coffee table covered with
a baby shower cloth. Prizes went man college, who is seeking the a WIN :AND LOSS
to Mrs. Mabel Brownlee and Miss. Masters Degree in Journalism at Last week end in sports, there
Scott. Others attending and send- Boston U. Jean Strickland, also a was a lot of gladness as well as
June graduate of Spelman, and a lot of sadness in
ing many lovely and useful
Jackson. On
were Mrs. Lois Hargraves, Mrs. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. An- Friday Merl, at Webrock Stadium,
Celia Chaplin, Mrs. Ada Belle' drew Strickland. is working on Merry wa victori9us over the
Spraggins, Mrs. Savannah Mays, her Masters Degree in mettle- Booneville, Miss , team by a score
Mrs. Carolyn Suggs, Mrs. Vernal malice at Michigan State U . . • cf 27 to 0 which set their record
Meekins, Mrs.
Lottye Spencer, while her brother, James S. Strick- at three wins and two losses. Then
Miss Lynn Marie Howell, daugh- land, who is the associate pro- on Saturday the tables turned for
ter of the Howells. airs. t'altine lessor of biology at Talladcea col- Lane to break the wonderful sea G. Robinson, Mrs. Howell's niece; lege, is studying toward the Pb, D. son they started off with.
egree at Michigan State U also.:
Mrs. Vella J. Wiggins and Miss degree
Here, at U of Tennessee, Mr.. They lost to Mississippi Indust•
Gertrude Green, another niece of He
Addie Jones and Mrs. Sallie Bar- rial toll •ge by a score of 24 to 6
mrs. Howell.
tholomew have enrolled in the ev- It seems as Lane just couldn't get
Mr. Howell, the father-to-be, did e_.
sung session of the extension I' the swirg. We wish for them
everything to make the guests feel
better luck this week so they
at home, and also entertained oth- school.
Play Alabama State in Montgomer guests who stopped by. includ- It was a baby girl born to Mr. ery.
ing James Somerville, Stephen and Mrs. John Childress recently.
RELIGIOUSLY
Edley, James Spraggins and Dr. The little charmer is a eecond edition of the Childresses. Naturally
A record breaking crowd was
and Mrs. H. H. Johnson.
Sulu.. when WomMr. Childress passed out the usual ..1, hand
CLUB SANS PAR1EL
en's Day was celebraied at the
- and n”t
The plus new decor of Curries Mr. Childress ,
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
Club Tropicana was the scene of' cigars at North Carolina Mutual
• EASE ACHE
an exciting time when the Club Life Insurance Company where
• RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES
San Panel attended the Million he is a member of the Memphis
• TONE SKIN
• SOOTHE THE STING & BURN
Dollar Social Club's Pre-Fall staff.
Dance recently. Mrs. Roberta L., We're glad to learn of the proNOW
Owens, the club prexy was aiw i press made by young Larry Lee,
ON SALE
1
"
the "lady of the hour." Clad in son of Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Lee,
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
black cocktail dresses and wear- who underwent emergency surOR MAIL TO
log pink corsages. . . their table i gory for appendicitis at Collins
achieved here for the first
featured a centerpiece of pink car- Chapel hospital recently. We'll be
A TOUR of the world's most
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Cho. SO, Inglad to see him up and around
time in glass with such shades
gramonms cities can be vours
nations and gladiolas
toslesed It 01 00 Iplve 20e for oneillail.
as cerulean blue, meet red,
with these Colorful "InternaAttending were Mesdames R. I. his neighborhood again, with his
Memo seed Views* Foot Toole fa —
eol,, and Cher-a nod
yer: faithful follower, his scottie dog,
Owens. Eli7atse
•
tional Set" continental goblet..
N.... 'orbit,
areene timed as theme colors.
by !Abbey. Shown here are
Ophella McFadden, Annie M a e "mac:.
- —
111 eight ""lore combin,
four of the eight cities, the
Jones, Geneva Bennett, Mary How-, —
Addrome
Never repair a film break ever a
white and burnished gold. "Inothers being London. Havana.
and and their guests Pryor Owens. MODEST FIGURES
City
geed pi.. f
; WASHINGTON — The United
terna.ionst itet•' is also availThe Hague
Bombay and
Mrs. Mildred Porter, Mrs. Geordown ofrniam,9
able in double old fashionede
Each has its own theme color.
gia Burns, A. V. McCoy. Mr and States has seven percent of the
it,. fit„, ,,,,„.dinjim a wood
mbotir
and
s,
,tediro, rierire
and beverage glasses.
Mrs. Andrew Chapman. Miss Mar. world's population and only six
in weeds.
are
scene. High -fashion rotors
garet Ann Smith, Roy Lee Dick-percent of the world's land.

Check Flowers
To See If They
Are Out-Dated

Flaming Tea
Is Good
In Afternoon

gifts

THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
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G:3,5 to 7:30. t'ERRY MASON. dent" with Ilenry Foni.a, Dana An 8:00 to 9:00 BALLAD OF LOUIS drews, Anthony Quinn Mob fury
THE LOUSE — Musical comedy in search for killer of rancher, set., Oct
special starring Phil Silvers, Ed- track dowi and kill wrong man.
die Albert and Betsy Palmer. When
a Broadway loan shark reportedly
Now Label • Some Good Gooney!
drowns at sea, his customers go
into mass mourning, but all too
soon. because Lome returns
9:00 to 930. GUNSMOKE. A
bully sets out to harass a small
rancher in an attempt to beat him
out of his land Matt tries to
help the rancher won't defend him-.
self or accept help. James Arness
stars
9:30 to 10:00. SILENT SERVICE, "Final War Patrol." The U
infinaalderyharlagneds
to Sb.10‘Byar,1,),,
S
" train
•
wal patrol
operat

Manassas High News]

is captain of the team He is do'
NEWSPAPER WEEK
job as president, getDuring the period Oct. 15-21 the ing a swell
from the student
Newsette staff and Quill and Scroll tiug compliments
teachers and Principal - Hats
will celebrate National Newspa- body,
to this fine young man.
per Week. Each student, grades off
SPORTS NEWS
7-12, will play a part during the
Three cheers for Hamilton. Yes,
week. Oct 21, the last day for
game last
the week, will be climaxed by our the Wildcats took the
Thursday night, but we still have
program. We are expecting to have
confidence in our good football
have distinguished oersons iroin
team. I would like to congratulate
the Tri-State Defender, Commer. you, Hamilton, on your win.
cial Appeal and also, we tre ex
I must say this team played well,
peeling visitors from the different as did our star halfback and right
two
from
and
high schools here,
end, namely, Eugene Davis and
out-of-town high schools.
:Billie Doss. The -team couldn't
A young lady will be chosen make it without a quarterback to
Queen of the Newsette for the best pass that ball and hand it off to
writing. She will be !presented the backfield men.
during that night, receivuts ! cite Top fellows on our line are B.
an exclusive gift, which we know D0ss, A. Buford, A. Sawyer, J.
she wil ladore. Also the best post- Smith, S. Sanders, 0. Swift, P.
ers concerning National Newspa• . Hughes and A. Sane. Top fellows
per Week will receive ribbons for in the backfield are: E. Davis,
first, second, and third best prize. C. Taylor, J. Hill. J. McGlown, W.
The program will begin about• Jones, B. Mitchell and J. Carter.
2 p. m. with the editor of the • We the student body of ManesPress Scimitar as our guest speak- sas high want to congratulate
cc.
our football team.
After the program a reception
As one of the sells go. —rli..1;:.:
'
will be given for our visitors and aIlright
team, fight on," t h a
night
we
members. During that
team still has quite a bit of fignt
talent
a
for
right
back
be
will
.in them. Our next game is with
0. ,h
show to see the crowning t '!"` the Warriors. Hope to come out
Queen. We are planning a glorious on top in that one.
ime for the finale.
We are off to a good start with T°P GENTS
Swiff,
Odell
Eugene Davis,
.;iir school paper this year. Six edi-' James Hill, Albert Sane, Bobbs
lions are planned this year. We Clemons, Napoleon Williams, Rodare now selecting our staff. The gers Lewis, Daniel Brown, Sheleditors have been selected with tie Owens and Charlie Morris,
Yours Truly (Benjamin Lanier) as TOP CO-EDS
the editor-in-chief. We are hoping
Rosie Brewster, Bessie Wilks,
for a very good year. You will Beverly Allen, Evalene Jacob, Helhear more about this program lat- en Tolliver, Dorthine McNair,
er.
Marie Franklin, Betty Reeves

AS
SPE
0)
(the.OppPe_(14(irt
VINEGAR

day Spec Vinegar Today

Who Will Be

MISS BRONZE WEST
TENNESSEE?
Open To All High School Seniors
Scholarships And Valuable Prizes
Await The Lucky Winners In This
Annual Pageant Patterned After
The Miss America Contest.

0

Tuskekee Institute. Alabama;
T he remaining 88,2191
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS —
Hilda 0. Fortune of New York
was granted to 64 recipients
The 10 women thown here are
SPOTLIGHT
City; Celestine Tillman of Los
by various Delta chapters.
Classie Wilson, and Solina Cox.
the winners of Delta Sigma
tngeles; Wilma H. Ray of
l'his week's Spotlight turns to an TOP TEN GENTS
From top, left to right, they
Theis Soroity's national colasheville, N. C.; Yvonne 0.
18-year-old senior, Clinton Taylor.. Clinton Taylor (Manassas) Robare Carolyn W. Thomson of
lege scholarships and grants
Hooks of Savannah. Ga.; ShirClint, as most of his friends call ert Carpenter (Melrose) Robert
Orangeburg, S. C.; Alma J.
for the 1959 • 60 school year.
ley E. Barnes of New York
him, resides at
Blake of Anniston, Alabama;
They received 95,000, the porCarpenter (Melrose) Robert HoneyCity; and Natalia T. Cain, M.
home with his
Helen S. Sneed of Garner, N.
tion of the 513,268 total outlay
sucker (Hamilton) Markham StansD. of Detroit.
M r s.
C.; Gwendolyn L. Storrs of
mother,
granted by the national Sorobury (B. T. W.) 77? (Douglas) WilCora Taylor, of
lis Rine. (Lester,) Johnnie Me;
1396 N. StoneGlown (Manassas), Flice McKnight
Nazi spy ring who were stealing
wall at. He is an
(Melrose) Wash Allen (Hamilton)
atomic secrets.
To Good
Guide
A
active member
Roosevelt Richardson (Manassas.)
Saturday, Oct. 17,
of his church, St.
TOP TEN CO-EDS
12:30 to 1:30, HOPALONG CAS•
Luke Baptist
Lois Cash (Manassas), Hortense
SICY, -Lumber Jacks" with WilClint is a memSpillers (Melrose), Carlor Thomliam Boyd, Andy Clyde. lthppy
By
ber of the 12-1
as (liamilton) Betty Barnes (B.!
thwarts a gang of desperadoes.
' ass, with Mrs. Clint Taylor T. W.) Blancher Harris (Douglas)1
230 to 400, EARLY MOVIE.
GRACE WILLIAMS
Thursday, Oct. 15
Street" with Lloydi
Alene Bromley (Lester) Bobbie'
Turner as the
MOVIE, "House on 92nd
EARLY
5:30,
to
400
Eythe, Signe hiss-'
homeroom instructor, lie is a so- Hayes (Manassas) Barbara Mull
ALASKA
"Letter Nolan, William
KEI.LY,
KITTY
WITI1
FL"
STI('KS.
(Hata.
cial studies major. After gradua- (Melrose) Carolyn Wells
so. F.B.I. capture Nazi's stealing
la frozeu fish sticks
from An Unknown Woman" with
tion, he plans to further his edu- ton) Ittagnols Clark (Manassas).
atomic secrets during wartime.
I 11 cup mayonnaise
Joan Fontaine and Louis Jourd- 4:00 to 500, SHIRLEY TEMP•
cation at Lincoln university, in KURRENT KOUPLES
1-3 cup sour cream
an.
Rodgers Lewis and Patricia
Jefferson City, Mo., where he will
LE THEATRE, "Wee Willie Wink
lies teaspoon grated lemon rind
6'30 to 7:00 BORDER PATROL, e" with Shirley Temple and Vicfurther study social studies.
Bowles, Shellie Owens and Bevwatches I
3 tablespoons chopped green
Ticking
Out."
"Time
Around the school, Clint is well erly Allen, Eugene Davis and
tor MeLaglen. Juvenile comedy
bring a sudden end to a smuggler's about a little girl who stops a war
•
known. He is President of the Florience Wilkerson,Yvette
"ma to"
a single career. Richard Webb stars.
fish sticks in
Place
Student Council. He is also well- ter and Ronnie Vaughn, Clemen- layer in a well-greased broiler
In India.
7:30 to 8,00, JOHNNY BINGO,
known on the gridiron where he , tine and Normal.
to 6130, TO TELL THE
pan. Bake in a hot oven, 400 de- starring Don Durant and Karen 6:00
TRUTH. Return of this show and
or
minutes
20
to
a
15
for
F.
of
acquitted
grees
is
;
Sharpe. A man
011111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111illillettitilliillalletnneltnanilitiltilloideltalla
until heated through and crisp. homicide charge in a town where
Combine mayonnaise, sour cream. the inhabitants believe he should
and lemon rind. Place mayonnaise hang.
mixture on top of fish sticks. 8- 30 to 10:00, PLAYHOUSE 90,
11110111
11111111111111111011191111111910
11111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111110111
OlUIN111111111111111111111111111
Place in the broiler about 3 inches "Sounds of Eden'' with James
By ODIS DOCKERY
; ford Julius Flynn and Lois Davis. from source of heat. Broil for 2 Whitemore, Kim Hunter, Everett
Yvonne Parham and Claihern Bur- to 3 minutes or until mayonaise Sloane. A kidnapped person is
a
gave
Hamilton
The seniors of
it mixture is lightly browned and
and he aids the F. B. I. in
dance Oct. 5, entitled Die "Slop- rus, Maxine Hollingsworth a n bubbling. Garnish with onion tops saved
the arrest of his captors.
Hop" which turned out to he the Amos KelsY. Bettye Ewing and
sprinkled over top of fish sticks. 10.00 to 11:30, LATE MOVIE,
most. Some of .the students pre. Stalfred Bolden.
Serves 11.
"In Old Chicago" with Tyrone
sent were Annie Stout, Rita Wilks, TOP SENIORS
The above recipe in justone of Power. Alice Faye. Don Ameche.
Boys, William Terrell, Wash AlCarla Smith, Florice McKnight.
fish
dishes
the delightfully savory
Alice Brady and Brian Donlevy
Raymond Bell, Dorothy Payne. Ion. Oscar Shepherd. 1.a)srence you can enjoy during the ''Figh'n
of the Chicago fire laced
Story
Flynn,
Robert
Kelsey,
Dandridge,
Fent, Amos
Donald Mitchell, Willie
Seafood Parade," Oct. 19-25. Next- with fiction and musical romance.
AdWoods,
Louis
and
Bolden,
Hazel
Coston
Malfred
Nell
cimmie
week and for many weeks to come Friday,Oct 16
vance Wilson and Devoy Webster.'
rown.
fish and shell fish will he in good
4.00 to 5:30 EARLY MOVIE.
• Girls, Bettye Ewing, Robbye,
BAND
i n time to add WITH TITTY KELLY, 'Tampico'
Carolyn supply and just
Fddye Smith
The Hamilton high hand, under Banks
menus.
to autumntywit
h Edward G. Robinson, Lynn
varie
the direction of W. T. Doggett, Wells, Alice Morgan. Maxine DanFish is light in texture. deli- Bari. Victor McLaglen. Drama
performed tremendously well at dridge, Pearl Ingram and Pearl - ) rate in flavor an tender to the about sabotage in the merchant
yn Ranks. Lorraine Petties and,
the Hamilton-Manassas game.
extent that it takes a very short marine
Maxine Hollingsworth, Emogene
FOOTBALL
lcooking time. Fish is different 6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE, 'InciWest.
Helen
and
defeated'
Sanders
Wildcats
The Hamilton
from meat, set it brings approxi- dent at Jacob's Well" with Eric
the Manassas Tigers, Oct. 8, at TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
of protein Fleming, Clint Eastwood, the rawand mately the same amount
Melrose stadium. Some of the out- The top couples, senior
hiders help a group of desperate
to a meal. •
standing players were Oscar Shep-I juniors are not made out by 'nun
In addition to the protein it con- farmers hard hit by a drought.
herd, Malfred Bolden, Walter Pow- 1 columnist. The seniors are made tains, fish is a volt:able source of 8:00 to 9:00, DES1LU PLAY•
ell. Steve Payton. Robert Flynn. out by three juniors and toe Jun.liodine, calcium, iron, copper phos- HOUSE, Lloyd Nolan stars in
ses
Claiborn Burrus, Amos Kelsy and i ors are made out by
phourus and essential vitamins. "Six Guns for Donegan." A criptors.
Lawrence Fent.
Here are a few do's and don'ts pled sheriff defends a town weakon
take
the.
The Wildbats will
in fish cookery to help you pre- ling from a vicious gang. Jean
staWashington
at
BTW Warriorspare dishes that are sure to Hagen is featured.
dium Oct. 16. Don't miss this
10:30 to 11:00, LONE RANGER.
please those you feed.
game!!!
Do, when purchasing fish allow "Message to For Apache." By
CLUB
each
saving a stagecoach from highwaya generous half pound for
The Newsette of Hamilton has
men, the Lone Ranger and Tonto
person to be served.
'
been recently organized. It promDo, invert a colonder over the unexpectedly become allied with
about
ises to be the swingingest school Supreme Liberty Life is
the U. S. Army in an !operation
pan when frying fish spatters.
newspaper out, so says the editor.' to enter the State of Hawaii. At
Do, always tightly cover fish to halt the illegal sale of guns to
Carolyni
meeting
are
members
semi-annual
the Oct. 6
The staff
stored in refrigerator to prevent Apache Indians.
Wells, editor; Robbye Banks, as- i of the Board of Directors of Su- its flavor from penetrating other 9:00 to 9130, TWILIGHT ZONE.
sistont editor; :Antonia) Moore, as-) preme Liberty Life Insurance)
"Mr. Denton on Doomsday" star'
sociate editor: Lorraine Pettiasi company, President Earl B. Dick- f°c4/1
Do add a little vinegar to the ring Dan Duryea. A sodden, hasws editor; Yvonne Parham and croon Wes given unanimous approv- water when boiling fish, This will been gunslinger regains his gun
lice Morgan, feature editors: al to his recommendation that the prevent fish from separating.
skill witha six-gun after taking a
Helen West, club editor; William- company make application to do l Do poke a raw fish to make magic potion.
state,
50th
etta Parker, society ,,editor; Rob- business in our
9:30 to 10:00, PERSON TO PER certain it is fresh — fresh flesh
Also. at the most important and springs back; stale fish will dent. Charles Collingwood hosts M a e
ert Flynn. sports editor; Odis
Directors
Robthe
and
meeting,
Ewing
historic
Bettye
Dockery,
Do, add a tablespoon of lemon West and Jack Webb and wife
10:00 to 10:30, U. S. MARSHAI„
ert Carpenter, circulation manag- heard Dickerson's report of t he juice, sherry wine or tarragon
to-date
$110,000
of
increase
profit
business
Boyd,
Gwendolyn
ers vingar to egg in which fish is dip- "The Present" A court judge is
killed by a home-made bomb ex•
manager; Jennie Dean, account- in 1959 as against the same per- ped before frying,
ant: James Pope, advertising man- iod last year.
Do, thoroughly dry fish before ploding in his office. The U. S.
Dick.
Marshal John Bromfield puts two
ager; Robert Askew, art editor; Authority was also given
admission in ”"116'
Don't leave fish. except salt fish, and two together and traps the
and Maxine Dandridge, corre- erson to apply for
Nsand
Wisconsin
of
states
the
sponding editor.
Don't over cook smoked fish. deranged culprit.
10:30 to 12:00, LATE MOVIE,
Wash Allen and Evelyn Craw- braska.
Its pre-cooked, you know.
"A Guide to Good Eating" is "House on 92nd Street'' with Lloyd
•
(note, he's also on Desilu
of
Nolen
readers
to
a service provided
the Tri State Defender through the Playhouse tonite) William Eythe,
cooperatie• I. the Memphis Daily Signe Hasso. The F. B. I. in wartime. The hunt and capture of a
(ouncil. Mn.,

EATING

O

Sponsored by The

Jackson Alumnae Chapter
Of Delta Sigma Theta
ocd, On

WREC
Highlights
,„1„,„„„„„„,„„,„„,„„„„„1„,„„„„„„„„„„,,,,„„

Talent-

-Applicatios Blank-Name
Address
City or Town

Age

Talent
Moho SO,
Mad kgiro your •ntrolmo blanks to Mrs. A. Cook, 120
Jacks., Toloo.
Jackson. Tenn. Of Mt. A. Marlin, 204 Tooym4,

Deadline, Oct. 30, 1959
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Supreme Liberty
To Open Offices
In 50th State

,
MMMOIIM

•

TILIVISION TIMI

Use It...For All It's Worth
is the
What's your telephone worth? Your pleasure
secrets you've
measure. 'Peke the friends you've kept, the
you've'
shared, the steps you've saved, the news
business
exchanged, the shopping you've done, the
you've handled, the blues you've chased.,
/2!_ions.-11se tt for
.
Add them up—and you have your tl.
all it's worth-24 hours a day.

5:

Southern Bell
"Thanks for Calling"

4ir

vISH STICKS, ALASKA

DEFENDER
Sot., Oct. 17, 1959

Minoraies Education Project: Startling
Report Shows Progress
For 'Two-Class' Cities

—
•
.

2CORE Men
Assaulted At
Miami Stores

Nrw YORK—Two CORE members, Ishmael Hi. arell and Charles
Siegal, were assaulted and beaten
while participating in a sit-in
demonstration at Byrons Jackson's
Depaitment Store inn Miami rt.
cently.
Howell and Siegal were part 4
a group of ten CORE members
peacefelly waiting for service at
the lunch counter amen Howell,' a
Neg-o. was dragged off his stool
and beaten by George Victor. Vietor then heat Charles Siegal, white,
nroun,
' the face.
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Shortly
Police arrived and arrested all
which
decision
appealed
a
he
after
three on assault and battery 'duavoided the state law unde rwhich 1
The next day Municipal Judge
he closed Little Rock high schools ,loldman fined Howell, who was
to prevent racial integration, Gov. .osaulleti and Victor, the attackOrval E. Fantails declared he er. $50 each. Charles Siegal was
probably would not close the found not guilty. Seven witnesses,
schools again.
ineludiing a photographer and four
He is asking the U.S Supreme white residents of Miami Bea.
Court to reverse a lower court testified *hat Victor had corn!'
ruling which held that he had no ted an unprovoked attack an.,
right to close the high schools in the neither Howell nor Siegal had
retaliated
the face of integration.
1958
Little Rock's famed Central DRECTOR THREATENED
High school and Hall High school
Previously Gordon Carey, field
are now partly integrated.
for National CORE, had
secretary
tion; Miss Effie Little of Poldksophomore chemistry major.
Following the mailing of his ap- teen heaten in the wash room of
Miss Little is the daughter of
ton; Miss Alice Kelly of Car.
peal to the high court, Gov. Fau- Byrons Jackson's. Dr. John 0.
bus declared at a news confer- Brown, ophthalmologist and CORE
thage; and Thomas Cameron,
Mr. and Mrs. William Little,
ence:
project director, had been threateditor of the student newspaRoute 1, Box 181. Miss Kelly's
"Whether they like it or not, the ened in his office by an ex-conviet
er, The Campus Echo. Korneparents are Mr. and Mrs.
people of Little Rock seem to be who told Brown that he "had been
gay is a Mt. Olive senior sciSamuel Kelly, Post Office Box
reconciled to the police state rule contacted by some people to do
ence and mathematics major.
484, Carthage.
of federal authorities and the local something about you and the organization."
police department.
"I don't think I would close the
Miami CORE has been working
schools with circumstances as aince April to net., Negroes get
they are."
served at food counters in downHe added that now even if the town area Despite the fact that
had
that
he
Miami's large Negro residential
1Supreme Court ruled
that authority, he probably would section ," only 4 few blocks away,
there is no place in the downtown
not close them.
Miami shopping area where Negroes can sit down and eat. Ai
They ale confined to the sta7
up counters.
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (UPI) jectionable" books from
the
Alter negotiations with CORE
— The grand dragon of the Ala. shelves of school libraries.
and sit-in demonstration, the ownRobert
of
TusM.
(Bobbl
Shelton
announcKlux
Klan
has
Ku
bama
er of the lunch counter at Byrone
caloosa said he knew of some "10
his group has started a
ed that
Jackson's had agreed to serve all,
- , or 12- books" in school libraries
When he went back on his word,
campaign to remove certain "ob- which promote integration, lic
the Miami CORE group resumed
mentioned only one by name.
its denonstrations,
"Two Is A Team."
.J

Won't Close
Schools Now,
Faubus Says

benefiting directly from the CTS
One answer to an increasingly Negro students enter interracial)
idea, 60,000 in New York City
alarming social and educational college,.
problem in our major cities is pro- With this solid foundation of alone'
victor! in the Annual Report of the) NSSFNS experience, nation-w id el
National Scholarship Service and
Community Talent Search proFund for Negro Students.
grams promise to continue and exIn the report, NSSENS. an 11- pand by reaching potential talent
year-old agency dedicate,' to lift- earlier.
ing educational sights and oarriers
COLP
An outstanding example is the
By ANNA BILLINGSLEY
for deprived younc people all
project
begun
in
1956
six-year
CTS
across the country, mentions the
Rev, W. R. Thompson, newly
Junior
High
school
at
Manhattan's
"trend in our great cities towards
appointed pastor of Shatter ChapNo. 43 and George Washington
AME church preached a wona population largely composed of
el,
High School, schools which are reptwo classes, the very rich and the
derful soul stirring and spiritual
resentative
of
high
educational
very poor, with the middle class
sermon, Sunday, Oct. 4. A nice
standards in deprived areas, and
fleeing to the suburbs.
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where the progress of students
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colleges with $303,347 in schol.on WS1L TV Wednesday night, ecutiun charged that Johnson
high incidence of problem".
libraries then they were purchased weekly benefits have been inereasarship aid.
Sept. 73rd, is the nephew of Mr.lsix other Negro youths,five of
Dr. John J Theobald
Willie C. Spikes, senior mathewith local funds over which the ed from $33 to $42, and maximum
Vinson of thisl them juvenile', abused the white
Obtaining new two and
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City Superintendent of and Mrs. Ulysses
has state has absolutely no control. dependency allowances from $6 to
boy sexually before leaving him; matics major at Clark college,
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — A Fedthree year foundation grants Schools, has now
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$11 weekly. Total benefits are 21 eral district court ruling last month
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By DAN
Launching a development
became the second Clark ren's picture book which touched not have caused his
Spikes
and advice of NSSFNS and cis The ttev. Mr. Bland Ramsey a long list of objections to the
own unemprogram to broaden the base
City Atty. Walter J. Knabe filed
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must be able notice of appeal
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in the federal
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a
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and
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In Washington, D. C. and in Phila. on 17th Sunday morning. The ensources.
The anti-jim crow ruling by U.S.
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teachers of science and mathema- and get married.
re.
As a result of having more delphia programs stimulated by 1 tire service was inspirational.
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for,
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1 of the 14th Amendment.
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P.
Putnam's
Sons.
publishers,
Begins
10-20 Yr.
sion ordered the parks closed last
has accepted a position as a regular nurse at St. Mary's hospital. disclosed this week that "Basic
January after eight Negroes filed
Term For Rape
LOUIS — (UPI) — The elude Negroes from West RichST.
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for
Better
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has
been
Charlesten,
from
Miss Pheonix is
suit to have them integrated.
Richmond Heights-Maple- mond school after members of his
adopted by colleges in New York,
Mo.
SKOWHEGAN. Maine — (UPI)
wood School District was named r ,ce
gan buying property in the
The Around The Clock Club WAS Illinois, North Carolina, South
—The Rev. Arthur R.
last week as a defendant in a writ area where he now lives.
MacDougentertained at the home of Mrs. Carolina, Georgia, Ark., Texas and
Cummings did not know of all, 62, known as the "Fishing
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)—
of mandamus suit filed by a NeMaryland.
suit was filed in Circuit court Chandley on Friday night.
The
Information furnished by an
gro doctor to permit his t w o at Clayton by Dr. Harold G. RusPutnam's, who released the
the time of the robbery, but Parson." began a 10-20 year prigOn the sick list are:
on term this week for the
observant Altar boy led to the
children to attend the West Richstatuthe next day when he heard of
sell, sr., on behalf of his son, Mrs. Carrie Jones at her home, text July 1, is preparing a
tory rape of a 15-year-old girl.
arrest of a man who stole $5
second printing to take care of
mond school.
Harold jr., 8, and his daughter, 01 Pyramid Courts; Mrs. Lillian
,he
theft
he
told
police.
He
alThe congregational minister was
from a church poor box, police
It also listed E. R. Adams, :illette,
Bent,m at her home, 308 Division; the ends of additional colleges
5.
so recalled Niechlanski's name accused by the girl of fathering
said last week.
school superintendent, and Floyd
Mr. James Harris at his home, and nmiversdies who received ex
and
address,
which
the
man
her child in the summer of 1958. ST.
The Altar boy, Robert CumS. liefley, principal of West Rich. WIPE UP MILK VEGETABLES 421 17th at.; Mr. Lucinda Jackson; aminatien copies of the new text
LOUIS—(UPI)—An Amerileft vtith the pastor when he en- MacDougall, the author of
mings. 18, noticed Louis Niecbmond school, as defendants.
a se- can cancer society official said
of 39th st. at St. Mary's; Mrs.1 too ,ate to consider for adoption
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lanski,
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the
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ries of outdoor life and sports- recently that five women get
Dr. Russell charged in the
Gertha Watts of 40th at. at St.
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Niechtanski pleaded guilty to men's stories, was convicted last cer examinations for every
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a
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Chicago—About
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a
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mental
lives
are
million
tons
men
where
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June.
tion
who do although incidence
The Christ Temple Church of
box was robbed.
examination was ordered,
These foods contain acids that God is Christ will observe a Fel- of grain straw are wasted in the
of the disease Is about
to attend West Richmond school.
equal.
tie said the school board rezoned dull and stain enamel or metal low.ship service Wednesday even•t U.S each year, much of it suitFormosa is only 90 miles from
Dr. Terry Lilly, jr., education
.. ''""""""""1"""""1""1"1""1""1""""1"ItillIlliiillitelliiiiltittlitlitillillit111111101110111111111111111itIllall1111H11 the China mainland.
the district to "systematically ex- surfaces.
ing. Res' Mitchell Fisher is pastor, 1 able. for paper products.
committee chairman of the ACS,
said prevention was a far better
solution to the cancer problem
than cure. He urged education
aimed at getting people to take
testa so the disease could be detected in its early stages.
Dr. Lilly said that around the
turn of the century only one it
thirty cancer victims could aspect to recover. Today one in three
can he treated successfully.
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Survey To Aid
In Land Values

SHOW %ROVE is a part of
the lie freshmen who enrol,

in it,thone - Continua college
for I9A so term. The Freshmen
class includes itudents from

35 counties in Florida. ° stat•
es and 2 foreign Countries.

ST. Lopis — (UP!) — City Ma
sessors •ver, month,- pedestrians
last week as an aid to establishing
commercial land values last week.
Harold J. Jaeger of the assessor's office said the counts are
made every five years.
The number of persons who walk
past a certain area gives great
weight to that area's commercial
value, Jaeger said.
The counts, made every five
years, are only part of the formula for assessing property. Other
factors include general neighb
hood influence, recent sale pri,
of nearby property, and the
trinsic value of property In each
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20,000Pupils Toil
Get Foot Survey

-irfte

Better Living
through

Twenty thousand children in 20 care eek, October 19-24, sponsorschools will participate in a foot ed b. the American Foot Health
he'll.: survey conducted by the! Foundation and the National Youth
Illinois Podiatry Society in coop- Fitn-ss Committee of the Amerieration with the Back of the Yards can Podiatry Association which
Neighboihood Council, according are cooperating with President
to Franklin A. Hines, chairman of Eisenhower's Council on Youth
the society's committee on health Fitness.
The Bat kof the Yards survey
and physical education.
The survey will begin, Wednes- is expected to yield valuable statisday, October 14, at 9 a.m, and tical information on foot problems
will run weekly until completed. among school children. Gait, norThe first day's survey will be con- mal and abnormal conditions of the
ducted at Sacred Heart St. feet will be evaluated.
The Illinois Podiatry Society is
Michael's and St. Augustine's
Us. new official name of the Illischools on Chicago's south side.
The overall program will coin- nois Chiropody Society. Its memcide with American Youth Foot bers an foot specialists
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Careful Planning
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Jehovah's Witnesses To
Attend Arkansas Confab
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ther week of happen- with this girl from the small "M,"
back for another
the Rollsae l while at the same time George Miaround tee ezhiipu,
MONTEAULK, Tenn. — High-I smaller school buildings,
big "M" after a week's sorts lan told Shirley Williams, "Hold
School is proceeding l trig Stone House on the lake front.
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District
Gilbert Branch, presiding minis- tha, speakers will include
from my guest writer, Miss Lynnl
with its workshop program des- Myles Horton, Director of HighSupervisor H. L. Brissett and Cir- Bumpus. At this point I will fade,1 Me Tight." As I break around the
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service will be held Saturday morn- I move on down the line I can
Mrs. Septima Clark, Director of tendance this summer and fall
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Ridley
ing. Oct. 24, for new
of Mr. and Mrs, Raymond
se* everybody in on the happenEducation at the School, an- than in previous years. Horton
tend a three day convention to be
swinging deals, but Shirley Jeans
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Bell Reid as co-hostesses. Upon and social workers for October 11 lander Executive Council that the
school in West Memphis, Ark.
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Council of Southern Mountain
licenses in comparing the same nooga, Tenn, The "Homecoming" berta .lamison The arrangements
Gilbert Branch further reported
. Queen is Miss Carolyn Love and were explained by Mrs. Jamison.
period.
Workers, and other well-known orFishing and hunting r a n k a' First Alternate, Miss Dorothy Bur. The first was the life span of a
ganizations and individuals.
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The Rev. Raymond F Harvey. among the top industries in Ten- nett. We are expectinr everyone
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baby Marigold beginning
guard officials said
pastor of Tuskegee's Greenwood nessee. The 1955 crossley Survey to be p r e a e n t at this yearly
tiniest bud and graduated in sire Air National
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full Ni7l. and finally in its a duck may
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a plane crash which killed
lain of Tuskegee Institute, closed approximately $60,000,000 in pur- TOP FELLOWs
chattering state. This was display- of
E. O'Brien.
his week of Religious Emphasis suit of game and fish. The gross
Arthur Hull, Robert Jackson, ed in a face cream jar accentuat- guard pilot John
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Maj. Joe H. Funk, who was flyand Evangelistic service at Knox- income of the minnow industry
- Kenneth Cox, William Woods ed by two love-birds, which proved
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said an object. RENTS
campus alone is approximately $2,500,000,
and the
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Cleveland Cox, George Milian, that love is the beginning of na- ing near O'Brien,
he believed was a duck struck the,
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Clara Smith, crescent that will displayed from
was the "Judgment of Choice." ed on the TVA Lake Shores, most Jacqueline Briggs,
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brown bean tar. Every flower Gentry, Mrs. Edens Croom, Miss
In addition to his 11 a. m. and of these lakes being in Tennes- Margaret Sherrod, Carol Doxey, a
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aloft high among the greenery
, ducted workshops in Courtship and Fish Commission found that Alberta Carpenter, Ethel Ruffin.
AT THE FAIR
that surrounded it.
and Marriage on Tuesday a n d resident duck hunters in West
As the Fair took its course, MelAfter the business session closed,
Thursday morning at 11 and coon-' Tennessee spent over two million
rose took its course toe. In the Sunshine Pals exchanged gifts.
idled with students each after.; dollars in 1938, in pursuit of this
sport. Approximately $831000 Talent Search two contestants rep- This is alway a highlight of the;
noon during the week.
Dr. Ralph Gwinn is director ofj was spent by waterfowl hunters resenting Melrose, were the fab- meeting for all were ready to
of whom I am share in the fun of giving as well
religious life activities at the col- on Kentucky Lake, where artifi- ulous Dantinoes
took house when they as receiving. Thank you cards.
lege and the Rev. James Foster cial waterfowl food plantings de- manager,
broke out on "Oh My Lone." And were distributed from Baby Gar-1
Reese is pastor of the First United' veloped by the Game and Fish
Liman McCall, singing gospels.
rett for a shower given earlier in,
Presbyterian church on the cam•1 Commission, were a major attrac.
lion to waterfowl.
SOCIAL EVENTS
the year.
pus
Members enjoying this treat
The Marquette Social club threw
Two hundred members of the
Catholic Student Mission Crusade, cities with a meeting to elect the a way-out party last Friday night were Miss Lila Northcross, Mrs
(SCMC) of Father Bertrand high new officers for the current school in Lakeview Gardens, two swing- Jennie Vance, Mrs. Louise CoopVetrauer lase Khoo
Bawls looters
ing fellows were there in William er, Mrs Martha Lacey, Mrs.
school opened their mission acti- year of 1959-1980
aid Parts
Parte
mut
Lee
Olga Baskerville, Mrs. Ora
Woods and Arthur Hull.
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Pay All Your Bills Under One Roof

SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated

NOW IN NEW LOCATION

H. A. Carroll &Co.

Paints nrul Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626

Herbert Streuh

•

Siete tell •

d

Fd

APPLIANCE REPAIRS

BIG PAINT SALE

Walter Strata!'

The
Cecelia
•4 bedrooms
•1 Bath
• With or Without
Basement
•Large Lot
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education
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education
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RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS HEATERS
Open

CORNETT[ REALTY CO.

Nites

334 Vance Street

Parking

Serving
4 $/efq7/

J

ohn4on

Free

,

2 and 3 Bedroom
Bricks

North -South - East
G. I. and FHA Terms
Available

You

We Will Build On

Since '32

Your Lot.

aids. one TV Tam Clunked Tree

760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631 .2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507

Phone JA. 6-8379

A Sawyer Enterprise
We Can Answer All Your
Questions On Property,
Such As

•Houses and Apts. for Rent
•Liability Insurance

Bring comfort within your walls
with HARVEY'S Home
Improvement

•Furniture Insurance

411111111111111111111111111ilitiementitionwiquimi

• Household and Personal Effects
(Ideal For
Families)
Large

With Full Basement—S13,000--589 per mo.(Double The
Size of
$650 Moves You In
Regular
ma.
per
10
$12,000—$1
Basensent—
Without
Houses)
8600 Moves You In

FHA Financing
Hoes Include Taxes and Insurance

Si

LAKEVIEW GARDENS
The Residential Development Mentioned In

TIME AND JET MAGAZINES
614 HOMES • 2 CHURCHES • 2 SCHOOLS
SHOTTING CENTER --- LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
21 Different Excitingly Styled Homes

,unts are

SALESMAN ON DUTY EVERY DAY UNTIL DARK

who walk
'es great
mmercial

DIRECTIONS: Drive South on Highway 61 to Horn Lake Road, drive South
School.
on Hers Lake Road to one block South of Cimiter

cry five
Ic formuY. Other
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le pri
' the in.
in each

Dattel Realty
Company

Sales - Rental
Insurance

Loans On
• Auto
• Furniture
• Signature

"Call The Money
Number"
AT THESE TWO
LOCATIONS TO
SERVE YOU

For Homes You Want
To Live In At Terms
You Can Afford—Call

42 No. Second
Specializing In

FAMILY
FINANCE, INC.
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round the
ly one in
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MELROSE
HUMBOLD On Despite Padlocking
RititAgg

WOLFE HOMES,INC.

EX 7-9343
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•Insurance and Life Insurance

We Build, Repair and
Remodel Homes
Free Estimates

• Rodr

Aitions
• Carports
• Roofing
• Sidewalks
Patio.
•• PHA
Tornis

• Ornamental
Iron
• Siding
• Paint
• Porches
• Awnings
d
• Li
& Bonded

Call JA. 5-1861 or JA* 7-2083

CORNETTE Realty Co.

NO MONEY DOWN! UP TO 11 YEARS TO PAY
Telephone WH. 6-8525 Today!

FOR

Modern Apartments
Individual Homes
Or Duplexes — Call

J.D. MARKS REALTY
62 N. MAIN

JA. 5-1796

We Will Help You Design Your Carport Complete With
Cement Work And Give You A Free Estimate
One Call Does All.

HARVEY'S SALES COMPANY
235 E. McLemore Phones W H. 6-8525 Night: BR. 8-7939
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Oct. S
Bern at John Gaston Hospital
A son, Calvin Grover, to Mr.
A daughter, Phyllis Aniece, to and Mrs. William C. Johnson of
October 3, 1950
Prewitt
L.
of
Mrs:
Willie
705 Polk.
A daughter, Linda Fay. to Mr. Mr. and
1490 Felix,
A daughter, Carolyn Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie J. Armstrong of
A son, J. T. Cobb, to Mr. and and Mrs. Joseph T. Hill of 945
235 Turley.
Lewis.
of
928
Cobb
T,
J.
Mrs.
Kansas.
A son, Jerry Delenjo, to Mr,
A daughter, Marjorie, to Mr. A son, Hardy Lee, III to Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse-L. Woodard of 307
Hamilton
of
Frank
1832
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Hardy L. Jamison of 772
and
Carpenter.
Brooks
Randel.
A daughter, Iva Lee, to Mr. and
By BENNIE RUTH McCORKLE
daughter, Shirley Kay, to Mr. A daughter, Cassandra Denise,
Mrs. Isaac Wicks of 536 E. Trigg. A
The Home Demonstration club
Freeman of 1200 to Mr. and Mrs. John T. Fitch
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs Alfred
.and the vicinity of Earle did their
of 1209 Argyle.
Joseph Sanders of 1346 N. Wat- Brookfield.
part in participating in the CritA daughter to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Evangeline Fay. to
kins.
tenden County Fair held at Mar.'
536 Gillis.
Mre and Mrs. Isiah Patrick of 240
PTAs,
school held its first meeting of WC
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John D. Taylor of
.ion, Ark., in Phelix High school,
A daughter, Gloria Jean, to Mr. No. Main.
locatedischool term, Sept. 29, 3 p.
John Riley of 72 Saffaran.
17 - 19. The winners of Earle The Walker school PTA;
:
and Mrs. Sammy L. Jackson of A daughter, Jacquelyn Yvonne,
A son to Mn. and Mrs. Charles
were Mrs. Addle Strong first in Walker Homes, opened their: the school cafetoriton.
110 Keel.
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank K. Ervin PEP SQUAD
gave
Taylor of 526 No. Fifth.
a eltir
TALKING
.PEOPLE
ARE
ABOUT
prize
on awed potatoes; Mrs. Exie membership drive last month and : The president
A daughter, Evelyn Fay, to. Mr. of 598 Jenette.
history of the organization. ti '
A daughter, Vanesse, to Mr. and
attended
sign
football!
you
The
that
any
Arnette
Have
Johnson
Lee
first prize on men's will continue through November.,
Snipes,
Mrs.
and
Marvin R. Amos of 1322 OCT
.Mitchell
Road
Glee
Club
8. 1959
We
are
Mrs. John Riley of 977 No. Bingasking
the
coopera
for
rentheri
games this season with the Wash' has been seen walking around the shirts; Mrs. Lillie L. Hilliard won
Tunica.
A daughter, Norma jean, to:ington Warriors taking part in the campus with on her back: "1 want second prize on crocheted doilies, lion of everyone in and around the!ed the music, under the direction ham,
A son, Ronald Demons, to Mr. Mr.
[of
Mrs.
June
Pender
and
Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Shaw of 733 contest?
Horner,
Alon-•
principal.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Wade
new
a
.
Mrs. Georgie Cleave on crocheted
and Mrs. Johnnie Dickerson of 590 East
St.
Harris of 229 No. Dunlap.
If you haven't you should make Eva.Brown not riding in the hats, Mrs. ,Julia Williams won first The Ford Road school will cele• zo Weaver.
LaClede,
A daughter, Emma Jean, to Mr. it a date; come to the next game white Ford any more,
A daughter, Joyce Renee, to A
prize on canned okra.
and
Son night, Ann Wrtishen, president of Ford
. brate Father
son, Michael Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Road. school.
L. Handel of 1620 and watch the pep squad in action. The crush that Claudette Jones
L. Goodrich,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bowers of and
The 4-H Club's Mary Bell Taylor Tuesday. Oct. 20, at 3:30
Mrs. Leroy Scott of 699 St. Kansas.
738 Olympic.
Captain of the Pep Squad this has for football player Lewis Bled- won first prize on Jellies. T h e in the cafetorium The they'o, for principal of the school.
iireseis
Paul.
The
son,
Vada
A
highlight
Torena, to Mr. and year is Jo Terrell LeMondue. Oth. soe.
of
A daughter, Effie Mae LOUVIni,
the evens s
Vrughn sisters won first place in the program will be "The Fath- .
A daughter, Cheryl Diane, to Mrs.
was
Wayrnon Travis of 911 Wood- era in the cheering organization Edna Smith going steady for the
the
get
acquainted
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jackson
period,the talent program singing. And er's Place in The Homes, School,:ing
Mr. and Mrs. Thorns. L Mitchell lawn,
During this period the new teact:
of 290 Munford.
are Elizabeth Thompson. Helen first time in 18 years.
many others in the White Rose Church and Community." Mrs.
of 801 Suzette.
:
ers
were
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Mac Prudent, Barbara Berson, Elsie The way Evelyn Duncan smiles Club won prizes at
introduced
A daughter, Mary Ann, to Mr.
by
the
princis
the fair on Mary A. Wrusher is the president
A son, Dewitt Shevall. to Mr.
Watkins of 890 No. Seventh.
and Mrs. Robert L, King of 3027 and
Lewis, Carolyn Mason, Ruthie Wil- since John Ballentine is back in their items of Earle,
with Prof. I. Goodrich, principal.' pal"and the new parents were its"
Thomas
A
Jones
on
°-f
troduced by the hospitality chaiii:
Mrs'
- —
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. limns. Clyde Ester Joyner. Patsy school.
Parker.
Women's Day was celebrated CHURCH NEWS
1313 Kent
Kentucky.
Mrs. Grettie Adair. Mrs. et
Reece of 1391 Texas.
A daughter, Kathryn Dianesha,
Williford, Bern I cc Smith. Bet- Booker T. Wade and his girl Sunday, Oct. 4, at St. Luke M. B. The Annual Young People's Day:
daughter.
Beatrice
A
Hunt,
to
Crawford is president and
A daughter, Barbara Fay, to nice Nichols, Louise Joonson, Wil- Jean.
to Mr. and Mrs. Tobe Parte* of
church. Using for their theme: was celebrated at the Riverside
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Albert
H.
Hunt
J.
of
H. Peters, publicity chairMr. and Mrs. William Whiting of lie Ruth Norfleet, Ethelyn Hurst TOP TUNES
2127 Lyons.
-build People for Christian Serv MB church, 248 Mitchell rd., Sun132 W. Frank.
Oct. 4
:566 St. Paul.
and Julia Ann Mitchell.
As we've heard the students ice," Luke 1-11, Mrs. M. E. Bridge- day, Oct. 4. at 2:30 p. m. Their man.
: A son, Fred Norris, to Mr. and. Pep Squad members Elsie Lew- around Washington High sing the forth accepted the greeting given Iguest
A daughter, Brenda Feint, to OCTOBER 6
speaker, was E. L. Young MORE CHURCH NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Lee T. Stewart of A daughter, Berlinda Renee, to Mrs. Dorsey Kizzie of 1142 Grant. is, Jo LaMandue and Ruthie Wil- latest hit tunes, these are the top by Mrs. Ethel B. Nesbitt of St of Pleasant
View Baptist. His sub• The Rev. C. Dandridge, mit
Mr. and Mrs. Curley L. Harris, of. A son. John William, Jr. to Mr. Barns have composed a new yell ten.
161 E. Carolina.
Luke H. B. church. Guest speaker ject was "He Is With You Al. sionary of White Haven District
- and Mrs. John Kizer of 244 Jones. that goes to the tune of "Poison Piano Suffle, Poison Ivy, If It was Mrs. Mary E. Miller of
A son, Harry D., to Mr. and 432 LaClede.
litace.:ways. Wherever You Go." The BTU Congress, was invited to NT&
A daughter, Frances Denise, to : A daughter, Annette. to Mr. and Ivy,"
Mrs. Ezell Taylor of 774 Tete.
Weren't for Love, Dance With 131e,
51. B. church. Amount rats, message was very inspiring and Prospect MB church on Hornlake
A daughter, Sandra Denise, to Mr. and 5trs. Ernest Boykin of Mrs. Andrew Harris of 782 Cella. Here are the words to the yell. Tell It To Me Baby, Shout, I'm td was $301.00. Rev. R. T. Weedand seemingly gave the y un,g rd., Sunday, Oct. 4 to organize i.
i A son, Johnny Louis, to Mr. and When you go to the next football a Hog for You. Say Man, Why Do en, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gray of 350 131 E. Olive.
people quite an uplifting. Miss BT
Mrs.
A
son, Cleo Lynn. jr., to Mr. and
W. Brooks.
Alexander Pinking of 30 W. game, Warriors of course, you I Love You, What'd I Say.
Mrs. Lillie L. Hilliard, one of Martha 51. Knox was chairma.n,. The ushers•of the Riverside Int
Fields.
Mrs.
Cleo
L.
will
Peete
be able to get in on the happen- INVITATION
' A daughter, Linda Fay, to Mr.
of 700 Robe-I
church, 248 W. Mitchell rd, iire•ss
our retired school teachers has Miss F
C
If
! A son, Timmy, to Mr. and Mrs. ings with all of the other students This past week there was some been very ill and still is on the
and Mrs. Charlie Williams of 230, son.
man and Rev. 0. D. White,"pas- sponsoring an entertainment at the
A son, King Edward, to Mr.1Wilson Beeton of 1,509 Brookins.
''Washington Warriors.'
No. Manassas.
thing very unusual and humorous sick list but is reported a little tor
some of Mrs. Thelma Clark, 33000
A son, Robert Lawrence. to Mr. and Sirs. Edward J. Jackson of A daughter, Jo Ann, of Mr. and We really got a team They are happening on the campus. It was better.
Rochester rd. Isiah Stevenson is
The
Mitchell
Reed junior high
Mrs, Reuben Edwards of 566 So., really on the beam. They are the initiation of 11 girls into a The funeral services were
and Mrs. Erskine R. Perkins of 2849 Summer.
president, Rev. 0. D. White,
held
A daughter, Joyce Oda. to Mr.: Lauderdale.
761 Pendleton.
men of iron, if you let them get certain society.
for Mrs. Mayzetta Birdsong Jinkins
:the pastor.
and
Mrs. James Williams of 936' OCT. 7, 1959
through that line.
A son, Robert Lee. to Mr. and
The girls being initiated were: of Gary. Ind., Sept. 28, at the Is- er, Mrs. Hassie Birdsong. A host SOCIAL
Mrs. Amos Jefferson of 1531 Tay- No. Main.
Peggydaughter, Denise, to Mr. and CHORUS: Washington Warriors, Eual Moore, Patricia Edwards, rae! CME church with Rev. R. 0, of relatives and friends mourn. : The Charitbale 12 Charity club
A
daughter,
Washington
Warriors,
they
are
Elizabeth Prudent, Noris Truman, Bass officiating. Mrs. Jinkins was Mrs. Anna Stone is still in Gary is sponsoring a
ner.
Mn Mrs. Sherman McClendon of 14i i
Lee: to 3tri
get acquainted
men of iron, if you get them Rosanna Quinn, Beverly Gray, born in Earle. Dec. 10. 1922, died with the daughter's two children
A daughter, Doris Diane. to Mr. and Mrs, Leroy Dukes of 1577 Mc silver.
party Friday night, Oct. 16, at "f
'
through
the
line
they'll
run,
run,
Nerve
and Mrs. Charlie R. Nesbitt of Milian.
Moore,
Callie
Harmon,
Eu. Seel 24. She leaves her husband, lIut her husband. 3Ir. SterlinO:i. m., at the home of Mrs. Kph- ••
A daughter. Jacquelyn Dephne.
A son, Edward Lee to Mr. and
run. run, run.
4126 Shelby Dr.
genie Norfleet and Clarence Cool. Wellington
Jinkins:
daughter, Stone, or., has returned to Earle.] erince Tatman, 3427 W. llornIalm
d M
Pre
I
Warriors will make you suffer. ey.
A daughter, Cheryl Ann, to Mr. Mrs. James E. Shipp of 336 Dixie 24,5 51111,
Joyce; son, Wellington,- jr.: moth- Mrs. Stone's granddaughter, Joyce.rd. Mrs. Mildred
Wright, prest. `
end Mrs. Joe L. Marshall of 1319 Mall.
The girls received instructions er, Mrs. Anna Stone: father. Wit- Jinkins will finish high school in dent, Mrs. Mattie Lee
A son, Charles Ellis, to Mr. and They will give you trouble. They
Adams, see-A
son.
Carl Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. James
No, McNeil.
.andmoth-,June at Roovevelt High school. 'retary.
Parker of 2240 How.I will really fool you and you caa and duties from Louise. Johnson, liam L. Birdsong; and gr
bet that they can cool you.
A daughter, Diajunese Jeme- Mrs. Henry Allen of 2242 ROwell ell
in LaMondue, Ruthie Williams,
After you have finished see- Marlon Pegues, Willie Ruth Nor.
shm, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy J. A son, Jerome, to Mr. and Mrs
A son Guesie
jr to Mr
Joe W. McNeal of 74 No. Rem: and
Williams of 1139 Texas.
Mrs. Gussie L. Burchett of rind stanza, you go back to the fleet. Elsie Lewis. Sandra Peeues.
chorus.
A daughter, Wartalie. to Mr. bert.
3997 Rainee.
Carolyn Mason and Eleanor Addiand Mrs. Nathaniel Berkley of A daughter, Glenda Rose, to A daughter, Sandra Jean, to Mr.,
son.
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Henry of 602 and Mrs.
1606 Hanauer.
Leester Branch of 2495
155*
QUESTION OF THE WEEK
COMPOSER AND CONDUCTOR LEONARD de PAUR is
Lupford.
founder
Vandal;.
to Mr. and
SeApt.302n3..
Betty Brandon: -Samuel Perk
OCT 7, 195111
of the world-renowned de Pour Infantry Chorua.
' A daughter. Veverly Jean, to Mrs. Mrs. Ode Thompson of 1304 ins, I would like to know why you
He's been
A son, Carl Edward to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs.
Walter C. Harris of Dunnivant.
a Lucky fan for years. With Luckies, Mr. de Paur gets the
follow me around every day?"
'Mrs. -Mertes Rosser of 1067 Cella ; 411 So. Orleans.
The new girls in that certain
SEPT. 25
lelieee gams of eiesa,
honest taste of fine tobacco. "You just can't ask for more,"
A sort, Leaster, jr., lo Mr. and
A daughter, to Mr. and Mr.. A son, Eric Wendell. to Mr. and society were required to wear rib'
'0140155
STANBACE, tablets Mrs. Leaster Newble of 824 Alas- M. J. McGee of 721 Edith.
he says. "With Luckies, the taste is perfect!"
Mrs Ernest J. Beasley of 393' bons in their hair, sit together in
›e powders. STANSACK wee fast kJ.
!W. '
A son to Mr. and Mrs. James'
cafeteria
Rd.
Brooks
the
and
march
around
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Veddie,Culp
'4 limn,/ comforting mho( . .
of 274 No. Dunlap.
'the campus in a line and play a
SEPT. 26
•
Boothe of 1870 Gill.
*SWUM as. STANSACK formula
ilelnd Mrs. Leroy
A daughter. Christine, to Mr. game called: ''LittleSally WalkA son, Clarence Jr . to Ntr. andSmAithsoof
n
tlo476NirG
and Mrs, Leon Clerk of 4367 er."
'""'"""""I"
""t""' ti
" Mrs. Clarence Jones of 842 Hil., Born
nesmente for fast *
rslisf of pain. ton.
at E. H. Crump Memorial Sewanee Rd.
!CURRENT COUPLES
I Hospital
A daughter,. Thelma Louiee, to Juanita Newburn and Melvin
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Tate of:Shaw, Betty Bilges and Hershel
!Smith, Wanda M CI or a and
Rt. 4, Box 276
!Robert Perry, Thelma Knox ad
SEPT, 27
A son, Marvin Angelo. to Mr.'Anthony Jackson. Pe arlie Map
and Mrs. Thomas Berfield of 1572 McNeil and Charlie Young, Alice
Hanauer.
!Adams and Bobby Harrell, Melissa
A son, Richard Vincent, to mr.,cooper and Julius Lane, Ann Sey-:
and Mrs. Samuel V. Clark of 660'. mour and Willie young.
.leanett Pl.
WIT OF THE WEEK
A daughter, Tanzy Jenise, to Only when you give love will
i Mr. and Mrs. James Fisher of 1622; you receive it.
I Preston.
A daughter, Alicia Yvette. to
Mr. and Mrs. Frazier Guy of 678
Grenada.
ANDREW JACKSON often received JAMES
A son. Lydon Wayne, to Mr. and
POLK at his home He was known to
Mrs. Lewis Winston flame of 31
praise Old Cf0. 15 the highest terms...
Gilmore Rd,
Repnrteti In a 19th century newspaper)
A son, Charles Anthony, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Ed. Lee of 3046
Mt. Olive.
A tier 35, irregularity often beA daughter, Marilyn Denise, to
cornet a problem. What you need is
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Rayborn of, something that aids nature and helps
establish regularay. Such an aid to
597 Manigan,
regularity is the daily use of ssatrram
SEPT 21.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
men and women took SFRUTAN daily
A daughter to 5tr. and Mrs. Melunder medical supervision. In case
vin C. Woodard of 1324 Gaither.
after Case 3E1IUTAN, taken daily,
A son, Tami Garret, to Mr. and
helped ritablish regularity So, for
real relief from constipation after
Mrs. Sammy Balfour of 666 Wells,
35, try SERUTAN, powder Of granular.
SEPT. 30
A daughter, Monica Patrice. W
I
Mr. and Mrs. George William
Wel
)
..Read
Bileiwarle"
ker of 2435 Douglass.

B. T. W.

School Notes
By
MARKHAM STANSBURY

"Sept

CONSTIPA
TED?
Medical reports show
how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

MADAM BELL
KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
(English Lady)
This le her arm office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM [MU Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
•
back to stay is her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage! Have
yes lost faith is your husband. wife or sweetheart! Are yew
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once Ills
will read Me to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you 'thy your job or busInees Is not a success If you have
tailed la the rest COMO lee MADAM BELL at once.
Located es Highway Si South, just over Mississippi State
(isa, on the way Si Hernando Her home is 3 blocks befew
where she reed to stay right aside the Deflate Motel. Re sure
Cate) yellow bus marked Whltehavea State Line sad pt
off at Stare Line sad walk
blocks sad see MADAM ISF,LL'S
RAND SIGN
YOU

When Old Crow afas born i2 years ago en
Kentucky, it was the nation's first real bourbon.
Today, lighter, mellower Old Crow is

the favorite bourbon of all America.
LIGHT • MILD • 90 PROOF

COME TODAY

FOR TOMORROW MAY RI TOO LATE

is look for the RED BRICK ROUST sad you'll fled her there
at all times. She 00000 tail as Melee la West Memphis 1
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours I a at
p.m
Readings Daily °pea no Mindoro
don't matt any hums calls OT answer any letters
to look for the right sign and the right name

Get the
honest taste of a
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DEFENDER
Sat.,

Florida A & M Runs Over Benedict, 74-0
111th Grid Win
For Jake Gaither
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Central Jars
Manchester

WILBERFORCE, Ohio — Clyde
By D. C. COLLINGTON
the end zone untouched on the
Jones, sophomore halfback front
Quarterback Ted Rich.
BRAGG STADIUM, TALLA- next play.
Detroit. Mich., led the Central
HASSEE, Fla. — Getting started ardson tossed to Childs for two
State college Marauders to a 34more points. Third unit quarter12 victory over the Manchester collate this fall, the Florida MO!
back Ralph Wynn hit Rattler
lege Spartans, to give the MaUniversity Rattlers rolled over
captain John Glover 011 the 15 .
rauders their first victory of the
the Benedict College Tigers 74.0
and the lanky end stepped all
season.
here last Saturday.
way for six more. Wynn o‘
The Marauders exploded in the
It was the 111th win for coach
have much luck trying to run the
3rd quarter, when Clyde Jones!
Jake Gaither since he took over
Pat.
scored
from the 27 yd. line in the
the reins as head coach of tre
A fumble and two penalties set
opening minutes of the period. The
Serpents in 1945. He now has a
up the next WA six-pointer. The
T. rt. climaxed a 30 yard kick.
record of 111 wins, 20 losses, and
off return by Clyde Jones and
Benedict miscues moved the ball
four ties. Annexing loop win No.
37 yard run by freshman fullback
to their seven where halfback
34 in a row, the Rattlers have not
John Lewis. Clyde Jones lales
Frank Griffin scouted over the
lost a SIAC contest since Bethune.
took
a punt on his own 5 yard
goal line. Ben Lampkins missed
Cookman upset them, 8-7, is Dayline
and behind beautiful blocking
his target for the bonus points.
tona Beach back in 1952.
ran 95 yards for the T. D.
Halfback William Wilson went to
A slim crowd estimated to be
Late in the 3rd quarter, Central.
the 23 enroute for the Rattlers'
around 4,000 sat scattered in
State college took to the air with
next marker where yearling sigspacious Bragg Stadium to see
the passing of Herbert Hammond,
nal railer Oliver Joyce pitched
the Rattlers overpower the Tigwhich put the ball deep in the
to end Bernie Cern on the seven.
ers in their first outing this fall.
Spartan territory from where Joel
Cern went over for the TO. HalfPatterson scored from the 6.
They trounced Morris college
back John Hamilton carried for
The first quarter of the game
in their opener and fell to Morthe extra points to end the scorwas scoreless, but the Marauders
ris Brown two weeks ago. 224. !
ing in the first half.
took the lead on the first play of
A&3f picked up a net 317 011
Bob Paremore and Hewitt DixI
the second period, when quarterI the ground. Benedict was held to on accounted for the FAM next
back
Herbert Hammond threw a
] a muniis 51 yards rushing. The!8 points. Paremore went to his
POWER
HOUSE—Cleveland
22 yard pass to Donis Toler.
ltinons Chicago Cardinal
Football record of 3e carries
Rattlers, expected to improve in left for the six pointer and Dimon
The
All Pro fullback Jim
Browns
same
Soldiers
Manchester Spartans were
Field.
at
game.
per
Brown
Brown
scored two
passing, picked up only 126 yards ran the two-pointer. Paremore was
not to be denied, as they scored
Brown dives over the line to
carried 37 times to come withtouchdowns and accumulated
in the air. Benedict gained 60 almost in the end tone again but
two T.1) 'a in the 4th period when
score tirst touchdown In
in too carries of the National
147 vards. (UPI relephow
yards vie air.
was stopped on the one.
Bob Wient scored from the 2 yard
Highly touted halfback Clarence, Hamilton went over from the
line and later George McKinney
Childs pushed his teammates.one. A holding penalty set A&M
scored
on a 10 yard pass front
BILL BURRELL
ahead in the first period with 1 back to the 18 in the attempt for
Larry Martin.
only two-and-one half minutes the Pat. Sophomore quarterback
The Marauders scored their
IIerased off the clock. Lewis John- Emery Collier passed to halfback
nal T. D. in the 4th period
with
son's running from left halfback Jame,' Health.
Donald Toomer on the receiving
spearheaded the 58-yard drive Glover aided Hamilton's 19end of a 45 yard pass from
Kea
that started on the Rattler 42.! Yard run with a great block. GrifWaters. The Marauders
were
Johnson was stopped short of the,fin picked up the two pointer. Losuccessful on 2 extra point ate
tempts for the 2 point play.
goal line on the one. Childs went'renzo McFadden intercepted James
Cone
tral State's record now
over on the next play. Johnson Green's pass and went 40 yards
stands
to
the
one.
He dashed over from
at] victory, 1 defeat, I tie,
added two more points by clearthe one. Joyce stopped attempting
ing off right tackle for the points
to run the bonus points.
BALTIMORE. Md. — The 1959 services as coach of football, we're Layman Hill.
after. The first period ended with
William Wilson went 40 yards Morgan State College Bears don't happy to conserve him. He's done Hurt, one-time All - American
HAMPAIGN, Ill. — Leadership the field against Army and joined A&M ahead. 8-0.
after Intercepting Robert Funnel!' koow it yet — but they're making a fine job."
end at Howard university, piloted
played an important role in Illi- his teammates in an inspired per. Tiger halfback John Caldwell]
aerial attempt for another MIN !history,
Hurt said he asked for release Morgan to pre-eminence in the
nois' "rags to riches" victory over formance. Once again the modest punted to fullback Jordan Pope;
TO. Fullback Ralph Burns added They'll be the last Morgan elev•
from his football duties under CIAA.
fourth-ranked Army. Inspiration senior led the defense, making II who set the stage for the Rattlers
the toe points with a push through :en to be piloted by the little "MirUntil he joined the faculty in
orders from his doctor to slow
for the startling change of form tackles, but this time he had help. second tally. Pope took the punt!
Virginia Union of Richmond
the Tiger battered line.
acle Man of Coaching," Edward doon.
1929, the Bears were the whip- spoiled Howard
(Mini were unimpressive in losing Illinois limited one of the nation's on his 47 and raced to the Beneuniversity', home
Score by quarters:
Paulette
(Eddie)
Hurt.
ping posts of better conference opener by
a 20-0 opener at Indiana) was pro- great offenses to 32 yards by rush- dict 13 before he was halted) Florida
outclassing the Bison's
A&M 8 26 16 22 — 74 Uncle Eddie, after a 30 - year The little coach said the "press- teams. Under t he coaching of 20-0,
vided by Capt. Bill Burrell, who ing.
in
a
ure
had
become
Central
too
great," and.
Pope then picked up a first dowel Benedict 0 0 0 0 — 0
Intercollegiate
Morgan career as head coach of
appears ready to take his place Burrell not only led the team to the Tiger one. He
In conference with President Hurt. Morgan became a CIAA Athletic Association game at How.
went into
football, is stepping down.
beside great Illinois leaders of the in tackles, he twice caused Army
Jenkins, it was decided he would powerhouse winning 14 champion- ard Stadium.
Morgan President Martin D.
past.
backs to fumble by jarring stops.
be relieved of his football du. ships, nine more than any oth- It was the second win in fool
Jenkins announced "with reBurrell, a guard and middle line- Both times Illinois recovered. Two
ties since "there is so much er conference team. Thirteen of starts for the Virginians, who
gret" that this will be the last
these titles were won outright; the have been
backer for Coach Ray Eliot, was other times, Burrell, himself, reprseure in coaching the sport."
tied twice, and their
BP NO11 In which Hurt will coach
a fullback in high school. He covered Cadet fumbles. He played
Hurt says lie has thoroughly en- 14th was won in a three-way tie 15th against 17 losses in their rivfootball.
played at small Central high a major role in all four losses of
joyed "all the years of coaching with Delaware State and North alry with Howard. And although the
The Morgan president said:,
Carolina college.
Bisons hold a
school at Clifton (enrollment of the ball by the Cadets, and
football."
"At his request, Edward P.
Hurt has through the 1956 sea In the series, twoorame margin
325), where he was coached by those fumbles clearly were imthis was their sixth
"I've
enjoyed every minute of son a Morgan record
relinquishing
Hurt
duties
as
his
is
of
174
wins, loss and fifth shutout at
former Mini tackle Bob Cunt.
portant factors in the victory.
It and I'm especially grateful for 46 losses and
Union's
football
effective
head
coach
of
17
ties.
Add
to
hands
that
Illinois' All-American candidate
Exceedingly strong and swift.
since 1953.
College Wildcats, after the touch down and Wiley led with the close of the 1959 season. all the help I've had. Everybody's his four-year head coaching re
The loss was Howard's
the 207 pound Burrell was out- also is a fine blocker. His speed The Wiley
been
wonderful
to
me
second
—
particucord at Virginia Seminary and in as
He will continue to serve as Athstaodiel Is the loss at Indiana. enables him to lead interference coached by J. Forrest Kelley out I to nothing.
many starts this year.
lar 'Marse.'" Hurt was referring he's a
lag game winner with 57 Howard was
Wiley scored again in the third letic Director, Professor of Phy- to his
He made 17 tackles against the on wide plays, and his crushing lasted the Alcorn Braves Saturday
assistant, Coach Talmadge losses and 21 ties.
completely outclassHoosiers and drew high praise blocks opened the road to several night, 16 to 6 in a game played quarter then with three minutes sical Education and Coach of
ed at Union tallied , thette
."
at Wiley Athletic field in Mar- gone by and the hall resting on Track an
from the working press.
and Whit)dehlteilifiaant
long gains against the Cadets.
touchHis performance was one of few "This man has proven himself shall, Tex. The teams battled for the Alcorn five, sophomore half No successor has been named
downs nullified by penalties.
bright lights in the game, but it an All-American In just t wo even terms for the first quarter back Wilson went off his Own left to follow Hurt as head coach,
The first period saw the
Bisons
convinced the comparatively young games," one press box observer and the first period ended a score- tackle for the TO. The two points President Jenkins said.
make one of their three
penetraPresident Jenkins coupled his
were added when Roberson pitchnois squad that similar effort remarked after Saturday's upset. less tie.
tions Into Union territory.
Th
every player could produce a Unassuming Burrell still has not The scoring got underway after ed out to freshman half back Lon- announcement with w arm praise
drive, which moved to
the
winner in Eliot's last season at been impressed with his contribu- four minutes and 30 seconds of Me Taylor who streaked into the for the 56-year-old coach. He said:
36, begged down when end UltiOn
Bernie
"I have the warmest admirathe second quarter had gone by end zone.
the helm. Then, Burrell went onto tion to Illini success.
Quarterman dropped a pass on
the
visitors' 20.
"This was a team victory," Half back Hiram Wilson took a Alcorn scored with three minutes tion and respect for Coach Hurt.
The first period war
he said following the game. "We pitch out from quarter back War- and 20 seconds remaining in the He's a tremendous person who
timeless,
but Union got rolling in
had iedicated ourselves to a nell Roberson and threw 15 yards final frame. John Gilliam heaved has given brilliant and dedicated
the second period to take a 14-0
good year for Conch Ray, and to right end Jim Edwards, Ed- a 30 yard pass to half back James service to the1 college over the
lead at
game in the period, halfback
we felt mighty low after that In- wards took the ball on the five and Banks who gathered the ball in years. While we regret to lose his GRAMBL1NG, La. — Southern native was the game's top
IndlHeat'.
university's freshman halfback vidual ground
WM
diana thing, We felt we had let raced into the end zone for the on his own 40 and scampered 60
Braxton
turned right e n d
gainer as he tin
sensation Lloyd Harris
him down. N o w we're ready tally. Roberson passed to left end yards to pay dirt. The attempt for•
scored to a total of 61-yards in 14.carries from 13 yards out to culminate
a
both touchdowns as the Jaguars for a per carry
75
to go all the way for hint U Jay Simpson for the two points conversion failed.
average of 41. -yard drive. The visitors in.
nipped the Grambling Tigers 12-6 For the first
creased their lead during
It's humanly possible."
time
since
1948,
the wanBy JOHN A. HOLLEY
Burrell'; captaincy may be a
DALLAS, Tex. — (UPI) — Fort in the Grambling college stadium the Jaguars scored a touchdown ing minutes of the period
when
DURHAM, N. C. — All CIAA good omen. All of Illinois' very
Worth and Dallas residents go to Saturday night before a crowd of on the Tigers of Grambling when halfback Haywood Ashford smashsenior end George Wallace of North best teams have had interior linethe polls to decide if they want to 16,500.
Harris rambled for 21 yards with ed over from the 6, Ashford's talCarolina college recovered a third men as captains, and four conferbuild a multi-million dollar base. The game was the renewal of the Jaguars needing only about ly was set up when Howard's
quarter Morgan State fumble to ence winners have been led by
ball stadium at Arlington, between football for the two state-support- two-inches for a first down from Willis Basin fumbled and
set up NCC'a second score that guards.
ed schools after a layoff of 11- the Tigers 21-yard line.
recovered on the Howard 13. Union
the big Texas cities.
proved decisive in the Eagles' 12Backers of the proposed stadium years, and marked the fifth time Grambling's Henry Johnson fum- The Howard offense, which
Illinois' very first great team
has
10 win over Morgan in a confer- was captained
said it must be built if t h e in six meetings that the Jaguars bled on his own 27-yard line with yet to get untracked, appeared to
by a guard, the
ence opener for both clubs at late
Walter Bailey of Southern recover- be rolling in time third period, With
area Is to hgve any chance of have emerged victorious.
Glenn D. Sulzer, who led the
O'Kelly)Field Saturday afternoon.]
Harris, 170-pounds of sheer ing.
quarterback Charlie Smith
winning a major league baseball
1910 team which won first Big
leadThe Bears scored a field goal Ten' crown for Illini.
speed and elusiveness sped 21The Jaguars started their goal- ing the way, the Bisons moved
franchise.
That was one
early in the first quarter and
yards to the Jaguars first score, ward march which saw
from their own 10 to a
The
vote
was a
of four undefeated and untied Illiproposed
first
Harris
go
down
By MILTON RICHMAN
put together a 70 yard drive in nois elevens
and went in from two-yards out for 11-yards and a
goes for the White Sox, Pink sale of e9,500,000
quick first down. on the Union 33. Smith hit on
in 69 years of the
(Hi in revenue
the fourth quarter for their tallies. sport on the Champaign-Urbana Even from his vheel-chair, Roy Sox or Gray son. If you just re- bonds to finance
to wrap up the Jaguars' scoring Fullback Henry White
three straight passes
the stadium.
went for
during the
And although the Bears out. Campus.
Campanella put the brakes on the member that, l'nt sure you'll ,be plans call for it to seat 45,000 per. and the victory over the Tigers. six-yards to the Grambling 21-yard drive, but his fourth toss was pickrushed the Eagles 217 yards to
The
right.'
all
ill-year old Minden, La., line, then Harris went
"
ed off by Union's Larry
White
Sox.
Go-Go
SOO
II.
for
seven
Ralph ''Slooey" Chapman was
Irwin to
Itit and chalked up 17 first downs
halt the march.
to the Grambling 14-yard line.
The world champion Dodgers Roseboro smiled at the recol- Sponsors of the project stress
the Eagles' II. the Eagles big Illinois' first All-American. A joyously disclosed that the man lection.
A penalty for un-sportsmanship
Union's final tally came
that
there
will
be
guard,
increase
he
no
led
the
in
1914
team
a
to
on a
. pointers each in the second
like conduct called against Cr-amb- three.yard smash up the
who supplied the key for stopping We remembered it all right," he taxes if the proposal is approved,
middle by
and third quarters broke the 7-0-0 record.
ling.
placed the ball on the Gramb- fullback Oscar Harrell
the speedy White Sox on the base said, "and somehow it made all and the bond holders could never
during
Another
the
guard,
Jim McMillen,
game Bears' back.
ling 2-yard line, and Harris went final four minutes of
paths was their former teammate, the difference In the world, I call on Dallas and Tarrant Colin.
play.
in
with
Setting up their first tally, the later known for his professional the partially paralyzed Campy,
his
second
touchdown of
found out the White Sox were fast ties for tax money to help (hens
the game from two-yards out.
Bears took Eagle quarterback wrestling career, was a guard and
Dodger catcher Johnny hose. enough, but not so fast that they out of any financial difficulties!
Reggie Pryor's on their 31 and captain of the 1923 team. Trigger- born, who kept
Lancaster
again
missed
the conwere
gong
run
to
away from us that might arise,
the White Sox
marched to NCC's 48. At the point ed by a halfback named "Red" "honest" throughout
version and Southern led in the
the World and hide.
The campaign for the new sta- NEW YORK — (UPI) — Charles
second
senior halfback Clarence Crawley Grange, that club raced through Series, waited until the classic
period by 14-0.
"Talk to Neal sad
was
dium has been under the slogan Seger, secretary for baseball, said
swished around the Eagles' right an 8-0 season.
Grambling scored when Lancast- DETROIT — (UPI) —
over to tell of Campanella's tre- Them talk I. some of the other "bring big league
The Debaseball to that the announcement on how the er got
end for 29 yards. Three rushes Guard Chuck Studley, now a mendous contribution.
off a poor punt on the troit Pistons of the National
world series shares have been votguys on the club whom I told Texas."
Basmember of Illinois' coaching staff,
carried to the Eagles' 18.
Southern
six
ketball
yard
League
line.
Jamie Cacut two guards to
The constitution of Texas actual- ed by the players will be made leb took
"Roger Craig (the first game what Campanella bad to say.
Doug Pergerson split the up- was captain of the 1951 team which
the
reduce
kick
on
the
the
surprised
squad to 12, one over
Jaguar 26
next week, "probably next Thurs.
how much ly requires no vote on this
You'd be
tYPe
rights from the 18 for the fieldgoal was undefeated, although once tied, starterl and I were definitely good it did us.
and returned to the nine yard line. the Oct. 18 season
-opening limit.
of bond election. But backers felt day or Friday."
notices. He was game high yard- and claimed Big Ten and Rose worried about Chicago's speed beCurtis Cotton burst through the Rookie Buddy
"Why
even
before
this
series
us
.
Segar
said
feelings
of the voters should
he did not know how
Lowery of Stephfore the series opened," BaseBowl titles.
age man with 67 yards.
middle for Grambling's only score en Austin
started,
ever
no
one
the
011
much
each
club
known,
he
full
College,
share
is worth to of
Texas, and
Barfield set the stage for NCC's Linemen also led these fine Mi- born revealed. "Other fellows on ever helped me more
the contest. The attempt at con- Jack Quiggle,
personally Construction of the stadium the winning and losing players. He
ex-Michigan State
club were worried, too.
version by William Ellis was wide. player
first score with a 50 yard return ni teams 1915. center John Wat- the
making his second try tor
"Everything we read and ev- than Campy and Rube Walker, would not start until a added this matter is "strictly conof Sam Frier's punt in the second son: 1927, tackle Bob Reitsch; 1928,
who used to be with us."
a berth on the Piston', were
major league franchise is obtained. lidential" until Commissioner Ford
the
quarter. The Bears stopped Bar- tackle "Butch" Nowack; 1946, cen- erything we heard was about their Campy saw the
series front his Either in on. of the
amazing speed and now we had
existing Frick formally announces the corn- NEW YORE — (UPI) — Often- players trimmed.
field on NCC's 15. Paul Winslowe, ter Mac Wenskunas: and 1953,
wheel-chair
and naturally, hi s leagues
to
Mete
them
tight.
hold
financial
Roger
So
and
breakdown
for
the
or
in
proposed
the
new
sivehalf back Alex Webster and
a converted a nd running from tackle Bob Lenzine (himself a forI concentrated more on keeping heart was with "my" Dodgers all Continental league.
series.
a halfback slot for NCC, sprinted mer guard.)
guard Jack Stroud appear auffi- VISION TROUBLE
them close to the bag than we the way.
Last
year,
Milwaukee
Braves
About 95 percent of Americana
last 15 yards :or NCC'a first
When
word
was
brought
ciently
back
recovered from injuries to
to
"What
are
did
on pitching in that first game.
they thanking me players were fined by the comover age 65 have vision trouble,
;. Walt Browning's conversion
him today how Indebted the Dodg- for?" he asked. "I didn't do a missioner for
You saw the results."
prematurely disclos- see action for the New York GOLD IN COAL
. try wu wide. NCC took the
For those with short memories, ers felt for his advice, the ex - thing."
Mg how they had voted their world Giants in Sunday's game against Some
lead, 6-3.
coal depositex have min.
catcher simply shrugged.
Ain't
that
White
the
slaughtered
just
Sox
like
Campy?
the
series
shares.
the Cleveland Browns.
In NCC's lucky third quarter,
ute quantities of gold.
Dodgers, 11-0, in the opener.
near quarterback Sam Frier fum- PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
"We were really down after that
bled on the six yard line. The alert The Pennsylvania State Athletic
first game," Roseboro went on.
Wallace pounced on the ball for Commission placed light
heavy- "We decided to visit Campy in
NCC.
weight Jesse Bowdry of St. Louis his hotel room. Charlie Neal,
NCC frosh quarterback Dick on the "ill and unavailable" list.
Junior Gilliam and me.
WICHITA, Hans. — (UPI) — watching Wichita defeat his and caught two passes
Hicks circled his own right end on
The commission said it would "We told our troubles to
for touch- State and just about did," he re- a little hole."
Campy University of Wichita fullback
1
a deep play for three yards. On ask other states to honor the susHardin-Simmons cowboys 27•13. downs as a ball carrier.
ports. "They said all I had to
The Shocker Negro even is •
and
he
listened
just
for
a
while.
Ted
Dean
still
looks
a little wistsecond down, junior fullback pension.
More plaudits for Dean are an- Everybody asks Dean how have was a C-grade average and subject
Then
he
had
his
say
fully
when
of
he
talks
about
what
3rowning howled through the mid- Bowdry was signed to fight
admiration for Is is
come he traveled all of the way I had it. But for some reason
Von
when t he unbeaten
team mates who marvel at
Ile for the TO. Hicks' attempted Clay in a 10.round television bout "You fellows are worrying too might have been for him if Penn ticipated
this
much about their running and State hadn't bypassed him four Shocker team invades the nation's from his present home on Bryn they didn't take me."
natural
ability
on the practice
wo pointer conversion intended but manager Eddie Yawitz notiMawr, Pa , to attend the Univer- Dean wanted. to get clear
you're not getting the ball over," years ago.
away field as well as in
sr Wallace was batted down by fied promoter Herman Taylor
games.
capital
sity
to
George
face
of
Washington
Wichita, little knowning from his native state then and he
he told us. "I'm not telling you
The 209-pound Dean, now in his university.
The opposition nearly always
(organ. NCC led 12-3. Morgan's that the boxer had a virus athow pertinent their question is. knew a former
teammate
to forget all abeet them when third season at Wichita,
of „
currently Dean's rushing average f o r
im Morgan spoiled NCC's extra tack and could not fulfill the conDean was offered icholarships his at Radnor High school in keys” its defense on Dean but
they get on, but I am telling is regarded one of
the outstand- the current season is two yards by six
,int effort.
tract.
hilt 10 conference schools. Wayne, Pa., was playing at Wichi- Ted does not seem to care.
you to play your normal game." ing backs in the Midlands
and a below his lifetime 5.5-yards-p e
"Not as long as it helps the
Morgan later nett id 6 first downs Sixto Rodriguez, a Puerto Rican
Michigan State, Illinois. Iowa. ta.
"Then," Rogeborn
continued,
candidate
for
All-Ame
rica
recogni- carry mark at the Shocker cam- Indiana.
their 70 yard TO jaunt that car- living in California, was substitut- "Campy
So, with a little urging he came team," he says.
Wisconsin, .and Minnegave us the best advice tion.
His reply tells a lot about Dean
pus hut he started bringing it up sota made pitches for him.
xi to the Eagles 10. Sam Bowen ed and will fight Clay.
of all.
So did West.
"Re Was the difference be- in Wichita's gam, with Hardinhis answer to another question rosited through the middle from the Other states will be asked to ban "He
trillanova university, only a few
said, 'Just remember you tween our team and their leant,"
Dean
is
grateful to find the WI- carding his greatest
Simmons.
'0 for the Rears tally. Pergerson's Bowdry until he fulfills his con- can't
thrill in
miles from the Philadelphia sub- chits line blocking
out-run the oat!, No elub in said former Washington
better for him hoothall,
RedHe carried 14 times for 73 yards urb where the Dean family
version was goal
tract with Taylor.
baseball ever has done it. That skins star Sammy
lives. this year although he concedes,
Baugh after against Baugh's Cowboy squad "I really
"Our
Bret
twe
OMB
this
year,"
wantcd 10 to go Penn "once in a while I have to
make he grinned,

Ed Hurt Resigns
At Morgan State

Applaud Duffel!
For Leadership

Va. Union Rips
Howard 20-0

Wiley Outlasts
Alcorn, 16-6

Southern Tops
Grumbling, 12-6

N. Carolina
Edges Past
Morgan 12-10

Texas Residents
Vote New Stadium

Dodgers Credit
'Campy' With
Winning Advice

•

•

r

Series Split?
Later On Bub

I

Pistons Cut Two
Guards Off Team

Pa. State Board
Bans Jesse Bowdry

Wkhita Glad Penn State Bypassed Ted Dean

,
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 17, 1959

GRIDIRON
DOPE
Ala. A&M
Shaded By
Fisk,6-0

By
Ira
E.
Spillers

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Coach
Eugene Stevenson, Fisk University's new football coach, gave the
hometown folks something to look
Douglass threw a monkey of them. Hamilton and her aerial
at Saturday when he carried his
wrench into the ultimate plans of game is far superior to most of
Bulldogs through to a 6-0 victory
Father Bertrand last week, by ty- the teams in this loop but their
FULLBACK Shepherd of Ham.
over Alabama A & M.
• big the score 6-6. After this im- big problem will depend on the
Smarting from a loss to Tusks- ilton broks away for a good
possibility became a reality, the weather. Manassas is one year
gee last week, the Fisk Bulldogs gain last week in the Hamil"Go Go" Tigers received new life away. They have the speed and 'it
made their home debut a sparkl- ton-Manassas clash before he
as the potential champions. This has been a tremendous asset to
was brought down by the Maillusion was dealt with a deadly them all season, but lack of ex- ing affair. Wasting no time, Fisk nassas secondary. Manassas
blow as the rejuvinated Wildcats perience was the big factor in the touched paydirt in the first quar- was hard pressed coping with
ter when Nashville halfback Gor-1
went on the rampage in defeat- Hamilton fracas.
the pass happy Hamiltonians
ing the speedy Tigers 28-18.
Douglas will defend against any don Banks grabbed a 15 yard pass
form Guarterback Joe Lewis of
I have beer talking about the team, but her problem is offense
Houston. Banks carried only three
terrific balance of the loop teams. and has been all season.
yards and crossed the goal line.
Now you can readily see why I HOW THEY STACK UP
said that the champions will lose This week Hamilton has every- Lewis failed to connect with
at least one game. It is highly thing to win this contest against Banks for the conversion try and
probable that the crown winner BTW but the inspired Warriors Fisk took an early 6.0 lead. When
, may lose two. This league is as will put an end to the asprations the final whistle blew, the scored With three strong strings, a
tight as the alleged times of '32." of the lads from around Parkway. remained unchanged.
host of returnees from the 1957
not backfiring, but there is that Douglass and Melrose will en- Although Alabama invaded Flak team, and a few good reserves,
faint possibility that one of the tertain foes from out of town. territory on several occasions and the Knoxville College Bulldogs opI
lowly picked teams could come in pick the Bluff City teams
caught sight of the goal line, a,ened their 1959 gridiron season
because
first with a few breaks.
of the superior play in this league. tight Bulldog defense kept the pig-1 against Kentucky State.
skin on the right side of the end Among the returning veterans
According to performance, talzone.
are Ralph Ross (190), tackle
ent sod team morale, I still
ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — St. Louthink that Bertrand will win. Mel- is University will meet West Virrose has the offense to subdue any ginia, last season's N.C.A.A.
tourschool on any given night. BTW ney runner-up, in the opening
round
Is still developing and by the of the Kentucky Invitational
Basend of the season the Green and ketball Tournament at
Lexington,
Cold warriors will beat the best Ky., Dec. 18-19.

and Shephard particularly as
he scored two of the four Hamilton TDs. Identifiable in the
photo are Moton, 33, Hamilton;
Swift, 50 (on ground), Manassas and Payton, 62 of Hamilton. (Staff pit by Billy Duncan)

ON THE MOVE — Lett Halfback Eugene Davis, Manassas'
highly touted speed merchant
slides away from Hamilton
defenders, Shepherd, 39 and

'Ile Opens Home Hawks Handcuff
Stand Against Tuskegee Wilt The Stilt

from Miami, Fla.; Frank Thompson (175), halfback from Knoxvine; Shannon Jolly (185), end
from So. Pittsburgh, Tenn.; Sam
McBride (200), end from Camden,
Ala.
LINCOLN, Neb. — (UPI) —
Seventeen lettermen are on the
The St. Louis Hawks handcuffed
tem.
Coach Bob Mogen said, -We towering Wilt (The Stilt) Chamhad a very young squad last sea- berlain, but they weren't able to
son. If nothing else, the extra ex- hold down Paul Arizin or Guy
perience will make us a bit bet- Sparrow tonight as the Philadelter We won two of eight last
year. I'm sure the entire team
hopes to 'do better."
Eugene Taylor (190), sophomore
of Knoxville, will start at end opposite McBride, Rozzie Bush (160),
from Miami, Fla., is the No. 2
reserve. He is a senior.
Al tackle with Ross will be
George Pettegrew (215), a senior from Boligee, Ala. Joseph McMahan (210) of Knoxville and Walter Thomas (195) of Chicagb are
alternates. Both are sophomores.
Melvin Ilarrison (190) of Knoxville and Don Cunningham (190)
Top subs for the seniors are hlel•
vin Burrough and Lee 0. Smith.
both freshmen from Birmingham,
Ala.
Marshall Henley (195), sophomore, is center. The Knoxvillian
started in the position as a freshman.
A sharp shooting senior, QB
Jimmy Smith (168) from Auburn,
Ala., will direct the backfield. His
personnel will include Thompson,
extra fast halfback, Jolly, Albert
Lucas, a '58 starter, and fullback
James Carter (190) from Miami,
Fla.

Lose 108-104

Payton, 62 as he rambles goalward for one of his two touchdowns last week in Melrose
stadium. Davis wasn't enough,
however, as the Hamilton

squad came roaring back to
take a 28-18 win over the North
siders. (Staff Piz by Billy 4
)
Duncan.)

women and girls, and also boys
The Teen-Age Department of the between the ages of five and Nut.
Vance Avenue Branch YWCA will teen'
sponsor swimming classes at the
Lealoyne college swimming pool
beginning Saturday, Oct. 17, and
will run for an eight week period
convening every Saturday morning
phia Warriors took a 108-104 decision in an exhibition game here.
Arizin scored 23 points and Sparrow added 22 for the Warriors.
But Chamberlain, the 7-2 rookie
giant, was credited with only nine.
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FRED VALENTINE, native
Memphian and Tennessee A&I
State university graduate, pos•
es at the Id-State '
7air with
his lovely wife.Valentine, most
valuable player in the North
Caroline State league last year

finished out the baseball sea•
son of 1959 with the major
league Baltimore Orioles, The
Orioles have high hopes for
the slugging outfielder. (Withers pit.)

Seeks More
Sox Stock

DON'T MISS
Your

TR1Read
-STATE DEFENDER
it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home Delivery Service

KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now
Application For

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

ADDRESS
CITY

MATE,

SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
-We like to Say yes to felt
WOO requests"

STATE

PHONE

understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every
Wednesday and costs only 15c per copy.
Thank You.
INOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept., do Tri-State Defender,
236 S. Wellington,
Memphis, Tennessee).

PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS

Ms* Enjoy "AMOS and ANDY" on WREC Radio, Each Mon. thru Fri., 7:35 p.m.

Enjoy the Channel 3 Movie
Tonight and Every Night
with Linda Darnell
and George Sanders

Thursday, October 15, 10.00 p. m.

"In Old Chicago"

Hom• owned Home Operated
2 locations
152 Madison
—
JA 1-761t
lit fle Male
—
JA 8-1231
Examined an Supervised
by State riepartment
54 Insu
and Banking

with Tyrone Power, Alice Faye
and Don Ameche

with Lloyd Nolan
and Signe Hasso

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Jockey Willie Shoemaker's five winners yesterday set a single day
high for the new Aqueduct race
track.

LOANS

Home Delivery Service

ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender by news boy each week to:

Bill Veeck. top shareholder of
the Chicago White Sox, will make
a new bid to purchase Chuck
Comiskey's 46 per cent of the
American League pennant winners, the Chicago Tribune said.
Veeck met Monday with Arthur
C. Allyn Jr., son of a member of
the Veeck syndicate,. the Tribune
reported, and requested that the
group's offer be put in "black and
white."
The younger Allyn, also a member of the Veeck syndicate,
agreed,
the Tribune said.
The Tribune said also Comiskey
is in a mood to sell his share
of
the club. Negotiations between the
Veeck syndicate and Comiskey
have been in progress since last
March, when Veeck took over 54
per cent of the ball club. He paid
an estimated 12,700,000.
Comiskey is believed to be ask•
ing about $4,600,000 for his 46
shares. Under an agreement with
Veeck. A portion of the money
would go to Mrs. Dorothy Rigney,
Comiskey's sister.
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Ox-Bow Incident"
"Lifeboat

starring Henry Fonda
and Dana Andrews

with Tallaluh Bankhead
and William Bendix

Monday, October 29, 10:00 p. m.
with Ronald Coleman
and Shelley Winters

There's More To SEE On CHANNEL 3
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